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The duplicating department today and tomorrow is
putting out a very important legislative brochure for

President Smith.
by Saturday*

Five hundred copies should be ready

In order to do this, the duplicating department

must have more help#
Please devote your entire work time helping with
this project Thursday and Friday#

Betty Jane Bryan,

duplicating department assistant, will tell you what

to do.

This is the only work that you will be expected to
do for the Information Service Thursday and Friday*

Everything

else must wait*
Your wholehearted cooperation in this job will be

appreciated*

I
James H. Herring/^

Thursday, Dec. 1, 1955
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FOREWORD

This brochure contains brief descriptions of the academic programs

offered at Marshall College.

It was prepared to help legislators and

laymen get a better understanding of the personnel, building and financial
needs of the college.

Rapid expansion of industry and population growth in the southern

and western parts of West Virginia place a challenge as well as a heavy
responsibility upon Marshall College.

Whether we shall be able to meet

this challenge depends largely upon the interest, vision and support of

the people who reside in the area served by the college.

Stewart H. Smith, President
Marshall College

Huntington, West Virginia
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MARSHALL COLLEGE SERVES THE PEOPLE OF WEST VIRGINIA

Marshall College serves the people of West Virginia through the
College of Arts and Sciences, the Teachers College, the Graduate School,
and the adult education division.
College of Arts and. Sciences
Enrollment in Marshall's College of Arts and Sciences is 1766
resident students, 1573 of them attending college full time. Arts and
Sciences enrollment for the first half of the 1955“5^ term is 13 per
cent higher than one year ago.

Marshall's Arts and. Sciences College trains a major percentage of
the persons employed, in businesses, industries and the non-teaching
professions of southern West Virginia.

Students in this college obtain a well-rounded education as well
as specialized training for making a living.
Every student in Arts and Sciences is required to take courses
in the three principal areas of study:

The humanities (English, Latin, French, Spanish, German, Greek,
art, speech, music, physical education, Bible); the sciences (mathe
matics, physics, chemistry, geology, home economics, botany including
bacteriology, zoology, engineering, and business administration); and
the social sciences (history, sociology, economics, political science,
journalism, philosophy, psychology, geography, and education).
The student may also select a major and thus secure a degree of
specialization in one of 28 areas. These areas are:

Art, advertising, Bible and religion,biological, science, botany,
business administration (including accounting, banking and finance,
business management, marketing and retailing, and secretarial work),
chemistry, economics, general engineering, English, French, geography,
geology, German, history, home economics (dietetics or homemaking),
journalism, Latin, mathematics, music, philosophy, physical education,
physics, political science, psychology, sociology, Spanish, speech and
zoology.
The College of Arts and Sciences offers five bachelor's degrees:
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Business Administra
tion, Bachelor of Science in Chemistry, and Bachelor of Engineering
Science.
(

Preprofessional work is offered in dentistry, engineering, forestry,
law, medicine, veterinary medicine, medical technology, nursing, occupa
tional therapy, optometry, pharmacy, and dietetics.
The College of Arts and Sciences also offers two-year curricula
leading to associate degrees in accounting, general business, retailing,
secretarial work, general education, and laboratory technology.

3
Teachers College
Teachers College at Marshall College has the largest teacher
training program in West Virginia. Total enrollment in Teachers
College for the first half of the 1955-56 term is 1214 men and women-an increase of 15 per cent over enrollment for the same period a year
ago.
Growth of Marshall’s teacher training division is indicated by the
fact that current enrollment in this area is 81 per cent higher than the
figure for eight years ago. Total Teachers College enrollment in the
fall of 1947, when war veteran enrollment was highest, was 670 or 544
less than the current student total.

Of the 1214 students now enrolled in Marshall's Teachers College,
552 are specializing in elementary education and 424 are first-year
students.
Marshall has a laboratory school embracing a kindergarten, an
elementary school and a high school. Students do practice teaching in
the laboratory school and in public schools of Cabell and neighboring
counties.

!

The Teachers College prepares students for teaching on all levels:
kindergarten-elementary, elementary, elementary-high school, and high
school.
The kindergarten-primary curriculum leads to the bachelor’s degree
and a five-year certificate for teaching in kindergarten and grades one
through three.

Three classes of elementary certificates are given, the class depend
ing upon the number of years of college work a student has completed.
They include the First-Class Elementary Certificate, valid for five years
in grades one through nine, presented to bachelor’s degree recipients;
the Second-Class Elementary Certificate, valid for four years in grades
one through eight, for persons completing three years of college work;
and the Third-Class Elementary Certificate, valid for three years in
grades one through eight, given for two years of college work.
Persons wishing to teach on both the elementary and high school
levels can receive five-year Public School Certificates, valid on either
the elementary or high school level, by completing a prescribed bachelor’s
degree program.

t

Students planning to teach only in high school may qualify for the
First-Class High School Certificate, valid for five years in grades seven
through twelve. Persons following this program may select any two of the
following high school teaching fields: art, biological science, commerce
(business principles, occupational), English, French, German, vocational
home economics (one field), Latin, library science, mathematics, music,
special teaching and supervising of music (one field), physical education,
physical science, physical and general science, social studies, Spanish,
and speech.

Graduate School

Growth of Marshall’s Graduate School has been even more pro
nounced than that of its College of Arts and Sciences and Teachers
College. Full-time Graduate School enrollment has increased 60 per
cent in the last year. Part-time Graduate School enrollment has
increased 11 per cent.
Enrollment in the Graduate School during summer sessions ranges
between U50 and 550* In regular academic years, the enrollment is
generally 300 to 350. About 75 per cent of Marshall’s graduate
students are persons who wish to improve the quality of their services
as teachers, principals, supervisors, and superintendents of public
schools of West Virginia.

Marshall College offers graduate work leading to the degrees of
Master of Arts and Master of Science. Graduate credit may be earned
in art, the biological sciences, business administration, chemistry,
economics, education, English, geography, geology, history, home
economics, mathematics, music, philosophy, political science, psychology
and sociology.
More than 95 per cent of the 1700 persons who have earned the
master’s degree from Marshall College in the last fifteen years are
natives of West Virginia. Although three-fourths of the counties are
generally represented in the Graduate School enrollment, the southern
half of the State furnishes a large majority of its students. The
master’s degree from Marshall College is fully accredited by schools
granting the doctorate. Many Marshall graduates have continued for
doctor's degrees in the leading graduate schools and are in positions
of responsibility.

The Graduate School of Marshall College is particularly valuable
to the people of the southern half of West Virginia. Prior to the
initiation of a graduate program at Marshall, many of the teachers of
this portion of the State went to other states to do the work for
advanced degrees.
Adult Education Division

Refresher courses, career courses, professional courses, and leisure
time classes have become a familiar part of the education scene in the
adult education division at Marshall College.

During the 195^-55 term there were U3 extension classes in 19 fields
of study taught in 30 centers with 8U5 students enrolled--an average of
about 20 students per class. Table I shows how Marshall College extension
classes are distributed over southern West Virginia each year.
(
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TABLE I
MARSHALL COLLEGE EXTENSION CLASSES SERVING SOUTHERN
WEST VIRGINIA COMMUNITIES EACH YEAR

(

Beckley
Charleston
Clay
Fayetteville
Lewisburg
Logan
Madison
Pineville
Point Pleasant
Princeton
St. Albans
Welch
Williamson

Average Number
of Classes
in Each
Community
Per Year

Average Number
of Students
Per Class in
Each Community

2

20
23
19
19
12
21
18
22
15
19
23
19
20

5
2
2
2

6
2
2
2
2
2
2

7

Also during the 1954-55 term, 145 courses were offered in the
evening program with 1500 students enrolled.
Special classes, seminars, and conferences were held both on and
off the campus for groups of industrialists, railroaders, peace officers,
teachers, principals, public school supervisors, superintendents of
schools, and P.T.A. groups. Areas of interest included community
relations and public speaking, management development, human relations,
criminal investigation, handicapped children, and various topics related
to public school education.
Consultant services were made available to industrial groups and
to county school systems throughout the State.

(\
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Enrollment Increasing Rapidly

The steady growth of Marshall's enrollment is indicated by
resident enrollment totals for the last four years.

These figures

follow:
Part-time
Students

Full-time
Students

Total

1952-53

733

1812

25^5

1953-5^

788

1817

2605

195^-55

736

2190

2926

1955-56

822

2519

3341

The above figures do not include an annual average of ^50 students
enrolled in extension classes.
Further breakdowns of Marshall's current enrollment are shown by

Tables II and III and Graph 1.
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TABLE II
MARSHALL COLLEGE RESIDENT ENROLLMENT FOR
FIRST SEMESTERS OF 1954-55 AND 1955-56 TERMS *

1955-56

Gain
in
Students

Percentage
of Gain
in
Students

2926

3341

415

14$

Full Time

2190

2519

329

15$

Part Time

736

822

86

12$

Men

1660

1852

192

12$

Women

1266

1489

223

18$

Arts and Sciences--Total
Full Time
Part Time

1556
1380
176

1766
1573
193

210
193
17

13$
14$

Teachers College-- Total
Full Time
Part Time

1057
780
277

1214
898
316

157
118
39

15$
15$
14$

Graduate School--- Total
Full Time
Part Time

313
30
283

361
48
313

48

15$

18
30

60$
11$

Freshmen'

831
759
72

901
815
86

70
56
14

8$
7$
19$

First
Semester

First
Semester

1954-55

Total

•Total
Full Time
Part Time

10$

*These figures do not include extension students enrolled for
either of the two terms.

(
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MARSHALL COLLEGE FIRST SEMESTER ENROLLMENT TRENDS
FROM 1946-^7 THROUGH 1955-56 TERMS
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UNLESS MARSHALL’S BASIC NEEDS ARE PROVIDED FOR,
THE COLLEGE WILL DECLINE IN ITS ABILITY TO SERVE
THE PEOPLE OF WEST VIRGINIA

Faculty Salaries Too Low

Marshall College, situated on the western border of West Virginia,
competes chiefly with Ohio institutions in its search for and its effort
to keep faculty personnel.

With comparable state-supported institutions in Ohio paying about
$1,200 more on the average than Marshall can pay, the college finds it
extremely difficult to secure and keep qualified faculty personnel.
The effect of Marshall’s low salary scale is far-reaching. The
most immediate effect is indicated by the great turnover within the
faculty.

During the last ten years Marshall College has maintained a
faculty of approximately 160 persons annually. In that time there have
been 131 separations, representing an 82 per cent turnover in ten years.
Of the 131 faculty members who have left since 19^-5> 70 have left
for higher paying positions, 25 have retired, and 36 have left for
miscellaneous reasons.

Certain positions on the Marshall faculty have been vacant as many
as three times in that period.
Turnover is expensive to an institution of higher learning. It
means that whenever a person goes through the adjustment period and
reaches the point where he can be of maximum service to the institution,
he then leaves for another job. The college then must hire a replace
ment and begin the expensive process- all over again.

Another result of Marshall’s low salary scale is the difficulty in
securing qualified persons to replace those who leave. With a salary
scale more than a thousand dollars lower than that of its competitors
in neighboring Ohio, the college eventually may not be able to find
replacements at all without first abandoning the high personnel standards
to which the institution has clung.
Marshall Faculty Teach at a Sacrifice
Marshall has many good teachers. But top-flight teaching cannot be
maintained for long at below-standard compensation. Marshall College
faculty salaries have lagged behind the national and regional averages
and behind the cost of living. The future of a Marshall instructor,
who aspires someday to attain full professorship and department head,
looks dismal indeed when he sees his senior of 30 years collecting a
salary as low as the figures now show. Quality teaching at Marshall
is supported by dangerously low compensation.

11

Higher Faculty Salary Scale Necessary

Marshall College needs a general upgrading of its salary scale.
Only by paying salaries more in line with those of competing institu
tions in its immediate area can Marshall hope to continue hiring and
holding we11-qualified faculty personnel.
With the college in the low national bracket faculty salarywise
and with other institutions of the immediate area paying $1,200 more
on the average for faculty personnel, Marshall faces a dark future
unless something is done now to remedy this situation.

The faculty and staff have had only one salary increase since
1951• la 1953 salaries were raised an average of 5 to 8 per cent.
This amounted to an average of $300 for each faculty member.

Our request for 1956-57 is for a 15 per cent increase in Marshall’s
personal service budget. The total amount asked for faculty and staff
salary increments is $187,3^0°
Additional Faculty Needed

c

Budget limitations make it impossible for Marshall College to
hire enough additional faculty members as the student body rapidly
expands. Classes for that reason are overcrowded and many students
are forced to delay taking certain required courses. Delays of this
kind sometimes make students have to spread their college attendance
over a longer period. This is added expense for both parents and the
State.

Marshall College needs allocations sufficient to employ enough
additional faculty personnel to meet the demands of a fast growing
student body.
Fourteen additional faculty members have been requested for the
1956-57 term. The numbers requested for various departments include
the following:
English, 3; engineering, 2; Spanish, 1; speech, 2; chemistry, 2;
business administration, 1$ mathematics, 1; education, 1; and science, 1,

Three additional non-teaching staff members have been requested
for the next term, including an assistant librarian, an accountant, a
recorder and veterans’ clerk.
For the 17 additional staff members needed, the college has
asked a total of $72,150*

12

Statistics Show Marshall Compares

Unfavorably Faculty Salarywise
The following tables show how unfavorably Marshall salaries
compare with those of other institutions in its immediate area, in
West Virginia, in the Northeast states, and in the nation as a whole.
TABLE IV

COMPARISON BETWEEN MARSHALL COLLEGE AVERAGE SALARIES AND
THOSE OF X UNIVERSITY IN OHIO, A STATE-SUPPORTED INSTI
TUTION COMPARABLE TO MARSHALL IN SIZE AND ENROLLMENT *
Rank

Marshall
Average

Average of
X University
in Ohio

Difference

Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor

$5,345
4,477
3,922
3,612

$7,078
5,848
5,069
4,189

$1,733
1,371
1,147
577

4,339

5,546

1,207

Average for all ranks

* Salaries paid at three other comparable state-supported institutions
in Ohio are similar to those of X University. Marshall must compete with
all these institutions for personnel.
TABLE V
MARSHALL'S STANDING AMONG NINE STATE-SUPPORTED WEST VIRGINIA
INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING IN A COMPARISON OF AVERAGE
SALARIES FOR THE FOUR FACULTY RANKS IN 1955-56 *

Rank

Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor

<

Highest
Marshall’s
Average
Average
(Nine Insti
tutions)

Marshall’s Place Among
Nine Institutions

$5,289
4,545
^,220
3,993

First
Fourth from Top
Eighth from Top
Fifth from Top

$5,289
4,377
3,877

3,606

* Compiled from figures for Bluefield, Concord, Fairmont, Glenville,
Marshall, Shepherd, West Liberty, West Virginia Tech., and West Virginia
State.

V
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TABLE VI

COMPARISON OF MARSHALL’S MINIMUM, MEDIAN AND MAXIMUM SALARIES
FOR INSTRUCTORS WITH THOSE OF 60 INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER
LEARNING IN THE NORTHEAST STATES IN 1954-55 *

Marshall
Lowest (60 institutions)
Median (60 institutions)
Highest (60 institutions)

Minimum

Median

Maximum

$3,000
3,000
3,900
5,300

$3,500
3,400
4,200
5,900

$3,900
3,400
4,500
6,700

* Northeast states figures compiled from report by American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education, covering 60 institutions of higher
learning in Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, District of Columbia, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland, and West Virginia.

(

TABLE VII

COMPARISON OF MARSHALL'S MINIMUM, MEDIAN AND MAXIMUM SALARIES
FOR ASSISTANT PROFESSORS WITH THOSE OF 60 INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER LEARNING IN NORTHEAST STATES IN 1954-55 *

Marshall
Lowest (60 institutions)
Median (60 institutions)
Highest (60 institutions)

*
(

Minimum

Median

Maximum

$3,000
3,600
4,500
5,800

$3,800
3,900
5,200
6,900

$4,375
4,000
5,500
8,000

See footnote under Table VI.
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TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF MARSHALL'S MINIMUM, MEDIAN, AND MAXIMUM SALARIES
FOR ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS WITH THOSE OF 60 INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER LEARNING IN NORTHEAST STATES IN 1951+-55 *

Marshall
Lowest (60 institutions)
Median (60 institutions)
Highest (60 institutions)
*

Minimum

Median

Maximum

$3,800
3,900
5,200
7,100

$4,350
4,200
5,750
8,300

$5,000
4,300
6,300
9,500

See footnote under Table VI.

(

TABLE IX
COMPARISON OF MARSHALL'S MINIMUM, MEDIAN, AND MAXIMUM SALARIES
FOR PROFESSORS WITH THOSE OF 60 INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING
IN NORTHEAST STATES IN 1954-55 *

Marshall
Lowest (60 institutions)
Median (60 institutions)
Highest (60 institutions)
*

r

Minimum

Median

Maximum

$4,600
4,200
6,100
9,400

$5,250
4,400
6,550
10,500

$5,700
4,800
7,250
15,000

See footnote under Table VI.
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TABLE X
COMPARISON OF MARSHALL'S SALARY RANGE WITH THE NATIONAL AVERAGE
FOR BEGINNING AND TOP SALARIES PAID FOR VARIOUS FACULTY RANKS *

c

Lowest

Highest

$3,000

$3,900

3,227

It, 02?

Assistant Professor:
Marshall
National Average
(173 Institutions)

3,300

4,375

3,851

4,884

Associate Professor:
Marshall
National Average
(173 Institutions)

3,800

5,000

4,586

5,843

4,600

5,700

5,554

7,256

Instructor:
Marshall
National Average
(173 Institutions)

Professor:
Marshall
National Average
(173 Institutions)
*

National figures compiled from a report of Columbia University
on a study covering 173 institutions throughout the country.
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Pay Scale for Clerical Employees Too Low

Salary adjustments are greatly needed on the administrative

employee level as well as on the faculty level at Marshall College.

Clerical employees of Marshall College are working on a salary

scale far below that of Huntington Agency A, a U. S. Civil Service
operation which employs approximately 300 persons in Huntington.

The average beginning rate of Marshall is

per cent less than that

of Huntington Agency A for 14 clerical positions.

Marshall’s average

top rate for the same positions is 74 per cent lower than that of the
same agency.

The average salary range for these positions at Marshall

College is $1,864--$2,471, as compared with $3,073—$4,316 for

Huntington Agency A.

(See Table XI).

The Marshall salary scale for the same positions also falls

far below the scales of commercial and professional enterprises which
employ the same type of clerical workers that Marshall requires.
As a result of Marshall’s low salary scale for clerical employees,

turnover in this personnel area is extensive..

Furthermore, the college

has great difficulty in securing well-qualified clerical workers

because salaries paid elsewhere in the Huntington area are considerably
higher.
Just as in the case of faculty salaries, the college needs to

adjust its pay scale for clerical employees upward.

These employees

would be affected by the requested 15 per cent increase in Marshall’s
personal service budget for the 1955-56 term.

(
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TABLE XI

SALARY SCALE OF MARSHALL COLLEGE CLERICAL EMPLOYEES AS COMPARED WITH
HUNTINGTON AGENCY A, AU. S. CIVIL SERVICE OPERATION WHICH EMPLOYS
APPROXIMATELY 300 PERSONS IN HUNTINGTON *

(

Position

Marshall
Salary
Range

Huntington
Agency A
Salary Range *
(Comparable
Position)

,C lerk -Typist
Telephone Operator
Duplicating Machine Operator
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Recorder
Transcript Clerk
Secretary to Administrative
Assistants
Chief Payroll Clerk
Chief Recorder
Junior Accountant
Chief Transcript Clerk
Cashier
Secretary to Administrative
Officer

$1,800—$2,200
1.800- - 2,200
1.800— 2,200
1,840— 2,400
1,840— 2,400
1,840— 2,400
1,840— 2,400

$2,960-43,725
3.175- - 3,940
2,960- 3,725
3.175- 3,940
3,175- 3,940
2,960- 3,725
3,175- 3,940

Average Salary Range
for Positions
Indicated Above

1,860— 2,500
1.900- - 2,600
1.900— 2,600
1.900— 2,600
1.900- - 2,600
1,900-- 2,600

3,4153,670—
3,670—
3.670—
3.670—
3.670—

2,000— 2,920

3,670— 4,885

1,864-- 2,471

3,073- 4,316

4,180
4,885
4,885
4,885
4,885
4,885

Average beginning rate of Huntington Agency A is $1,209 higher than
the average beginning rate of Marshall College for these positions.

Average top rate of Huntington Agency A is $1,845 higher than the
average top rate of Marshall College for these positions.

*

Huntington Agency A offers higher salary ranges for certain of
these positions, depending upon the amount of decision-making
responsibility an employee has.
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Marshall1s Physical Needs

Health and Physical Education Building and Additional Land

Three new buildings are badly needed on the Marshall College campus.
The first is a health and physical education building for men and
additional land upon which to erect it. Total cost of the proposed
structure, including land, is estimated at $950,000.

was
the
the
ing

The present college gymnasium and physical education building which
built 36 years ago is intended for a student body about one-seventh
size of Marshall’s. The small structure does not in any way meet
physical education, athletic and health needs of Marshall’s expand
student body.

If a new building were erected, the existing physical education
building might be used exclusively for the women’s physical education
and athletic program.
Fine Arts Building with Auditorium

The second structure needed at Marshall is a fine arts building
which includes an auditorium. This building would be erected on the
north campus on the site of a temporary barracks-type structure now in
use. It would cost $900,000*

A large auditorium is one of the greatest needs at Marshall. The
present auditorium seats slightly over 800—only about 25 per cent of
the resident student body. With 901 now in the freshman class, even
a meeting of this one class cannot have full attendance because of
inadequate facilities.
The auditorium is entirely inadequate for college convocations,
forums, artists series programs, graduation and other programs. As a
result, numbers of students by necessity miss important programs. To
have adequate seating space for artists series, baccalaureate and
commencement programs, the college must spend several thousand dollars
each year to rent a downtown theater.

Auditorium and Gymnasium at Laboratory School
The third building needed at Marshall is a combination auditorium
and gymnasium at the Laboratory School. Its cost is estimated at
$100,000.
Usual enrollment at the Laboratory School is slightly over 400
pupils. This number is about equally divided between the first six
grades and grades seven through twelve.

The present Laboratory School assembly hall seats 80 pupils, making
it impossible to hold assemblies of either the elementary or high school

19

f

groups. Some physical education classes are held in the small
gymnasium in the old Laboratory School building and others are
held in the Marshall College gymnasium, which in itself is not
adequate to accommodate all college classes.

Library Building Alterations
Another need where Marshall College physical facilities are
concerned, is additional library space and alterations within the
college library building.
Classrooms now take up badly needed library space on the
first floor of the building. These rooms should be cleared and
altered to provide additional stack room. An audio-visual aids
library should be added to the library and other repairs and
alterations are needed to make the library better meet college
requirements. This project altogether would cost $55,000.

(

(
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This physical education and health building, erected 36 years
ago for a student body of 500, is still in use at Marshall College.
With 3341 resident students now enrolled, the old structure above
is entirely inadequate to meet the needs of a large and expanding
student body. A new building, with land upon which to build it,
is a great need at Marshall College. The estimated cost would be
$950,000.
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This temporary barracks-type building at Marshall College
should be replaced by a fine arts building, with a large auditorium.
A proposed structure to relieve Marshall’s space problem would cost
approximately $900,000.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-5-55
For Immediate Release
From:

Joe Maynor, Sports Publicity Director

By Joe Maynor

(Washington and Lee—*-l)

Coach Jule Rivlin began offensive practice this week,
in preparation for this week’s encounter with Washington and

Lee, after winning his first game as the Marshall College head
coach last Saturday night•

Coach Rivlin!s first victim was

Spring Hill College of Alabama, who fell before the Big Green
by the score of $3-69*
"The team looked good enough for the first game."

Coach Rivlin said, "But we need to work on the offense some more

to iron out the wrinkles."
The Big Green had four of the starting five men in
double figures.

Hal Greer led the attack when he dumped in 20

points, followed by Cebe Price with 19, Charlie Slack with IS
and Paul Underwood with 16.

Slack picked off 21 rebounds from

his position on the new defense o

The practice sessions this week will be centered around
the offensive attack, as the Big Green gets ready to host the
invading Five Star Generals, who are expected to be one of the

best teams Marshall will meet all year
(more)

j

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-5-55

(Washington and Lee-- 2)

"Washington and Lee is going to be hard to stop this
year." "Riv" said.

"They have all of their starters back from

last year, and all of them have plenty of experience against

strong competition."
Last year Marshall dumped the Generals by a score
of $9-79 at the Huntington Memorial Field House<>

-30-

a

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-12-5-55
To the Advertiser, Huntington,
j7or

Va.

Immediate Release

(Scott Morrison convocation-- 1)

^^^^^ptt^Mcjrrison, npted pianist and actor, will appear
on the$'t;onvocation‘Tirogram at 11:00 a.r . Thursday, December &
in the College Auditorium.

x-.r. Morrison is an accomplished pianist, lecturer and

actor.

he has studied with outstanding teachers both in this

country and abroad.

The title of his present program is ”otop,

Look , and Listen’’ in which he appears in costume to play the
music of Brahms, Chopin, bach, Handel, uiszt and many others.

His characterizations ar;e complimented by lighting effects,
scenery, harpsichord anu*•>X1’>ecia 1
c .Mlcii.n.
V ‘
V
Mr. Morrison averages more^than forty thousand miles
a year filling concert engagements.

His tours lake him from

i.aino to California where he gives :t0onversUt ional Concerts”,
a refreshing and amusing combination of theatre, concert and
lecture.

he has appeared in all the forty-eight states and has

frequently been sponsored for several consecutive seasons by the
same groups.

The entire production is the result of long and care
ful research by Mr. Morrison.

It has a finish, unity and glamor

v.’hich is difficult to create in a one-man snow.

The nanes of

the composers he impersonates are witheld during the interpre-

tation, but the audience may guess who they are by the conver-

/MMX

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-—12-5-55
(Scott Morrison convocation---2)

sational clues given.

Earlier music on the program will be played on a
Challis harpsichord, a replica of an antique keyboard, while

later music will be played on the piano.

Attendance at Mr.

Morrison’s convocation is limited to season members and students.
— 30—
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-—12-5-55
For Immediate Release

To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, V/. Va.

(Messiah-- 1)

The Marshall College Music Department will present

George Frederick Handel’s ’’Messiah” tonight, Dec. 6, at 6:15
p.m. in Huntington City Auditorium.

The presentation of Handel’s masterpiece this evening
will mark its return to the Marshall pre-Christmas program after
a one year lapse.

Last year, Bach’s ’’Magnificat in D Major”

was featured.
Tonights program will feature four soloists from the

Huntington area.

(S)

They are: Mrs. Betty Benjamin, soprano; Miss

Linda Cassell, alto; John Creighton, tenor; and Leo V. Imperi,

bass.
Mrs. Betty Benjamin received her Bachelor of Arts de
gree in Music at Marshall and studied voice in Europe afterwards.
She is a soloist at the Trinity Episcopal Church and the Ohlev

Sholem Temple.

She has studied with Jame Hobson locally.

Miss Linda Cassell is a senior majoring in Music at

Marshall.

She is from Greenbank, W. Va.

appearance in the pre-Christmas program.
(

(more)

This will be her first

<■

—..0

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-12-5-55
(Messiah-- 2)

Leo V. Imperi, instructor of music and choral director,
was frET several years soloist in various churches in New York

City.

He has studied with Thelma Lewis at the University of

Michigan; Oleve Genzlinger, Columbia University; Carl Butekunst,

New York City, and Mark Harrell, concert artist.

John W. Creighton, assistant professor of music at
Marshall, has been soloist for the First Presbyterian Church and

the Ohlev Sholom Temple, and assistant choir director of Trin-

r

ity Episcopal Church.

He has studied with Professor Walter

Stults, Northwestern University; Paul Althouse, New York City;
and Conrad Bos, Julliard Conservatory, New York, N. Y.

In addition to the four vocalists the program will

feature the Marshall Orchestra and the Choral Union.

The pre

sentation is under the direction of Alfred P. Lanegger, assist
ant professor of music, and R. Wayne Hugoboom, associate profes

sor of music.

The program is open to the public, and there will be
no admission charge.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-7-55

For Immediate Release

(Dr* Stewart H# Smith)

Dr# Stewart H# Smith f president of Marshall Collegef

will go to Parkersburg Thursday (December 8) to give the first
x on Education
of two speeches on the White House ConfeY^cWwh^oh^he attended
in Washington last week#

He ;vill address the Principals Association of Wood County
at a meeting at Wilmar restaurant#

The program will begin at

6 p# m#

Dr# Smith will speak on the same subject at the annual
Christmas dinner of Charleston National Bank personnel in

Charleston Dec# 14>

This affair is set for 6s30 p» m# at

the Hotel Ruffner•
The Marshall president was appointed by Governor Marland
to attend the White House Conference as a representative of

West Virginia and Marshall College#
Dr# Smith will speak before men of the
Methodist Church Friday (December 9) at 6 p. ro#

First
He will

discuss the services performed by Marshall College and the
institution’s principal needs#
-300
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-12-8-55
For Immediate Release

To the Huntington Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

(Who’s Who—1)

mhe 1955-56 edition of ”Who’s Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges” lists twenty-nine Marshall
The students here were chosen along withf//^
College men and women.

outstanding students in colleges and universities throughout the

country in recognition of their college achievements.
The Marshall Group is composed of twenty-four seniors,

three juniors. and two graduate students
Juniors selected were: Alvin Arnett, Huntington; James

M. Johnston, Huntington; and Betty Lou Cornett; Northfork.
Seniors: Nancy P. Arnett, Huntington; Anne Cline,

Kopperston; Edith Hensley, Huntington; Ella Sue Marrs, Huntington;

Eva Lucille Mullins, Williamson; Rita Richey, Weirton; Ellen
Shepherd, Huntington; Jacqueline Spaulding, Huntington; and Barba-

ra Thabet, Charleston.
Nancy Williams, Hurricane; David Dunlap, Huntington;

Maywood Ellifritt, Greenwood; and William Seidel, Pittsburgh.
William Keesee, War: Keleel Ammar, Bluefield; Louis
DeVaughn, Charleston; Charles Slack, Huntington; Boice Daugherty,

Huntington; John Walker, Barboursville; Lawrence Hite, Huntington;
James Davis, Huntington; William Bias, Huntington; James Chapman,

Huntington; and Paula Ransom Buskirk, Huntington.
t_______ \

&

<»
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-8-55

(Who’s Who-—2)

The two graduate students selected were: Frank Senise
and David Straley, both of Huntington.

The selections were made on the basis of the students
active participation in all phases of college life with interest,

efficiency, responsibility, and character.
-30-
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MARSHALL IN BRIEF:

LOCATION
Founded
Enrollment..
Acreage
Support
President
Athletic Director.
Band.. o.........
Nickname........
Colors... ......
Home Court .......
Affiliation
Athletic Publicity

o
0

.Huntington, West Virginia
.1837 as Marshall Academy
•3700 (co-educational)
,25 acres
.State of West Virginia
.Stewart H. Smith, Ph. D. Syracuse
.Robert A. Morris, Jr.
.75 pieces (Thomas O’Connell, Dir.)
.Big Green
.Green and White
.Memorial Field-House, Cap. 7^00
.Mid-American Conference, N.C.A.A.
.Joe Maynor

MARSHALL PRESS AND RADIO OUTLETS:

THE HERALD-DISPATCH
Fred Burns, Sports Editor

THE HUNTINGTON ADVERTISER
Ernie Salvatore, Sports Editor

THE PARTHENON
Marshall Student Newspaper
Steve Post!, Sports Editor

STATION WPLH
Cebe Tweel, Sports Director

STATION WSAZ AND WSAZ-TV
Jim Thacker, Sports Director
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Dick Boyd
UNITED PRESS
Karl Broadley

STATION WCMI, Ashland, Ky.
Dick Martin, Sports Director
STATION WHTN
George Marshall, Program Director

THE PRESS ACCOMMODATIONS
Memorial Field House, home of the Big Green, is located on fifth avenue
eight blocks east of the Marshall campus.

WORKING PRESS... .Admission to the press box will be by press
pass only. The Field House has ample space in
two large press and radio booths, plus a floor
level press table to accommodate a maximum
number of working press. Several telephones
are easily accessible in the downstairs lobby.
PHOTOGRAPHERS... .Photographers will be admitted to the Field House
on press passes and will be given an especially
marked card to entitle them to.a position
along either end of the playing floor.

Requests for press passes should be made at least one week prior to the date
of the game. For passes, radio facilities, game coverage, or additional
information, write or call:
ROBERT A. MORRISj JR.
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
i

JOE MAYNOR
SPORTS PUBLICITY DIRECTOR

or
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
MARSHALL COLLEGE
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

(Phone 28352)
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THE OUTLOOK FOR ’55-56

For the first time in twenty
under the direction of a new
has taken over the duties as
last year at the end of the

years the Marshall College Big Green will be
coach. Jule Rivlin, a one time great at Marshall,
head coach replacing Cam Henderson, who resigned
season.

Rivlin has inherited a host of talent from last year’s squad that won 17 and
lost only 4. Back into the line up this year will be the nation’s top rebounder,
Charlie Slack, a 6’5 center who has been a main stay in the Big Green line up
for the past three years.
Also returning from last year’s squad are Cebe Price and Paul Underwood., the
point a minute twins from South Charleston.' Last year Price handled the fast
break, and Underwood mastered the right side from the guard position, Price
averaged 23.6 points per game in 21 games.

Slack and Price made the first all Mid-American Conference team last year,
while Underwood gained a berth on the second team. Slack has already been
picked to Dell Magazine’s All Mid-Western team this year.

(

The Big Green will have a great deal of talent coming up from last year’s
freshman team that lost only one game. Outstanding among these performers
are Jack Freeman, Hal Greer, and Dave Kirk. Freeman was the high scorer for
the Yearlings last year with an average of over 26 points per game. Greer
was also outstanding in the scoring department, while Kirk is an excellent
rebounder.
The offense this year will be the same fast break that Marshall fans have
watched for the past twenty years. However, Rivlin will install his own
brand of the zone defense and will use some man-to-man in an effort to halt
the opposition’s scoring as freely as they have been in the past.

3

JULE RIVLIN

Not many conversations about Marshall College basketball players will ever go
far without someone mentioning the name of Jule Rivlin.
"Riv" is probably
the best known ball player to ever wear the green and white.

He gained a berth on the all-American squad in 1937“38 when he was playing
under Cam Henderson, the man whom he is replacing this year, That same year
he was the second high scorer in the nation.
Jule spend two and one half years in the Army after graduation, where he
coached a basketball team for the first time. After he came out of the Army
he took over the coaching duties of the Toledo Jeeps, where he handled the
role of player-coach. He led his team mates to the World Professional
Tournament in 19^7; and was picked the most valuable player in the tournament.
He then shifted his coaching talents to the Wheeling, West Virginia Blues of
the All American Professional League. Here his team took first place in the
League in 19^9“5° with "Riv" still active as a player.
He took a job coaching at Wheeling McKenley High School after the Blues broke
up, and remained there until he was called to take over at Marshall where
the "Ole Man" left off.

In the past he has been active as both player and coach, and all of his teams
have played the same agressive basketball as the Marshall team on which he
was so successful. This year is expected to be no exception.
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THE BIG GREEN ROSTER

WT.

POS.

NO.

6’4

174

•0

13

So.

6’1

165

F

So.

6’1

170

F

11

Huntington, W. Va.

So.

6 ’2

158

F

16

Slack, Charlie

Pomroy, Ohio

Sr.

6'4

220

c

17

Hunnicutt, Joe

Princeton, W. Va.

Jr.

6’3

195

G

18

Kirk, Dave

Huntington, W.

So.

6’4

190

G

15

Mayfield, John

Ironton, Ohio

So.

6’5

190

c

21

Parkins, Sonny

Poca, W. Va.

Jr.

6’2

162

F

19

Pierson, Jerry

Sutton, W. Va.

Jr.

5'7

165

G

14

Price, Cebert

South Charleston, W.Va Jr.

6 ’2

158

F

10

Simpson, Fred

Ashland, Ky.

5’91

145

F

24

CLASS

NAME

HOMETOWN

Ashley., Boh

Middleport, Ohio

Jr.

Dingess, Dave

Logan, W. Va.

Freeman, Jack

Huntington, W.

Greer, Harold

Va.

Va.

So.

5
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MARSHALL COLLEGE
195^-55 Basketball Record

Republic of China
91-58
Western Reserve.
.......... 90-84
Ohio University. ....
.
95-55
University of Virginia.... *
103-98
Carnegie Tech. ..... o. .........101-82
Washington and Lee. ............89-79
Miami University.
......... 7^-89
Western Michigan.............
.79-50
Xavier University..... ...... 82-69
Toledo..........
68-56
Kent State University...
86-59
Kent State University
.... 73-92
Western Michigan.
......... 75-89
Morris Harvey
.......... 108-94
Ohio University.
.84-73
Toledo University.
........ 90-74
Bowling Green University
99-89
Morris Harvey.
...... 103-92
Bowling Green.
..
91 -69
Miami University
.... 89-77
Western Reserve...
... 58-70

Won 17—Lost 4

6

BIC- GREEN PLAYER BRIEFS

CHARLIE SLACK, 6’5 center....team co-captain...married and father of a boy named
Chuck, Jr
led the nation in rebounding last year
was second in rebounding
year before last.... .broke all MAC rebounding marks in his sophomore year
got
experience by playing in the navy
has been picked to Dell Magazine’s pre season
All-Midwestern team
scores on short hook shots, tip-ins, and one handers from
underneath
came to Marshall as an end on the football team, but was stolen by
Cam Henderson in his freshman year.
CEBERT (CEBE) PRICE, 6'2 forward
team’s leading scorer last year averageing over
23 points in 21 games.... .shoots a running one-hand jump shot usually from around the
foul circle.... .was a team mate of Underwood at South Charleston High School
made
the first team all-state in his senior year at S. C
all-intramural football player..
...handles the middle-man position on the fast break.

PAUL UNDERWOOD, 6’2 guard ....one of Marshall’s best set shots in years .... shoots
a long, highly arched set.... .operated the right side of the fast break last year...
u„ was second team all stater in high school..... has teamed up with Price since both
were in the ninth grade
very cool.. ...one of the fastest men on the squad.

BOB .ASHLEY, 6’U center
Didn’t see much action last year.....was a starter on the
frosh squad two years ago,... .very good rebounder.... .expecially good on tip-ins.....
was All -American high school and in football
was Phillies pitching prospect...-,
is expected to see some action at the pivot position this year.

JOE (HOOKS) BLTCICUTT, 6’3 forward
.very good scorer
turned in his best effort
as a freshman two years ago by scoring 3^ points in one game
runs the left side
of the fast break
is a natural left hander .... shoots a one-hand jump shot.—.
....
was also considered as a Marshall football possibility.
JERRY PIERSON, 5’7 forward
one of two men on the squad standing less than six
feet
called ’’Punch" by his team mates.... .plays the middle man on the fast break..
...gets away his one hand push shots very quickly.....good ball handler.
SONNY PARKINS, 6’2 Forward
provided good scoring punch in his freshman year...-,
didn’t see much action last year.... .shoots one hander from close range
can also
shoot two handers from corner.... .is thin in build.
JACK FREEMAN, 6 ’ 1 Forward
one
...averaged 26 points per game...
a starter.

of the best scorers on last year’s freshman squad.,
will be depended upon this year
should be

7
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DAVE KIRK, 6’4 center
shot and get tip-ins.
regular on the fresh squad last year
start.

will be depended upon this year

.very good as
works as a m
may

HAROID GREER, 6’2 guard
very speedy
has slender build..... a good ball
handler.... .shoots a one hand jump shot from near foul circle
was outstanding
as a freshman..o..averaged over 18 points in 21 games last year.....will probably
staid;.
JOHN MAYFIELD, 6’5 center.... .tied with Slack for squad’s tallest man
was a
starter for frosh last year
was excellent rebounder.....will provide more height.,
o.oshould see some action.
DAVE DING33S, 6’1 forward
very accurate jump shot artist
plays middle
on fast break.... .has good speed... . .from the home town of Wait Walowac.

man

FRED SIMPSON, 5’9i forward..... second shortest man on the squad..♦. .was outstanding
in high school
made All-State in Kentucky
broke the high school scoring
record as a senior with 919 points.

(
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THE OPPOSITION

SPRING HILL COLLEGE

Colors....purple and white
Nickname...Badgers
Coach...Bill Gardiner
54-55 Record...11-12

Location... .Mobile, Alabama
Enrollment..751
Field House..Porter City Gym
Athletic Director...Bill Gardiner

The probable starting five for the Badgers will average just a mite under 6-1 and
the squad as a whole will average out at the same figure. Bob Coyle (6-3) will be
the tallest performer among the starters and will have to give away altitude in every
game the Badgers play; sometimes as much as six inches or more.
Coach Gardiner has made no secret of his plans to concentrate on speed and ball
handling to set up his shots at the bucket this season.
The Badgers are playing

(

the "best

schedule this year that they have ever played.

LEE UNIVERSITY

WASHINGTON &

Colors
Blue and white
Nickname
Five Star Generals
Coach
Billy McCann
54-55*•.Record...16-13

Location
Lexington, Va.
Enrollment...1008
Field House.. .Doremus Gym
Athletic Director...E. P. Twombly

Not a man was lost through graduation or otherwise, and prospects are bright for
the best season at W & L since the days of Bob Spessard and the Blue Comets of
1936-40. Virginia All-Big Six center Lee Marshall, who poured in 621 points
(21.4 avg.) as a sophomore, leads the list of nine returning lettermen. Also on
hand will be sophomore, Loin Flora, 553 points (just two shy of the all-time major
college varsity record for a freshman); Junior, Barry Storick, 293 points; Junior,
Milt Winawer, 240 points; and Junior, Barclay Smith, 238 points... .last year’s
starting five which averaged 84.3 points per game to rank 11 in the nation, In
field goal percentage, the Generals ranked 12th. with 42.0$.
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OHIO UNIVERSITY

Colors....Green and white
Nickname.. .Bobcats
Coach...James E. Snyder
Record 54-55••.16-5

Location.. -Athens, Ohio
Enrollment ...4500
Field House. < Man ’ s Gym ( 2000)
Athletic Director...Carroll C. Widdces

Ohio University suffered only one loss from the squad and gets 6-4 Ray Griesheimer
back from service along with 6-2 Ralph Nuzum. Up from the sophs is 6-2 Bob Peters
This trio joins two 6-4 letterman, Dick Garrison and Fred Moore. The team shoots
well and moves off a set attack, but it lacks real height. Indiana and Loyola
of Chicago are two of the non-league foes.
The Bobcats will be attempting to move up in the Mid-American Conference where last
yea:? they finished in third place tie with Western Michigan at nine wins and five
■ defeats.

WESTERN

MICHIGAN

Colors...Brown and gold
Nickname...Broncos
Coach....Joe Hoy
54-55 Record...12-10

Location..<Kalamazoo, Michigan
Enrollments... 4367
Field House.. .Men’s Gym (2500)
Athletic Director.Mitchell Gary

Coach Joe Hoy will. have a scrappy team this year with Alan Barkeley and Jack Smith
returning at the forwards and Fred Corbus at center. Back from the service will be
guard, Bob Diment, a senior who was on the 1951-52 team.

Among the promising sophomores will be Bill Waun, Jerry Mitchell, Gordon Rogers;all
of whom may prove to be valuable varsity max erial.

Lack of that real tall center will continue to be a trouble from present indications,
although it s. possible that a soph might develop enough to help there.

The Broncos compiled a 9~5 conference

mark last year for a tie for third place.

MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE
Colors...Blue and gold
Nickname...Eagles
Coach....Bob Laughlin
54-55 Record...14-10

Location...Morehead, Ky„
Enrollment...1073
Field House...Morehead Field House
Athletic Director...Bob Laughlin

Morehead returns to the Marshall schedule after a two year lay off with one of their
better teams. Their only major loss from last year's squad is 5-H guard, Don
Whitehouse.

Coach Laughlin has six returning lettermen among whom are 6-6 foreward, Steve Hamilton,
and 6-5 Bob Richardsa, also a forward, along with 6-4 center, Dan Swartz, all of which
go to give the Eaglesso some of their best rebounding strength in years.
The Eagles are playing one of the strongest schedules
this year.
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UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
Location...Denver, Colorado
Enrollment...5483
Field House... DU Field House
Athletic Director...E. E. Wieman

Colors....Crimson and gold
Nickname...Pioneers
Coach Hoyt Brawner
54-55 Record...9-14

The Pioneers look ahead to a resurgence of strength behind 6-8 Junior, Dick Brott,
who could develop, with more experience, into the best big man in the Skyline League.
He is backed up by an all-veteran unit that lost only one man from the 1955 squad.
Starting at the forwards will be 6-4 Jerry Hulstrom and 6-3 Dale McCallum, with
6-0 Ken Furman and 5-10 Paul Plath at the guards.
The attack works off Brott in the pivot and Brawner hopes the experience gained will
also improve his teams ball-handling and passing, They should have plenty of rebound ing strength.

BOSTON COLLEGE
Colors...Maroon and gold
Nickname Eagles
Coach
Donald Martin
54-55 Record...8-18

Location..oChestnut Hill, Mass.
Enrollment...7281
Field House...College Gym
Athletic Director...John P. Curley

The Eagles are still looking for a big man to make the team go places. Three
returning starters, 6-2 Dick Skeffington, high scorer of the club, 6-3 Pat Cahill,
and 6-4 Dick Dunn, provide good outside height, but the sophs arn’t particularly
big. Probable starters from the newcomers are guards, Jack Magee and Jim Powers.
VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE
Location...Lexington, Va.
Enrollment...925
Field House...VMI (3500)
Athletic Director.. .M. P. Echols

Colors...Red, white, and yellow
Nickname...Kaydets
Coach....Chuck Noe
54-55 Record...8-15

The Kaydets will have five lettermen returning from last year's
year1s squad.
squad.
6-4 junior forward will lead the attack, after averaging 13-5 points per
last year's campaign. He will be backed up by Jim Lowe, who managed to
nets for a 11.8 points per game average, and Bobby Williamson who sports
average.

Bill Coupland,
game in
clip the
a 12.2

VMI finished low in the Southern Conference last year, but are expecting to improve
over their 8-15 mark this year. ■
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MIAMI UNIVERSITY

Location...Oxford, Ohio
Enrollment.47 48
Field House.. .Withrow Ct. (3500)
Athletic Director...John L. Brickies

Colors...Red and white
Nickname...Redskins
Coach.. oWilliam D. Rohr
Record 54-55••.14-8

Coach Bill Rohr will have one of his best teams this year as he starts his fifth
year at Miami with an overall record of 62 wins and 31 losses, In four seasons
he has two clear titles and one tie for the MAC championship.
There will be eight returning lettermen from the championship team of last year,
which compiled an 11-3 conference mark, and lost to Marquette in a 90“79 over
time game in the first round of the NCAA Tourney last March.
Outstanding among this years returnees will be Ron Ellis and Ron Alters, each 6-6;
Bill Kennon, 6-4J, Charles Fox, 6-4, and Bill Fox, 6-3. The height will be one
of the big factors to the defending champs this year.
TOLEDO UNIVERSITY

Colors...Blue and gold
Nickname...Rockets
Coach...Edward Melvin
54-55 Record...5“17

Location....Toledo, Ohio
Enrollment.. .24-74
Field House...T. U. (6,300)
Athletic Director...Forrest W. England

There's a lot of room for improvement record-wise on last year’s 5“17 mark and
the ’55-56 Rockets should be able to take advantage of it, now that they’re one
year more experienced. This is Eddie Melvin’s second year as Toledo-basketball
coach and the players should have finished the transition to the Melvin system
of not using a pivot regularly and leaving the middle open.

All five regulars are back from last year, including
years of first five ball.

Jim Ray, who has had two

MORRIS HARVEY COLLEGE

Colors...Old gold and maroon
Nickname.•.Golden Eagles
Coach... Eddie King
54-55.Record...17-11

Location...Charleston, W. Va.
Enrollment... 992
Field House....Student Act. (3120)
Athletic Director...Eddie King

The Charlestonians are expecting one of their best teams this year with all of
their starters from last year returning. Outstanding on last year’s squad were
Jim Vandall, Cap Smith, and Luther Stover, who holds the West Virginia state
Conference record for the most points scored in one game (68).
In addition to these men will be 6-6 Denver Garrett, a center who is returning
from the service and is expected to add to the rebounding strength.

The Eagles are by far the Big Green’s closest rival outside of the Mid-American
Conference, and always manage to make a good game of any contest between the
two schools.
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BALDWIN WALLACE COLLEGE
Location.. .Berea, Ohio
Enrollment... 1277
Athletic Director...Ray E. Watts

Colors
Brown and gold
Nickname...Yellow Jackets
Coach...oRay E. Watts
54-55 Record...14-6

They won the unofficial Cleveland city title last year. Only one man has been
lost from the 1955 squad, and two high scorers are returning in 6-3 Lennie Roth
and 6-2 Wynn Hawkins, both of whom averaged slightly more than 22 points per
game last year. Hawkins was only a frosh last year and bears watching. Moving
up is a 6-6 soph, John Herbert, who will have to supply the Yellow Jackets with
the height they lack.
KENT STATE

UNIVERSITY

Location. .<» .Kent, Ohio
Enrollment...5000
Field House...Phys. Ed. (7000)
Athletic Director... Trevor J. Rees

Colors....Blue and gold
Nickname...Golden flashes
Coach...Dave McDowell
54-55••.Record....8-14

Dave McDowell, who coached the Golden Flashes to $6 wins and 20 losses in his
previous tenure at Kent State from 1948-51, returned to the helm this year after
four years in private business.
This year he takes over a team which has plenty of experience and speed. Among
the 24 candidates welcomed by McDowell were all-Ohio Dan Potopsky, Don Gindlesberger,
Arch McDonnell, Bill Fisher, Dick Tolloti, and Bob Ridenour, all lettermen.

The Flashes lost

only one

man from last year’s team.

He is Mak Mannen.

WEST VIRGINIA WESLEYAN COLLEGE
Colors...Orange and black
Ni ckname... Bob cats
Coach Franklin C. Ellis
54-55 Record...17-12

Location...Buckhannon, W. Va.
Enrollment...724
Athletic Director...Franklin C. Ellis

West Virginia Wesleyan finished third in the WVIC and were runnersup in the
NAIA play offs last year.
The Bobcats placed one man on the All-Conf erence
team; Edward Hood, and Mike O’Toole was selected for second team honors along
with Tom Rutherford.
They have six lettermen returning from last years team that posted a 17-12 record.
They are: Pat Nickell, Tom Rutherford, Dave Trader, Roy Miller, Jim Smith, Bill
Leonard, and Ed Kristofik. Rutherford will captain the squad this year.

•(
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BOWLING GREEN UNIVERSITY
Colors....Brown and orange
Nickname...Falcons
Coach...Harold Anderson
5^-55 Record...16-6

Location... .Bowling Green, Ohio
Enrollment... 3120
Field House...Men’s Gym (27OO)
Athletic Director Harold Anderson

Hopes to bounce back this year after having about the worst season Coach Anderson
has ever had last year.
This year’s team should be better, with more depth to call
on. The problem of height will be eased by the return from the Army of 6-4 Chrystal
n Boo” Ellis and 6-5 John Slesinger. Both should be starters along with 6-5 Max
Chapman, 6-0 Jim Tucker, the team’s top scorer, and 5-11 Tom Dakich. In reserve
is 6-7 soph center Al Reinke. Since the team has accepted a bid to the Kentucky
Invitational tournament and has scheduled Canisius, Duquesne, and Western Kentucky,
it looks like Coach Anderson expects to be among the best this year.

(
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-

12-8-55

For Immediate Release
From:

Joe Maynor, Sports Publicity Director
By Joe Maynor

(Washington and Lee University——1$"
The Marshall College Big Chmen Basketball team, with one win
under their belts, continued to scrimmage for the third straight day as

they prepare to meet the °°Five Star Generals00 of Washington and Lee University this Saturday night at the Huntington Memorial Field House.

The Big Green managed to take home a 89-79 victory when the two
teams met last year, but the Generals are expecting to bring a much im-

proved ball team to Huntington this year.

With all of last year’s letter-

men returning and a good group of sophomore talent to depend on, the men

from Lexington are expecting one of their best ball teams in years.

Coach Jule Rivlin has said that they are probably one of the best
teams Marshall will meet all year.

’’They ;have depth and experience, and

we don’t look for any easy game with them.00 He added.

Coach Rivlin got off to a successful start as M. C. Head Coach
last Saturday night as the Big Green downed the Badgers from Spring Hill
College by a score of 83-69.

The game was Rivlin’s first game as head

coach.

The same five men who started last week are expected to start
this week.

Cebe Price and Hal Greer will take the forward slots.

Paul

Underwood and Dave Kirk will hold down the guard positions, while 6-5

Charlie Slack, the nation’s top rebounder, will take the pivot position.
—30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-9-55

For Immediate Release

To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

(P. K. Martin—1)

P. K. Martin, representing the McDowell County
School system, will interview prospective Teachers College

graduates at Marshall College, Monday, Dec. 12.

Interview appointments may be made through the
Teachers College Office, Room 113, Old Main.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-9-55
For Immediate Release

To the Huntington Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

(P. K. Martin-- 1)

Assistant Superintendent P. K

Martin, represent

ing the McDowell County school system, will interview pro
spective Teachers College graduates at Marshall College Mon
day, Dec. 12.

Interview appointments may be made through the
Teachers College office, Room 113, Old Main.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 12-9-55
To Jim Wright, Herald-Advertiser

For Release Sunday, December 11

(President’s Christmas party---- 1)

Members of the Marshall College faculty and staff
will attend a Christmas party at the college student union

Thursday between 3:30 and 5 p. m.
The affair is sponsored annually by Dr. Stewart H.

Smith, Marshall president, and Mrs. Smith.

I

Faculty and staff members are invited to bring their
i

children to the party.
-30-

i
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 12-9-55
To Jim Wright, Herald-Advertiser
For Release Sunday, Dec. 11

(Dr. Stewart H. Smith)

Dr* Stewart H. Smith, Marshall College president,
will be the featured speaker at the annual dinner of the
Buckskin Boy Scout Council in Charleston Tuesday evening
The affair, to be attended by akraM&snoand: Scout leader^"

of nine southern West Virginia counties, will take place
at Chtist Methodist church.

lb will begin at 6:30 p« m.

Dr* Smith, long a leader in the Boy Scout movement

will speak on the subject, "The Team That Cannot Lose. n
The Marshall president is a member of the national

committee on volunteer training of the Boy Scouts of America
and is a member-at-large of the executive board of the

Tri-State Area Council.
Dr. Smith is a past president of the Tri-State Area

Council.

He holds the Silver Beaver and Silver Antelope, both

awards of the Boy Scouts of America for distinguished service

to boyhood.
Two sons of the educator have reached the Eagle Scout

rank. the highest a boy can reach in the Boy Scout program.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-12-9-55
For Immediate Release

To the Herald-Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

(Marshall German Club---1)

Marshall College’s German Club will celebrate
Christmas in traditional teutonic style this year with
a Christmas party featuring Gospel reading, German Christ
mas carols and a visit from Santa Klaus.

The holiday party will take place Wednesday,
December 14, at 4‘CO p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Frank Bourner, Huntington senior and Student Christian
Association president, will discuss the religious meaning

of the German Christmas.
Sieglinde Werner, Austrian student, will lead

the group in the singing of selected German Christmas

songs.
—30—

December 9, 1955

Fee H. Arbogast
262 South Walnut Road
St. Albans, W. Va.

Dear Miss Arbogast:
In regard to your letter requesting an as
sortment of Marshall College publications we have

enclosed copies of the college viewbook, The Parthenon,
and the Halls’ Herald.
If we can be of any further service in this
matter do not hesitate to let us know.

Sincerely,

Robert G. Adams
Marshall College
Information Service

RGA:sb
/
/
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-12-12-55

For Immediate Release
From:

Joe Maynor, Sports Publicity Director
By Joe Maynor

Coach Jule Rivlin kept a serious tone in this

week’s basketball practice sessions as the Big Green pre
pares to meet the Ohio U. Bobcats this Thursday night after

overwhelming the Generals of W. & L. last week by a score

of 115-83.
”Our offense against W. & L. couldn’t have been
better.” Rivlin said.

”We seemed to do everything right

as far as scoring was concerned, but our defense still

needs some ironing out.”
This week the Big Green will take on their first

Mid-American Conference foe when the Bobcats invade.

They

have a 2-1 record so far this season with wins over Morris
Harvey and Ohio Wesleyan, while suffering their only set

back at the hands of a powerful Indiana five in their opener.
Marshall now has a 2-0 record with wins over

Spring Hill College (83-69) and Washington and Lee (115-83)

Th e same five are expected to start this week that showed
so well in Saturday night’s encounter.

Cebe Price and Hal Greer will handle the forward
positions; Paul Underwood and Dave Kirk will take the guard

slots, and Charlie Slack will be back in at center.
(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-12-55
(Ohio U.— 2)

Four men again gained double figure scoring
records in the W. & L® game.

Underwood hit for 26, Slack

24 and Price got 22, while Kirk dumped in 10 points.
Coach Rivlin emptied the bench in the game last
week, with every man on the team, except one, getting in

on the scoring.

However, he is expecting a much harder

game this week*
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-12-12-55

For Immediate Release
To the Herald-Disptach, Huntington, W. Va.

(Marshall German Club—1)
Marshall College’s German Club will celebrate

Christmas in traditional teutonic style this year with a
Christmas party featuring Gospel reading, German Christ

mas carols and a visit from Santa Klaus.

The holiday party will take place Wednesday,
December 14, at 4’00 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Frank Bourner, Huntington senior and Student Christian As
sociation president, will discuss the religious meaning of

the German Christmas.
Sieglinde Werner, Austrian student, will lead

the group in the singing of selected German Christmas songs.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---12-12-55
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For Immediate Release
To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

(Marshall German Club-- 1)

Marshall College’s German Club will have its an-

nual Christmas party tomorrow, Dec. 14, at 4 p.m. in the
Shawkey Student Union Ballroom,
The traditional club holiday party will feature

Gospel reading in German, German Christmas carols, and a
visit from Santa Klaus.

Frank Bourner, Huntington senior

and Student Christian Association president, will discuss

—^the religious meaning of the German Christmas ceremony.
Siglinde Werner, Austrian student, will lead the
group in the singing of selected German Christmas songs.

J
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MARSHALL COLLEGE' INFORMATION SERVICE—-12-12-55
I

For Immediate Release
To The Parthenon

(Fund Raising-- 1)

A campaign to provide needy families overseas with
Christmas^iO/ packages will begin here today.
I

The joint Student Christian Association-CARE project

is called "Share Our Surplus" and is designed to raise funds
to pay shipping costs on government surplus food for ship

ment to needy foreign families.
Canisters in which students and faculty members may

?

drop contributions will be placed today by SCA members in the

A 3/j

Student Union, the cafeteria, the Science Hall, the James E.

Morrow Library, and Old Main.
For each dollar collected here.approximately twenty
dollars in surplus food can be sent overseas. According to

government reports the United States now has over seven bil- ;
lion dollars worth of surplus commodities in storage.

This food is available to religious organizations
and voluntary relief agencies for free distribution to the

nA

hungry, destitute, and ilH^^a^&as, for^atirshipping costs
only.

Y

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-12-13-55
For Immediate Release

To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

(West Virginia Association for Student Teaching-—1)
Student Instructors attending the West Virginia

Association for Student Teaching at the Seventh Annual

Conference in Morgantown recently, included several repre
sentatives of Marshall College.

Representatives from Marshall were Rex Gray,

-

Lawrence Nazum, Nellie Maude Dailey, Ourania Grambos and

Paul N. Musgrave.

Mrs. Herschel Heath, now teaching at

■<

Lincoln Junior High School in Huntington, was included in

the delegation and served on the panel for the conference.

■

Officers elected for the coming year were Dr, J.
Lee Irving, Bluefield State College, president; Dr. James
L. Hupp, West Virginia Wesleyan, vice-president; and Miss

Anna Brochik, West Virginia University, Mrs. Juanita McDougal, \
\

Glenville State College, and Mrs. Nellie Maude Dailey, Mar

V;

shall College, were elected to the Executive Committee.
X

The state unit meeting next year will take place
at Marshall College at a date to be set by the Executive

Committee.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---12-13-55

For Immediate Release
To the Herald-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

(President Smith’s Christmas Party-- 1)

Members of the Marshall College faculty and staff
have been invited to attend a Christmas party at the Shiawkey
Student Union on Thursday from 3’30 to 5 p.m.

The party is sponsored annually by Dr. and Mrs.
Stewart H. Smith.
Faculty and Staff members are invited to bring their

children to the party.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-13-55
For Immediate Release
To the Advertiser, Huntington, W. Va.

(President Smith’s Christmas Party—-1)

Members of the Marshall College faculty and staff
have been invited to attend a Christmas party at the Shawkey

Student Union on Thursday from 3-30 to 5 p.m.

The party is sponsored annually by Dr. and Mrs.
Stewart H. Smith.

Faculty and staff members are invited to bring their
children to the party.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-—12-13-55
For Immediate Release
To the Herald-Dispatch , Huntington, W. Va.

(College Christmas Sing-- 1)
Marshall College’s /ifth annual All-Campus Christ-

mas Carol Sing will be presented tonight, Dec. 14, at 7 p.m.
in Old Main auditorium.
The program will feature both serious and novelty
Yuletide music as sung by approximately 23 campus social

fraternities, sororities, independent organizations and dormi-

tory groups.

The presentation is free and open to the public.

The program was started five years ago by R. Wayne
Hugoboom, associate professor of music and choral director.

The first sing was successful and each succeeding year has

seen an increase in the popularity of the event.
The program will also include numbers by the A Ganella
Choir; Concert Choir; and Symphonic Choir.

The concert is divided into three sections.

Each of

the singing groups will sing one number and at the end of each

section the audience will be asked to participate.
Among the new groups added this year is Sinfonia-

Delta Omicron, national music fraternity.

This addition gives

the program almost 100 per cent representation from campus or
ganizations.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-13-55

For Immediate Release

To the Advertiser, Huntington , W. Va.

(College Christmas Sing-- 1)
Marshall College’s Old Main Auditorium will resound
with Yuletide music tonight, Dec. 14, as 23 campus fraterni

ties, sororities, independent organizations, and dormitory

groups present the fifth annual All-Campus Christmas Sing.
The program begins at 7 p.m. and will feature both
serious and novelty Christmas music.

The presentation is free

and open to the public.

The first sing was presented in 1950 under the direc
tion of R. Wayne Hugoboom, associate professor of music.

The

program has since increased in popularity until at present

there is almost 100 per cent campus participation in the event.

The concert is divided into three sections.

Each

of the groups will sing one carol and at the end of the section
the audience will be asked to participate.

The program will also include numbers by the A Capella
Choir, Concert Choir, and the Symphonic Choir.

Ned DeJournett

will direct the A Capella Choir; Peter Donathanj Concert Choir;

and the Symphonic Choir will be directed by Robert Tweel.
The program is as follows:

Section I
"Parade of the Wooden Soldiers"...Pi Kappa Sigma Sorority.
"God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen"
(more)

Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity.

1
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-—12-13-55
(College Christmas Sing-- 2)

"Winter Wonderland"...Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.

"Oh Mary DonTt You Weep"...College Hall.

"Red Fur-Lined Trousers"...Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity.

"There Shall Be A Star From Jacob"...A Capella Choir.

"The First Noel" (Sung by choir and audience)...

Ned DeJournett, Directing.
Section II

"Holy Night, Peaceful Night"...Alpha Chi Omega Sorority.
"Silver Bells"...Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity.
"32 Feet and S Little Tails"... Alpha Xi Delta Sorority.
"Christmas Time"...The Cavaliers.

"Birthday of a King"...The Sportlettes.

"Jingle Bells"...Laidley Hall.
"Go Tell It on the Mountain"...Student Christian Association.

"The Coventry Carol"...Men’s Concert Choir.
"Deck the Halls" (Sung by choir and audience)...

Pete Donathan, Director.
Section III

"Home for the Holidays"... Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority.
"0 Holy Night"...Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity.

"Sleigh Ride"...The Cavalettes.
"Ang&ls We Have Heard on High"...Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority.

"What Can This Mean"...Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia and Delta Omicron.
(more)

a

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-13-55
(College Christmas Sing-- 3)

"Adeste Fideles"...Kappa Alpha Fraternity.

"One Little Candle"...Delta Sigma Epsilon Sorority.
"Silent Night"...Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity.
"Born Today"...Symphonic Choir.
"Joy to the VJorld"... (Sung by choir and audience).
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Huntington Keeps Festival, But—~

Bandmasters Vote Split
(Picture On Page 10)
/
i
By HARRY FLESHER
/
/CZ-'t V
Within the year in which the 20th anniversary of the 1935 inauguration of th£ West Virginia
i High School Band Festival in Huntington was observed, the West Virginia Bandmasters Association
I last night recommended that beginning in 1957, the festival be divided into three events — one to be •
held in Huntington and the other two at selected cities in Northern and Southern West Virginia.
Director Leland S. Arnold of the Cabell County school system’s instrumental department, isj sued this statement following the bandmasters’ meeting at Marshall College, at which the vote on the 1
new policy was taken:
“Under present circumstances,
only one-third of the bands outside
Cabell County and adjacent sec
tions of Wayne County may partic- i
ipate in the state festival. The
bandmasters believe that each;
band would like to participate;
each year. In order that this may!
be so, it has been decided to rec
ommend three sectional ’ festivals.
However, the 1956 state festival
will be held in Huntington as
scheduled. The bandmasters’ rec- •
ommendation will be considered
at a meeting of the West Virginia
Secondary Principals Association
next April. If adopted, it would '
go into effect in 1957.
“The tremendous upsurge in in
terest in band participation
throughout the state since the late
were
Joyce Pauley
Pauley,.^Charleston
Charleston soph
sopho H. C. Shadwell established the
were discussed
discussed at
at aa recent
recent meetmeet " Jgyce
state festival here in 1935 is a
ing of the group of students and more, mimeographing.
Cecil Jividen, Charleston jun tribute to the genius of Mr. Shad
faculty members
Student committee members ior, arrangements; Jamie John well and to the support given the
festival by Huntington. That these
are Jacqeline Spaulding, Hun ston, Huntington junior; Becky
tington senior, chairman; Jamie Wooten, Huntington junior; Dale bands are so numerous, that the
Johnston, Huntington junior, co- Freeland, Charleston junior, Gar bandmasters now desire annual
participation for their musicians
chairman; Carolyn Karickhoff, ner Calloway, and Bob Adams,
and that this interest translates
Huntington senior, recording Huntington seniors, publicity.
secretary; Betty Lou Cornett,
Book displays will be pre itself into the sectional plan, is
Northfork junior, corresponding sented and arranged by Charles a tribute to those who have pro
secretary; and James Chapman, Dundas, Huntington sophomore. ’ moted the festival.
“The bandmasters have left the
Huntington sophomore, t r e a sThe faculty committee mem
urer.
bers are Donald C. Martin, pro way open for those youngsters who
may want to come to Huntington!
Mary Jo Sullivan, Huntington fessor of physics; Alma Noble,
in spite of the fact they live in!
sophomore, program co-c h a i r- associate professor of French;
man; Elaine Storck, Charleston Elizabeth Cometti, professor of other sections of the state. Bands
junior and Betty Dickson, Hun history; Henrietta Hepburn, as may come from other sections
provided they can work out an
tington senior, vespers; John sistant professor of English; and
exchange with a band in our sec-'
Barbour Huntington junior, Louis B. Jennings, assistant pro
tion.
classrooms; and Anne Cline, fessor of Bible and religion.
“However, the important thing,
Kopperston senior, bull sessions.
Paul Stewart, associate profes
to remember is that Huntington
Elizabeth Renick, Clendenin sor of political science; Edwin
will still have an annual state fes-1
junior, banquets; Sarah Bog Cubby, associate professor of so
tival, and that the number ofj
gess, Huntington sophomore, con cial studies; Jarold L. Willey,
vocations; Leland Throckmorton, dean of men; and the Rev. Lan bands in attendance will be aS'
Charleston junior; Richard der Beal, students religious coun large as in the past.” ... ——-J
Bowler, Huntingtop amior: and selor.
!

Four From Marshall Will Attend
Meeting On Student Government
!
By LAVERNE LOGAN
\ Marshall Colege will be rep
resented by four delegates from
I the Student Senate at a national
| meeting of college student gov! ernment representatives Decem
ber 2-4 at Allegheny College in
Meadeville, Penna.
They are Student Body Presi; dent Maywood Ellifritt, Green
wood senior; vice-president Wil
liam Seidel, Pittsburgh senior
and Junior Class Senators Jamie
Johnston and Mary Jo Sullivan,
both of Huntington.
The theme of the meeting will
be “Student Government, Toler, ated Or Necessary.” The repre
sentatives will exchange ideas
and discuss problems during
workshops and other sessions.
The 1955-56 Life Planning Week
committee has begun final prep; arations for the annual five-day
campus religious observance
scheduled in February.
Plans for speakers, housing,
I publicity and program themes

I!
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Herb Takes Blame For
Poor Grid Record And
Praises Clagg's Line
By FRED BURNS
..

,,

-UM —

.

i

f f

Herald-Dispatch Sports Editor'

The Marshall College football team of 1956 will have a success
ful season or there will be a new fdotball coach for the Big Green
in 1957. Football Coach Herb Royer made that statement last night
U3 he addressed a campus banquet honoring the 1955 grid squad.
Royer’s Marshall team of this past season won three and
lost six for a record which was keenly disappointing to all con
cerned. It brought his three year record at Marshall to nine wins,
■
'r 16 losses and two ties.
1 This was the season the Big ’
Green was supposed to step up a ,
notch of two. Royer’s first team
in 1953 won two, lost five and tied
two. An improvement was shown
in 1954 with four wins and five
losses.
Royer motioned to the table
where his team was seated and
said, “we have 15 juniors over
there, if we don’t have a success
ful season next year it will be
my fault and I won’t embarrass
anyone by staying, I’ll move on
to another college or maybe go
back to high school coaching.”
i Jaws popped open in awe at his
[statement and after the meeting
numerous persons assured him
of their full backing and. con-j
gratulated him for the frank
statements he had made. ,
Ii

Royer’s statement brought quick
reaction from Dr. Stewart H.
Smith, Marshal president. “I was
not aware tha« our college rules
are so much out of line,” Dr.
Smith said, “Personally I am
going to make a check for I was
under the impression that our
rules were identical with several
other members of the confer
ence. My impression was that we
Kent
had the same .rules as Kent
State.”
Dr. Smith pointed out that these
rules were established prior to
Marshall’s entrance in the Mid
American Conference. “The col
lege council made a study of the
. rules used by other colleges and
they were adopted by both the
• college council and the faculty.
Each school adopts their own
rules and they are not always ex
actly alike but similar. There are
various factors involved and if I
find that our rules are out of line
I would ask our council to review
the situation and make what ever
recommendations are necessary
to remedy the situation. Actually
_ I do not remember all the details
) of the rules for they were formu
lated some three years ago just
{ before we entered the confer-

.1 ence.”

Concerning lack ui lacuiues,
Dr. Smith related that appropria
tions for a health and physical •
education building have been ineluded in the Marshall budget
presented for approval for the last
<
three sessions of the legislature
) (six years) but each time it has I
been cut out. It is also included 1
. in the present recommended
i budget to be presented to the leg- islature due to meet next month.

’

....

The proposed new health and
physical education building would
cost $950,000 which would include
additional land for the building
and an athletic practice field.

The present Marshall gymna
sium and physical education build
ing which was built 36 years ago
is intended for a student body
about one-seventh the sixe of the
present Marshall student body.
Before his “success or quit”
statement, Royer had outlined the
things which he thought “had ’
hurt us most” during the past
season and pointed out the lack
of facilities, probation rules and
discrimination against athletes as
some of the things which have
held back the athletic program at
Marshall.
' a tip off of. what was to come
was given in Royer’s opening re
mark when he pointed out that
when a football team has a losing
(season someone always hangs the
'coach in effigy but when a stu(dent flunks an examination no
one ever thinks about hanging the
professor in effigy.
Royer admitted that the past
season was very disappointing to
everyone, especially the players.
“But I don’t want you to think
I am offering an alibi. Actually
there were three games which we
didn’t win and could and should
have won. If those three had gone
our way we would have had six
wins and three losses instead of
just the reverse.”
Royer was thinking of the<
games with Toledo, Bowling
Green and Ohio University. Mar
shall lost by one touchdown to
Ohio University and Toledo and
by one point to Bowling Green,
He continued. “I believe Miami,
Kent State and Xavier University
; were just out of our class but I \
thought we played pretty good
Against all three especially Xa
vier. It is no disgrace to lose to
those three teams.
“The things which hurt is most
were the mistakes we made. We
' gave the opposition too many easy
touchdowns. We didn’t make them
work for their scores. I’ll take the
blame there for I was respon
sible for the defense and I also
coached the pass deiense. I think
we played as well as we were 1
capable of playing and I want to

(Please Turn To Page 32)
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| MARSHALL BANQUET SPEAKERS — The verbal
part of the Marshall College football banquet was

’ supplied by the speakers shown above. They are,
left to right, Dr. Stewart H. Smith, Marshall presi-

t4;'
?tl-5

■

■74-

dent; Raymond Brewster, editor of The Herald-Dispatch and president of the State Board of Education;
Bob Morris, Marshall athletic director; Herb Royer,
Marshall football coach, and Andy D’antoni^ presi' dent of the Big Green Club.
■/ kJ?
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Smith Asserts Course Cut
Would Be 'Short-Sighted'
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, preskient
Marshall Colleg'e,"'skid today
he"would view as a “short-sighted step” any effort to stop the college
from offering four-year engineering courses.
Dr. Smith was asked for comment on a proposal made by. a
team of experts on higher education that Marshall and West Virginia
Tech stop such four-year courses. A story published in a Charleston
newspaper did not give details of'
~~
view of recent industrial develop
the recommended move which ments.
.
Professor McCaskey
would affect West Virginia Uni- 'pointed out that he felt these de
versity which would then become jvelopments. would throw a “differ
the only state institution to offer ent
1
light” on the recommenda
degree - length courses in engi- tions
(
which were presented yes
neering.
jterday to a legislative group meet-1
The report made by a survey •ing in the State Senate Judiciary
team headed by Dr. John E. room in Charleston.
Brewton of George Peabody Col “I feel,” said the Marshall en
lege for Teachers also proposed gineering professor, “that the pic
that West Virginia State College !ture that existed at the time of the
give up its status as a Federal survey might not necessarily be
;Land - Grant institution.
true today.
I The Marshall president said he
had not seen the report yet “The demand for scientific and
and had no knowledge of the basis engineering training will be em-.
as the demand' for per
for the proposed action pertain-phasized
3
trained in engineering in
ing to Marshall's engineering pro- sons.
■
creases. The picture in the Ohio
gram.
'
“However,” he declared, “in Valley has changed so markedly
view of the great need for en that anything we say must look
gineers and people trained in that toward the future rather than the
field, I think it would be a short past.”
Professor McCaskey said -engi-.
sighted step.
“I feel that Marshall’s en neering enrollment in this area has i
gineering program should be steadily increased over the past'
strengthened rather than cur 15 to 20 years.
tailed, particularly because of its He stated that “the value of our
four-year program has been borne
I strategic location right in the cen- out by the graduates of the pro
i ter of a rapidly growing in gram. We also have made avail
dustrial area.
able to the people in this area a
“It is strategically located both engineering
program which the;
to serve the many young people
would not otherwise have had
in this area who want to study Many
students would not havi
engineering and the increasing
been able to go to other school
number of industries in this area due to economic conditions.”
who will want to employ more Professor McCaskey explained
and more people trained in en that “Marshall draws a large pergineering.”
, centage of its students from CabDean J. Frank Bartlett of the, ell and Kanawha counties. What
Marshall College of Arts and Sci would happen here if we closed
ences said “the program of en down our program would be that
gineering offered by Marshall students generally would go out of
i College is unique in the state. the state or go south instead of
It is a general engineering course
which is in competition with no 1north.
other institution in the state. It
is a degree on which numerous
industries look with favor.
“Marshall College is in a highly
populated area and serves stu
dents at a minimum of cost to
them and the public.”
Marshall offers a Bachelor of
Engineering Science degree.
There are 256 students enrolled
' in the engineering department at
Marshall this semester and recent
industrial expansion and develop
ments give promise of steadily
increasing enrollment within the
next few years.
Professor A. E. McCaskey,
head of the engineering depart|ment at Marshall, said the survey
team visited the college late in
th6 summer and discussed .the;
engineering program with him.'
He said he “seriously doubted”
that the recommendation with
•reference to Marshall’s engineer-;

4 Soloists
WiSI Appear
In 'Messiah
1J
‘r
<5

L

Four vocal soloists of the Hun
tington area will be featured in
the Marshall College music de
partment’s . presentation of George
Frederick Handel’s “Messiah” to
night at 8:15 o’clock in the city
auditorium.
They are Mrs. Betty Ben
jamin, soprano; Miss Linda Cas
sell, alto; John Creighton, tenor,
and Leo V. Imperi.
Mi's. Benjamin, who received
her Bachelor of Arts degree in
music at Marshall, afterward
studied voice in Europe. She is
soloist at Trinity Episcopal Church
and Ohev Sholom Temple. She has
studied locally with Jane Hobson.
Majors In Music
Miss Cassell is a senior majoring
In music at Marshall. A resident
of Greenbank, W. Va., she will be
making her first appearance in the
pre - Christmas program.
Mr. Imperi, instructor in music
at Marshall, was for several years
soloist in churches in New York.
He has studied with Thelma Lewis
at the University of Michigan;
Oleve Genzlinger, Columbia Uni
versity; Carl Butekunst, New York
City, and Mark Harrell, concert
artist.
College Orchestra To Play
Mr. Creighton, assistant profes
sor of music at Marshall, has been
soloist at the First Presbyterian
Church and Ohev Sholom Temple
and assistant choir director of
Trinity Episcopal Church. He
has studied with Professor Walter
Stults, Northwestern University;
Paul Althouse, New York City, and
Conrad Bos, Julliard Conservatory,
New York.
Tonight’s program also will fea
ture the Marshall College Orchestra
and Choral Union. The presentation
Is under the direction of Alfred P.
Lanegger, assistant professor of
music, and R. Wayne Hugoboom,
associate professor of music.
The program Is open to the public
and there will be no admission
charge.
I

Marshall
Building
Need Cited

a
i

I

College Prepares
Brochure rDOROTHY BUZEK 'J brochure presents several stalls- (
Marshall College “badly needs” Weal tables showing the comparthree new buildings and a gen-15011 betw®en Marshall’s average
uDffradinoother simieia upgrading
of itsnf salary sala
lar ries and those of Ohio
West
scale’
Virginia and 60 institutions of
These are among needs cited higher learning in the northeast
in a new brochure published at^tes.^
brochure states that “only
the college. It also contains. The
'
by paying salaries more in line
brief descriptions of the academic
those of competing institu
programs offered at the college. tions in its immediate area can
President Stewart H. Smith in Marshall hope to continue hiring
a foreword explains that the book- and holding well-qualified faculty
let was prepared “to help legis- personnel. With the college in the
lators and laymen get a better, low national bracket faculty salunderstanding of the personnel, arywise and with other institubuilding and financial needs of tions of the immediate area paying $1,200 more on the average
the college.”
. . . Marshall faces a dark future
Cites Area’s Growth
unless
is done to rem-1
He also states that “rapid ex edy thissomething
situation.”
pansion of industry and popula
tion growth in the southern and
western parts of West Virginia
place a challenge as well as a
heavy responsibility upon Mar
shall College. Whether we shall
be able to meet this challenge de
pends largely upon the interest,
vision and support of the people
who reside in the area served by
the college.”
President Smith said the bro
I
chure is being distributed to legis
lators, key alumni and others. I
The brochure describes the phy-|
sical facilities needed as a health
Threo seniors of the Marshall!
and physical education building
for men and additional land upon
College music department will
which to erect it; a fine arts
present a recital in the college au
• building including an auditorium,
ditorium at 8:15 P. M. tomorrow.
, and a combination auditorium
The soloists will be Evelyn Col
. and gymnasium at the campus
lins, soprano; Ernest White, bari
laboratory school.
tone player, and Betsy Trimble,
Estimated cost of the physical
oboist. The recital represents a
education b u i 1 d i n g, including
partial fulfillment of their require
land, is $950,000; that for the fine
ments for a Bachelor’s degree in
arts building, $900,000 and that for
music.
the laboratory school, $100,000.
Accompanist for the soloists will
The college budget for 1956-57
be Angela Moore and Ruth Oshel,.
J asks for funds for the physical
Miss Trimble is from St. Albans,
education building and the labora
Mr. White from Ashland, Ky., and
tory school facility.
Miss Collins from Milton.
Was Built For 500
Trumpet accompaniment will be
by James Pate. The soloist are
The brochure points out that the
physical education and health
under the tutelage of John W.
Creighton.
building now in use was erected
36 years ago for a student body
of 500. With 3,341 resident stu
dents now enrolled, the structure
is inadequate to meet the needs
of a large and expanding student
body.
: On the matter of salaries, the

Recital Set
At Marshal!

SCOTT MORRISON

Pianist Here
• Thursday On
Convocation
'Scott Morrison, noted pianist and
actor, will appear on the Marshall
College convocation program at 11
A. M. Thursday in the college audi
torium.
Mr. Morrison is an accomplished
pianist, lecturer and actor. He has
studied with outstanding teachers
both in this country and abroad.
The title of his present program!
Is “Stop, Look, and Listen” in
which he appears in costume to
play the music of Brahms, Chopin,
Bach, Handel, Liszt and many
others.
Mr. Morrison averages more
than 40,000 miles a year filling con
cert engagements. His tours take
him from Maine to California
where he gives “Conversational
Concerts,” a refreshing and amus- •;
ing combination of theatre, con
cert and lecture. He has appeared
in all the 48 states and has fre
quently been sponsored for sev-'
era! consecutive seasons by the'
game groups.
Earlier music on the progam
will be played on a Challis harp
sichord, a replica of an antique
keyboard, while later music will
be played on the piano. Attend
ance at Mr. Morrison’s convocation.
is limited to season members and
students.
j

Underwood
Nets 28,
Slack 26

Marshall’s triumph, its fifth ini
/FAYETTEVILLE, W. Va., Dec. seven games, gave it two straight
30
Marshall’s dogged B i g victories in holiday play here for
Green edged Denver, 79-78, after-the second straight year. Denver’s
an uphill fight tonight to win the loss was its fourth against six
Holiday Tournament basketball triumphs.
BC, an entirely different club
crown after Boston College nipped
Virginia Military, 72-70, in the con from the demoralized aggregation
beaten by Marshall last night, ISOsolation game.
It was Charlie Slack, Marshall’s 69, went to the front early at 9-8
220 - pound, 6-5 center, who gave on John Magee’s driving layup and
the Big Green its victory edge aft never was headed.
The Eagles followed up Magee’s
er Coach Jule Rlvlin’s crew had
trailed by 13 points, at 60-47, with goal with seven more points in a
row and at one time boosted their
13% minutes to play.
Slack first got, half of eight first - half lead to 30-18 before;
- straight points Marshall ripped in leaving the court at the interims-1
at that juncture as the Green sion in front at 38-30.
BC continued to pile up an ad-1
ftought grimly back. After a Den
ver goal, Marshall came up with vantage in the early second half
another string of eight straight, going, but first received a hint of
with Hal Greer counting five trouble when, with a 69-47 lead
with 6:06 to go, coach Don Martin
points, to go ahead at 63-62.
Several minutes of see - saw ac began substituting freely.
At virtually the same moment,
tion left Denver ahead at 78-75
with 1:50 remaining, but Slack — VMTs Jim Lowe found the range
who topped all scorers with 26 to slap in six of eight shots as
points — swung back into action VMI first scored 14 straight points
with first a lay - up and then, and then seven in a row later to;
a tap in, with 1:24 remaining, to] cut the Boston advantage to 71-68.
Dick Dunn’s free throw gave BC
put Marshall ahead to stay at
an insurance point with 1:09 to
79-78.
Denver, paced by center Dick play, and charity tosses by Don
[Brott’s 24 points during the night, Nyman and Chuck MacLeod, the
then missed three free throws in latter with seven seconds to play,
left VMI two points short at the
the game's final 60 seconds.
. Denver also saw sizeable leads final gun.
Jim Power of the winners topped
vanish before the steady Marshall
attack in the first half. The Pio- all scorers with 28 points, while
neers were in front after the first::Lowe finished with 21 for the Keydets. Each flipped in nine goals.
Chuck Cotton of VMI had 17 points,
and Magee 16 for BC.
P TP |
F
G
MARSHALL
4 2- 4 3
Price f
3 4- 7 2 10 j
Greer f
FAYETTEVILLE, W. Va.,
11 4- 4 4 26
Slack c
Dec. 30 UP) — Here is the all Underwood g
12 4- 4 3 28
tournament team as announced
1 1- 3 3 3
Kirk g
after Marshall defeated Denver, xl Ashley g
0 2- 3 1 2
79-78, for the Holiday Tourna- il
*>f
ment title here tonight.
31 17-25 16 79
Totals
Jim Power _
of____________
Boston College;IP TP
F
G
Don Nyman and Jim Lowe, both 4 DENVER
3 4- 4 3 10
— ’I f
of Virginia Military; Dick Brott jClsiigh
5 2- 5 2 12
Peay f
and Rocky Sligh of Denver; and 1 **
9 6- 9 3 24
Brott
o
Cebe Price, Charlie Slack and
3 2- 2 2 8
Uthgenaunt g
Paul Underwood, Marshall.
6 0- 0 1 12
Platt g
1'0-0 1 2
10 minutes at 22-14, but Marshall 1 Hoistrum f
3 4-5 3 10
Jackson g
outscored the Colorado five 10-2 '
over one stretch in pulling back
30 18-25 15 78
Totals
within one point at 28-27. Denver
37 42—79
MARSHALL
led at halftime, 40-37.
40 38—78
Paul Underwdod, with 24 points DENVER
and 11 goals which matched
Officials—Tutwiler and McDade.
Slack’s output from the floor, was
Ithe winner’s big gun as Rivlin
[used only six players. Four other
Denver players were in double
’figures.
j

Underwood, Price
And Slack Honored

10 i

IDr. Smith
iWill Address /s/Methodist MenI

n
!

Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president
of Marshall College, will be the
speaker at a Friday night dinner
meeting of the First Methodist
Church Men’s Club at 6 P. M. in
the church dining room.
New members of the group will
be introduced at this meeting.
William P. Kirk will preside.
Reservations must be made by
4 P. M. Wednesday at the church
office.
/

-------- jp

Alumnae
To Convene J
The Huntington'alumnae chap
ter of Sigma Sigma Sigma sor- i
ority will meet at 7:45 P. M.
Tuesday at the chapter house,
1640 Fifth Avenue.
The program will feature Mrs.
Clayton Page and some of her .
. pupils In a Christmas program. ;
Officers of the organization
are Mrs Bernard Young, presi
dent; Miss Sara Lockhart, first
vice - president; Miss Mari jane
Tinlin, second vice - president; j
Mrs. James E. Thacker, third ,
vice - president; Mrs. Marian |
Payne, secretary; Miss Jan
McComas, treasurer, and Mrs. •
E. S. DeSantis, Triangle corres, pondent.
Hostesses for the evening are 1
Mrs. Harold Litz, Mrs. John
Frazier, Mrs. William Framp
ton. Mrs. C. Wallace Hawes and
Mrs. James Salyer.

I

llpha Sigma Tau
Dance Is Friday 1

r
■>
i
The Alpha Beta chapter of Al
pha Sigma Tau sorority at Mar-:
I shall College will hold its ChristI mas formal dance Friday from '
I 9 P. M. to 1 A. M. at the Hotel
Governor Cabell. The C-Minors ;
will play for the dancing.
The pledge class is in charge
of arrangements. Miss Mary Lou
Blake is chairman.
I
Alumnae members of the so-,
I rority are invited to attend the
| dance.

I

Denver Foe
In Finals
Tonight

I
(

1

’ FAYETTEVILLE, W. Vaf, Dec.
29 0?) — Marshall smothered Bos
ton College, 130-69, and Denver
turned back Virginia Military, 8475, here tonight in the semi-final
round of a four -team Holiday
Basketball Tournament.
Marshall and Denver clash to.morrow night in the title contest,
after Boston College and Virginia
Military meet for consolation hon
ors.
Marshall bewildered Boston Col
lege from the very beginning of I
the opener with its racehorse
tactics, but Denver found VMI
more or less on its heels for most
of the first half in the nightcap.
The big Colorado team managed
to open up an 11-2 edge in the
early moments after Bill Peay,
Rocky Sligh and Ernie Ulhgenannt opened the scoring with suc
cessive field goals.
VMI’s steady uphill fight enabled
it to cut the Pioneer margin to
28-21, and the Keydets later moved
to within four points at 32-28 on
Bill Coupland’s free throw and Don
Nyman’s basket.
Denver built up its margin to
46-35 at halftime, then took ad
vantage of VMI’s slowness in find
ing the range as the second 20
minutes began to move out of
reach.
The Pioneers led at one time
by 20 points at 68-48. Denver then
rested its regulars during the
game’s final five minutes, with
VMI staging a rally against the
Pioneers reserves.
Each team had four scorers in
double figures as Denver upped its
record for the year to 6-3 and
dropped VMI’s mark to 1-5.
Dick Brott with 19 points and
Sligh with 18 were the top Denver
scorers as the winners dropped in
35 of 89 shots from the floor. Jim
Lowe with 20 and Coupland with
17 set the VMI pace.
Marshall raced off to a whopping
57-20 halftime lead as its fast break ,
stunned BC and its defense took ‘
the ball away from the New Eng
landers time and again to set up •
additional goals.
The red - hot Big Green piled
in 27 field goals in the first 20
minutes of play, with Paul Under
wood, Cebe Price and Hal Greer
leading the way. Marshall built Its
lead to 96-31 in the second half’s
first eight minutes.
Reserves, who played a large
portion of the first half, again took
over at that point but Coach Jule
Rivlin, apparently determined to
keep his first stringers in gear,
put the starting five back in with
about 4:30 to play* ___ z
’

Marshall made good a sizzling
53 of 117 shots from the floor,
while the Eagles could connect on
only 23 of 67. Marshall turned
seven steals of the ball into goals
in building up a 41-12 margin in
the early stages.
The Big Green was ahead 10548 when the regulars returned to
the game for the last time. Six
Marshall players finished in double
figures, with Underwood getting
27 points, Greer 24, Charlie Slack
22 and Price 20.
Jim Power was the loser’s big
gun with 19 points.

MARSHALL
Price f
Greer f
Slack c
Underwood g
Kirk g
Ashley
Freeman
Mayfield
Dingess
Hunnicutt
Parkins

•

F
G
9 2- 4
9 7-13
6 9-11
12 3- 4
2 2- 3
7 1- 4
5 0- 0
1 0- 0
0 0-0
1 0-. 0
0 0- 1

P
2
3
3
3
4
3
3
0
2
2
0

TP
20
25
21
27
6
15
10
2
0
2
0

•

Totals

53 24-40 27 130

BOSTON COL.
Magee f
Harrington f
Cahill c
Skeffington g
Dunn g
McAdams
Lyons
Bartolussi
L. Power
J. Power
Brosnahon
Bigalow

Totals

G

1
3
0
0
2
3
3
1
2
7
0
1

F
3- 5
0- 1
0- 0
1- 2
1- 2
4-, 4
5- 6
4- 5
0- 3
5- 10
0- 0
0- 1

P
5
2
3
1
2
2
3
0
4
1
2
2

TP
5
6
0
1
5
10
11
6
4
19
0
2

23 23-39 27 69

MARSHALL
BOSTON COLLEGE

57
20

73—130
49— 69

Officials — Farmer and Lacy.
DENVER
Sligh
Peay
Broit
Uthgenannt
Plath
Wolf
Hoistrum
Jones
Jackson
McCallum
Knapp
TOTALS
VMI
Coupland
Lowe
Cotton
Nyman
Ross
Kyle
Southard
Blankenship
Lawson
MacLeod

TOTALS
DENVER
VMI

F
F
C
G
G
F
F
F
G
G
G

G
9
7
8
6
1
3
1
0
0
0
0

F P TP
0-0 1 18
2- 3 3 16
3- 6 0 19
2-5 2 14
3
1- 3 0
2-2 2
8
2
0-0 4
0-0 1
0
4- 4 1
4
0-0 3
0
0-1 1
0

35 14-24 18 84
G
F 7
F 10
C 5
G 2
G 1
F 1
C 0
C 0
G 2
G 0

F
3- 7
0-0
0-1
4- 6
4-5
2-4
0-0
0-0
6-10
0-0

P TP
4 1?
2 2(
1 10
0
8
0
6
0
5
0
0
4
0
4 10
0
0

28 19-33 15 751
46 38—841
35 40—75

|Bif Green;

Grid Fete
Tcmorrow'
;

A#'.,-

The Marshall College footballand cross country teams will be ,
honored with an informal ban-j
quet in the campus cafeteria tomorrow, starting at 6 P. M.
Among those attending will be
members of the board of direc
tors of the Big Green C1 u b, <
members of the college athletic
board, the college scholarship-:
and-aid committee, and the ad-’
ministrative staff.
At the speakers’ table will be
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president
of Marshall; head football coach
Herb Royer; athletic director,
R. A. (Bob) Morris, Raymond
Brewster, president of the state;
board of education, and Andy
D’Antoni, president of the Big ,
Green Club.
4
All will deliver short talks, i
1 Royer, in addition, will announce
: letter winners on the 1955 grid >
team which 'completed its sea
son with a 3-6 record overall and
a 1-5 fifth place standing in the
I Mid-American conference.
Members of the football team!
expected to attend are as fol
lows:
Seniors: Jim Barton, Dick
Bryan, Ted D’Alesio, Co-Captain
Bill Harris, Co-Captain Bob McCollins, Dyke Six, and J e r r y i
Snow.
Juniors: Don Adkins, Dick
Athey, Joe Clay, Fred Freeman,
Len Hellyer, Bob Loudermilk, i
Stan Malecki, Campbell Platt, |
Mitch Sadd, Randy Scott,
Charles Tanner, George Temp
lin, John Wells, Irv Wilson, and
Bill Zban.
Sophomores: Jack Bryan, Paul
Burford, Jim Conrad, Cagle Cur
tis, Jim Demus, Ray Dunlap,
Phil Fisher, Bob Hager Don !
Hall, Herb Hess, Jim Hill,
George Nisbit, Jim Simpson, Jim
Vaughan, and Bob Williams.

i
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Children ’sArt Goes To Pakistan

/

i.

The Huntingth Galleries has
been invited thrugh the United
States Information Service to
send an exhibition of paints by
children in the Galleries* classes
to Pakistan. Sixty-seven paint
ings by children, ages fivethrough 15, in subjects of ani
mals, people and activities,
transportation, buildings and
landscapes, holidays, still life,
and abstract designs, are being
sent to Karachi where they will
first be exhibited before trav
eling through Pakistan.
The exhibition was arranged
as a gift from the Galleries’
children to the children of Pak
istan through Miss Barbara Porteoris, Librarian of the United
States Information Service, Kar- ,!
actii, and Mrs. Robert Sechler, i
on leave to Pakistan from the
Galleries teaching staff while
her husband, Dr. Robert Sechler j
of Marshall College, is on a:
Fulbright Fellowship in the Uni-’
versity of Karachi.
;

f
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AMONG THE paintings going to Pakistan is this one made by Penny Summer, a
student of Arthur Carpenter in watercolor class at the Huntington Galleries.
This picture is of Fourth avenue and Ninth street at Christmas. (Staff Photo)

Legislators Will Attend
Marshall-Morehead Game
Ky. — State legis-i The dinner will be held in the
lators from the area served by college cafeteria. The basketball
Morehead State College will be
game is scheduled for 7:30 P. M.
guests of the college president, (CST) in the college gymnasium, j
Dr. Adron poran, for dinner and
the Morehead-Marshall basketball
game next Tuesday.
Other guests will Include Lieu
tenant Governor Harry Lee Wa
terfield; J. B. Wells, Paintsville,
newly - appointed state commis
sioner of rural highways; Bert
Kiser, Olive Hill, deputy commis
sioner of rural highways, and
Henry Carter, West Liberty, state
treasurer.
One of the purposes of the gath
ering, Dr. Doran said, is to give
legislators from the Moreheac
area the opportunity to visit the
college informally and to become
better acquainted with the*facili
ties and programs available.
“A state college is, after all, a
public institution with great re- :
gional significance,” he said, “and
it would seem important that legis
lators have a first-hand acquaint
ance with the educational needs
and facilities of the area they represent.”

To Hear Talk By ^j
Mrs. Bullington
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Mrs. E. F. Bullington will be
the guest speaker at a meeting [
of the Sigma Sigma Sigma
Mothers Club Monday at 8
P. M. in the chapter house, 1560
Fifth avenue. Her topic will
be "Christmas Thro ugh Tri
Sigma”, and will include the
construction and display of dec
orations for use in the holiday
season, both traditional and
modern.
Mrs. Bullington is past presl-'
dent of the Beverly Hills Gar
den Club and a former chair
man of the annual Narcissus.
Show of Huntington.
| Active members of the soror
ity are invited to attend the pro- ■
gram. .
Mrs. Lan an J. Marshall will
preside at a business meeting to
be held at 7:30 P. M.
Hostesses for the meeting will '
be Mrs. Hall Bootori, chairman, I
Mrs. Arthur F. Stewart, Mrs.
Veta Lee Smith, Mrs. Russell I
Hoke, Mrs. M. Crook, Mrs. J. L.
Spencer, Mrs. Effie Belle
Thomas, Mrs. Leon Miller,
Mrs. A. F. Harris and Mrs. |
Marguerite Schaffer.
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DISCUSSING A PROGRAM on Christmas
Christmas decorations
decorations to
to be
oe presented
presem,™ at
ui, a
«. meetin,wing of the Sigma Sigma Sigma Mothers Club Monday> evening, are, left to right,
Miss Virginia Crookshanks, sorority member, Mrs. E. F. Bullington, who will be the
speaker, Miss Jerry Hayner, sorority member, and Mrs. W. 5. Adams, house mother,

y(Staff Photo}
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Locals
Choice
To Win

Sudden Streak
The Big Green, under new head
Advertiser Sports Editor
FAYETTEVILLE, W. Va. _’coach Jules Rivlin. hopes to be!
to snap a sudden two-game• i j
m
I Favored Marshall College, smart- able
1
ing under the sting of two
straight defeats, opens its bid for c
•
J
the holiday festival tournament a5 conference game and continued
championship here tonight against
Boston College.
lege of Mobile, Ala., 83-69, Washy
"
■ ■ wy
Game time is 7:30 o’clock.
irigton
&
Lee,
115-83,
and
Ohio
Faculty
members
and^other^employes
of
’
Marshall''College
who
In the nightcap, the tall Denver
University
,
87-72.
are
members
of
the
state
teacher
retirement
system
have
voted
University Pioneers, a . team
Starting tonight f"
■in favor of Social Security coverage, President Stewart H. Smith
which has some imposing victims
on its record, .plays Virginia Mili will be 6-2 junior forward Cebe- announced yesterday.
Price, the fast break middleman;
Ballots were distributed among 345 empoyes covered by the
tary Institute.
Tonight’s winners will'< meet for 6-2 sophomore forward Hal Greer, state pension system. Results were 283 yes, 22 no, 36 not voting |
the championship tomorrow night 6-5 senior center and team cap- and four ballots returned withoutr
Charlie Slack, 6-2 junior guard being marked.
after the two first night losers tain
Paul Underwood, and 6-3% sopho-i ■ Thus, the Marshall staff will
, stage, a battle for consolation
more guard Dave Kirk.
receive Social Security coverage
honors and third place.
Front line reserves are 6-2 for- providing the Legislature imple
Familiar Scene
. ward Jack Freeman and 6-3 guard ments the program by providing
The scene for the second an Bob Ashley.
funds to pay the employer’s sharenual festival is the beautiful Poorest Record
of the tax. Employes will payj
Fayetteville Memorial Audito
two per cent on their annual;
Boston
College,
coached
by
Don
rium, a place very familar to the
Martin, will probably start salaries up to $4,200, and to make
Big Green. Last year Marshall
6-1 sophomore Jacl^ Magee, the program effective the state
! stole the • festival show by 1 with
6-3
sophomore
Hack Harrington, would have to pay a similar
• thoroughly walloping its two op6-3
senior
captain
Pat Cahill, 6-2 amount.
ponents — the University of Vir
senior
Dick
Skeffington
and pos Cabell County public school em
ginia, 103-98, and Carnegie Tech,
ployes will vote on the Social
6-1 Jim Power.
101-82. Those two smashing sibly
Denver, a team which plays Security question in February. .;
triumphs deeply impressed fans
the toughest competition possible,
in this section of the state and has won five out of eight so far—.
they have all but adopted the its last loss coming at the hands,
team since.
of Michigan Tuesday while en
The experts figure Marshall route here. Among the Pioneers’
'should repeat its 1954 showing
conquests is strong Iowa State.
here and take honors once
VMI presents the poorest rec
again — although last year they ord in the field. The Keydets have
were unofficial frrmors because ’won only one out of five.
the Mid - American Conference ,’ Auditorium manager Bob Kent’
didn’t sanction the Big Green’s reported today that there are!
entry. It has this year so the plenty of choice seats available'
Social Security
festival is now an officially rec and these will be placed on sale'
ognized tournament.
Vote Next Week
when the box office opens at
Boston College, a school with a 6 o’clock.
Members of the7Marshal Colbig football reputation, will take
a mediocre 2-5 record into the
lege faculty and staff who tue
game against Marshall. The
members of the Teacher RetireEagles, short on height, have de
ment System will have opportunity
feated Suffolk College of Massa
to vote next week on whether or
chusetts and Stone Hill and lost
not
not they
they want Social Security.
to Rhode Island, Dartmouth, 'Wil
• president Stewart H. Smith said
liams, Northeastern and the Uni
ballots will be mailed to their
versity of Massachusetts.
home addresses on December 12.
The college personnel then will De
given two or three days in which
Ito return the ballots. The results
’win be tallied at the college and
then sent to State Auditor Edgar
B. Simms.

By ERNIE SALVATORE

Marshall Employes Favor
^xi’-snrii'Miirshal!
Social Security
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WRITERS
HONOR
OLD MAN
r MORGANTOWN, Dec. 24 (2B
Cam Henderson, Marshall’s grand
old man of basketball who retired
last winter, and Hack Wilson, the
Martinsburg boy who holds the Natlonal League record of 56 home
runs in a season, are the newest
members of the West Virginia
Sports Hall of Fame.
Selection of the two sports
greats by members of the West
Virginia Sportswriters Assn, was
announced today by Sports Edi
tor Mickey Furfari of Morgan
town Dominion - News, associa
tion secretary.
They are the 10th and 11th mem
bers of the Hall of Fame created
in 1950.
LEGENDS OF both figures are
legion—but they are based on
facts almost as fascinating.
Henderson — Eli Camden Hen
derson, — coached for 41 years,
the last 20 at Marshall although
during two war years he fielded
no teams. His record there in bas
ketball was 360 victories, 157 de
feats. Perhaps his greatest team
was his 1947 quintet which won
32 games, lost only 5, and won th®
NAIB Tournament in Kansas City.
He also coached football, in a
career that began in his horn®
town of Bristol, Harrison County,
in 1914, and included tours at
Shinnston High, Muskingum Col
lege and Davis and Elkins befor®
he went to Marshall in 1935.
At D. and E. his football team
once beat West Virginia University
and Navy on successive Saturdays,
and his basketball team ther® ■
once won 40 straight victories.
Wilson — Lewis Robert Wilson
— played 13 years in the majors,
for New York, Chicago, Brook
lyn and Philadelphia — but mostly
.Chicago.
HIS RECORD 56 home runs
were socked for Chicago in 1930,
and in the same year he batted
in 190 runs, another record that
still stands. League records h®
held that year, but now ar®
broken, are the most bases on
balls, 105, and (in 1928) the most
strikeouts, 94.
Wilson, till the day he died pen
niless in November, 1948, re
mained the goat of the famous
Chicago Cubs — Philadelphia
athletics World Series in 1929, the .
series when the Athletics won a
fame 10-8 with 10 runs in th®
seventh inning.

TRAVELBOUND Mi\ ^an</&s//ameS H?' Herring, of rear;
610’/2 Thirteenth Avenue, left Saturday for Lakeland,’ Fla., to'
. spend the Christmas holidays with her brother and sister-in-law, '
I Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Moye, Jr., and children, Bernard F. HI,
and Ronald Lee Moye.
They were accompanied by Mrs. Herring’s father, B. F. Moye, .
of Beckley. They will also visit relatives in Orlando, Fla., and
will return home January 2.

Hack was the 'Cubs’ center
fielder. On that fateful day, when
Chicago had to win to tie the se
ries at 2-2, the Cubs were ahead
8-0 going into the last of the
seventh. But the A’s rallied and
payoff came when Mule Haas
slapped a playable ball to Wil
son, with two men on. Hack lost .
the ball in the sun and Haas had
a three-run homer. The lead was
cut to 8-7 and Philadelphia went
on to win the game, and the se
ries in five games.
Wilson hit a sizzling .471 In
that series, and generally his
fielding was well up to his
standards of excellence, but that
Play was discussed for years and
remained with him until he died.
He was with Chicago seven
years, moved to Brooklyn for
three years and finally left th®
big leagues after the 1934 sea
son with Philadelphia. In the end,
he was a custodian for the rec
reation commission in Baltimore,
(Please Turn Tn
_ Continued:

With The
Colors
I
Army Second Lieutenant John;
Ii. Chadwick, son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. G. Chadwick, 2836 Collis ave
nue, recently was graduated from
ordinance school at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md. Lieutenant)
Chadwick completed the school’s
automotive repair and maintenance
course. The lieutenant is a 1951
graduate of Huntington East high
school. In 1955 he was graduated
from Marshall College. He is a
member of Lambda Chi Alpha
ri
fraternity.

fc

n i Writers

' and his friends had to raise
1 money for his burial.
,
! Henderson ended his brilliant
’ coaching career last March 5, at
1 what he said was age 65. His
Marshall team won 17 and lost
four last year. “I’ve had enough,”
he said. “You know, I couldn’t
stay any longer if I wanted to.”
It was in 1949 that Henderson
and his
his
quit coaching football, and
record in 14 seasons at Marshall
was 68 victories, 46 defeats and
15 ties.
He is credited by many as be
ing the originator of the basket
ball fast break, more'than any
thing else responsible for today’s
soaring scores. He was named:
West Virginia’s coach of the yeai|
after his 1947 season, and later
he was elected to the Helms
Foundation Hall of Fame.

Cam Henderson's
Condition Fair. ,
J jC'

f

y

|

Cam' Henderson/ 'retired basket
ball coach at Marshall College and i
former coach of both basketball
and football, was reported in fair
condition at his home at 1438 Nor
way Avenue last night.
Mr. Henderson became
while
having lunch downtown onillThurs
day. His physician has advised',
that he rest.
'
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On behalf of the Sixteenth
Street Baptist Church and as
an expression of international
goodwill at Christmas, Donald
Spotts, (right), 1853 Eighth Ave
nue, yesterday presented $40 to
Yu Soong Lee, Korean student
at Marshall College.
It was half of the sum col
lected when the youth of the Sun
day School decided to donate
their Christmas savings to Ko
rea instead of spending it them
selves. The remainder was given
to the Wings of Prayer program
for Korean children.
“We feel that Mr. Lee is our
friend and we want to help him
complete his education so he
can return home better equipped
to help his countrymen repel
Communist aggression,” ex
plained the Rev. J. Carl Mitch
ell, pastor of the church.
On being told of the gift, Dr.
Stewart H. Smith, president of
Marshall College, expressed
pleasure and remarked, “Yu
Soong is a courteous and con
scientious young man. He has
done good work in spite of a
language handicap. He has had
financial difficulties, and I think
Mr. Mitchell and the young peo- •
pie of the Sixteenth Street Bap
tist Church are to be highly com
mended for their generous gift
to him. I know that he is most
grateful.”
The Korean youth expressed

his appreciation with customary
Oriental courtesy. Attending
Marshall entirely on his own re
sources, he finds the task of
—“

supporting himself and carry
ing a full schedule of studies in
an unfamiliar language a diffi
cult one.

L3'

Open House j
At Hospital
Today, Friday
Open house will be held at the
new Cabell - Huntington hos
pital from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 P. M.
today and tomorrow. The public;
Is invited and members of the
women’s auxiliary will conduct1
visitors on tours of the building.
The $3,000,000 structure was.
dedicated last night after Max J.>
Jones, president of the board of
trustees, laid the cornerstone yes-’
terday morning.
Speaking last night, Dr. Stew
art H. Smith, president of Mar
shall College, said the hospital
would contribute education and
research to the community, as
well as care for patients.
He said the new building is part,
of a national trend to meet the
growing hospital needs. Dr. Smith
spoke to about 20 members of
civic and donor groups in the hos
pital dining room.
The hospital is expected to be
ready to admit its first patients,
next week.
------
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Marshall Cogers Invade Home Floor [
Of Unbeaten Morehead Eagles Tonight
»«■ T.ATT SARAnv

By LOU SAHADI
' •■ • v
The Marshall victory express, abruptly derailed
at Kalamazoo by Western Michigan’s bucking
Broncos, will attempt to avert another detour
tonight against a simmering undefeated More, head five down in Kentucky. .
The unruffled Eagles, one of the toughest
clubs in these parts in their home nest, will be
far from a breather outside the Mid-American Con
ference action. Besides possessing a definite
home floor advantage. Morehead is further argu- ’
mented by a tall experienced outfit that perhaps
will be one of the finest basketball aggregations
■assembled at the little Kentucky college.
Retaining everyone except Don Whitehouse,
Coach Bob Laughlin’s speedy quintet has zipped
past their first five opponents in fashionable
style. Included in their winning skein are East
ern’ Kentucky and Washington and Lee, both in
away contests, in ambushing-the Generals, More
head was pressed into an overtime session before
emerging with a 92-87 victory. .
Among their stock of veterans, the Eagles
have their big point producer Center Dan Swartz.
Spearheaded by the 6’4” Swartz, who is toting
a gaudy 33-point’ average, the Eagles have soared
to an average of more than 90 points per game.
•And Swartz at center is the shortest of the
board men as. the Eagles are stabilized by a
couple of rangy forwards — 6’6” Steve Hamilton,
and 6’5’- Bob Richards.
Marshall, after two glittering performances
in defeating Washington and Lee and Ohio Uni
versity, experienced a dreaded “off night” Sat
urday in Kalamazoo. The Big Green connected
on only §0 per cent of their shots from the field.
Five of the Green did manage to hit in double
figures, but none with enough authority. The
usually reliable set shot star Raul Underwood
could find the range for only four of his 26
shots, and no one was more disgusted than the
sharp-shooting junior. “That won’t happen again,”
remarked the determined Marshall youngster.
Marshall’s initial setback did create, a sur
prise, and Jules Rivlin, the genial Big Green
■ memor,1 said “I didn’t expect a loss this early
in the campaign.”
It’s true Western Michigan did upend North
western, a formidable Big Ten school; but never
theless their 2-3 record hardly seemed Inviting
enough to remove Marshall from the ranks of
the unbeaten. But that’s the way it has been in
this early season of upsets. Even mighty Ken
tucky took a beating. — and by 12 points on
their home floor!
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DANGEROUS DAN SWARTZ
Eagle Pivotman Averages 33 Points
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Little Green Quintet
Gets 23-Day Recess
—A Marshall.''
"Ovi Y
idirvilhar-f. a.
farm
Ed
Lambert,
a former
BI r
The freshmen basketball play freshmen team at
Green
eager
himself,
and
pres

Freshmen
were
eligible
for
var

ers at Marshall College are in
sity competition until Marshall ent Marshall high school coach,
the midst of a 23-day layoff and
became a member of the .Mid handled * the Frosh in its first
chances are they’re resting on American Conference four years campaign and tutored such stars
as Paul Underwood, cebe Price
their laurels, proud of a 4-0 rec ago.
ord this season.
Since the conference prohib and Bob Ashley, all Varsity men
The Little Green last.played its four years of varsity partici now.
Dr. Mike Josephs, who came
Ohio University’s Frosh Thurs pation, a freshmen team be
came a necessity. In the past, to Marshall as a physical educa
day and don’t resume until Jan there have been other frosh tion director three years ago,
uary 7 when it hosts Ashland teams than these past three, took over the helm last year.
Junior College at Memorial but none have had the organiza He was highly successful, roll
ing up a 19-1 record.
Field House. The game is a pre tion as these.
:
liminary to the Marshall Col •f— - ■
lege _ Western Michigan Mid.Am eric an Conference en
counter.
' However, the Frosh’ jubilance
may be short-lived, since it was
Ashland which gave them their
roughest test this year, on Ash
land’s home court, Marshall
eked out a 108-106 victory.
(Special to The Advertiser)
DAVIDSON, N. C. — Marshall
Marshall’s other wins came
College of Huntington, W. Va.
over Kanawha School of Comtakes on VMI this afternoon and
; merce (Parkersburg), 120 - 35,
Auburn this evening in a two-day
Owens - Illinois, a tough local
wrestling meet here at Davidson!
unit, 98-82, and the Ohio Frosh,
College.
81-71.
\ .
As has been the case in all
Yesterday Marshall won its first
four games to date, it was Leo
match since it resumed the sport
Byrd who pulled the Little
in 1953. The Big Green matmen
Green through at Ashland. That
defeated Davidson, 18rll.
night he racked up 51 points.
Against Kanawha, he tallied 24,
got 40 against Owens and came
through with 33 against Ohio.
He’s averaging 37 per game.
Byrd is a graduate of Hun
tington high where he was both
o /r-X ~
all - state and all - American, in I
Dedication ceremonies will be held Wednesday for the new
the all - American game, he
Cabell Huntington Hospital, it was announced this week. Chairman
was chosen “Mr. Basketball,
Max K. Jones, of the hospital board will open the ceremonies at
U. S. A?’
10 A. M. with the laying of the cornerstone.
Also pacing the Frosh has
At 7 P. M. there will be another ceremony with Dr. Stewart H.
been center Dick Hall, a ClarksSmith, president of Marshall College, as principal speaker. Follow
bur Washington - Irving grad.
ing the talk by Dr. Smith there will be a conducted tour of the
Hall has scored 61 points for a
hospital.
15.25 average. A teammate of
Open house inspections of the hospital will be held Wednesday
Hall’s in high school. Bob Hart
and Thursday from 2 to 4 P. M. and from 7 to 9 P. M.
has tallied 28 for a seven-point
PARTICIPATING IN THE cornerstone laying will be the fol
average.
lowing officials and leaders:
..
Following Hart is Sonny Al
Mayor Theurer, President James M. Donohoe of the State
len, a eager from Moundsville
Board of Control, who is a past president of the Cabell County
who'has come through with fly
Court; former Mayor Cecil Thompson, President Jim Ellis of the
ing colors. Allen has accounted
County Court, president Richard L. Gibson of the Chamber of Com
for 58 points, a net 14.5 average.
merce, Chairman Frank S. McIntosh of the Hospital Board's fundThis is only the third season
raising committee:
of operation for an organized
Dr. Thomas G. Folsom, president of the Cabell County Medical
■ L ...... .. —7
~\
Society; Dr. Francis A. Scott, former president of the society; Dr.
'
Ray M. Bobbitt, president of the Cabell Huntington Board of
Health; Mrs. Raymond Hage, auxiliary; and Drs. John Y. Par
sons, J. B. Poindexter, Sr., Hunter Kincaid, C. A. Drake and Floyd
Taylor of .he hospital dental committee.__
. .

MC Wrestlers
To MeetVMI

(Cabell Huntington Hospital
Dedication Set Wednesday
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To Hit
Defense Needs 1 Began
It was when Price
in the Imai liv«
Pepping
Too II hit
shattering a 55-55

|

began to

th^
overall Marshall attack 10®
Sr. Cebe wound up with
Advertiser' Sports Editor
Corrective measures on both seven good shots out of 1
offense and defense will be a 38.9 percentage.
High man for Marshall
given the Marshall College
basketball team today when slick Hal Greer, the Douglas
preparations begin for its sec alumnus and first Negro
ond game of the season here to play varsity competition f
Marsban. Jn.bw bow, Gre«go^
Saturday against Washington & 20 points, hitting on
percentLee.
19 shots for a fine 42.1
Coach Jule Rivlin, reviewing
agAnother steady shooter, was
the Big Green’s opener Satur
day night when it defeated Paul Underwood, the 6-2 junior
guard, who hit on eight of 21
Spring Hill College of Mobile,
most of them arching set shots,
Ala., 83-69. plans to put more
aggressiveness into the Mar- • jor a 33.1 mark,
As
hit on
shall defense and more speed 1
Ae, a
Q team
team Marshall
M
nniv 31 of 83 shots for a 36.6
to its fast break attack.
XnUe - web below It's
“We showed a lack of ag
gressive defense against Spring
season’s average of last> year
which was 43.2.
Hill,” Rivlin said this morning.
Slightly Off
.
“We allowed them to get their
Captain Charlie Slack wm J
| offense set and we allowed them
also slightly off in his specialty.
, to maneuver too much. We
The 1954-55 national rebounding
didn’t put enough pressure on
champion managed only 21 re
them to force them into mis
bounds against Spring Hill - a
takes. As a result, we wound
bit below his 25.6 average of last
up with a tight ball game on
season.
, A >,
our hands.”
“But, that’s what we needea,
Shifting over to the offensive
said Riv, “we needed a real
showing by his first Marshall
game under our belts.
club in its premiere, Riv obBesides the contributions of
Price Underwood and Greer
Slack’ kicked in with 18IP*
served:/?-/* > r-. Zp -4^ £ C.
i sophomore guard Dave Kirk igo
“Our fast' break was" too slow
six and soph Jack F^ema
between the foul lines and as a
1 four. Freeman, playing with an
result Spring Hill was able to
injured left hand, was handi
jam us up. Our attack improved
capped offensively although his
noticeably, though, in the final
one fielder, a lay up, was
stages of the game and looked
pushed in with the injured hand
more the way it should. ■ We
spring Hill coach Bill Gardiwere also slow, especially in
ner, whose club lost its thiid
the first half, in getting our set
straight yesterday when it
offense moving. Our guards
bowed to Xavier of Cincinnati.
took too much time getting tlie
.71-40, was very impressed b.
ball into the forecourt. This
phase of our attack was better,
the Marshall team.
however, in the second half.’*
Control Ball
The inability of middleman
to control the ball
“We tried to
Cebe Price to hit consistently
to minimize their
t----- -fast break/*
in the first three quarters of the
he said. “But, when the chips
contest slowed the Marshall
were down Marshall showed its
attack perceptibly. The fast
class We were too small to
cope ^h them. Anyway, we
South Charleston junior only hit
on one of six field goal attempts
like playing the good teams m
in the first half. But, in the
the country.”
second half, he connected on six
Whitey Barnes, 6-1 New Yoik «
out of 12 — for a much better
City junior, was the best Spring
mark, finishing with 19 points.
Hill offensive performer. H I
got 28 points, 20 of them on
Elders. He was high man fox
ERNIE SALVATORE

‘^Washington * Lee. Marshall's
Saturday opponent, has won tt
only game - routing Bridge
water, 103-67. This week the
Generals play Richmond tomor
row and West Virginia Umversity Friday.

'•

!

Marshall,
Morehead
Vie Tuesday
' MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec. 18 GPFUnbeaten Morehead took undis
puted lead in the Ohio Valley Con
ference Saturday night, taking an
easy 83-65 win from Tennessee
Tech.
The game was Morehead’s fifth
straight and third in the confer
ence. Murray State is in second
place with a 2-0 record.
(Morehead entertains Marshall
College of Huntington., W. Va.,
Tuesday night. The Big Green lost
its first game in four starts Satur
day, an 80-70 decision to Western
Michigan at Kalamazoo. It left
Marshall with a 1-1 record in the
Mid-American Conference.)

TECH
G F P
Harris, f
6 3-4 1
Wall, f____ 3
0-2 2
Sexton, f
i 0-1 1
Thurman, 7 */'"a > yi 0-0 0
Merritt, c
5 4-7 5
Klein, c
0 0-0 1
Sidwell, g
3 4-7 4
Boardman, g
0 0-0 2
Patton, g
6 2-3 4
Reed, g
'
10-11
0-1 1
26 13-25 21
Totals
MOREHEAD
F P
G
Hamilton, f
6 0-0 2
Jewell, f
3 4-7 4
KeUiher, f
0 1-2 1
Richards, t
1 0-1 1
Swartz, o
9 8-9 4
Mayabb, g
7 3-4 0
Gaunee, g
3 7-10 4
Tolle, g
0 0-0 1
.Carroll, g
1 0-0 0

4/'

Totals
MARSHALL
Price, f
Greer, f
Slack, c
Underwood, g
Kirk, g
Freeman, f
Ashley, g
Totals
WEST. MICH.
Smith, f
Dement, f
Corbus, o
Pedracine, g
Barkeley, g
Newman, 0
Mitchell, g
Eason, o
; Totals

T
15
6
2
2
14
0

10
0

14
2
65
T
12
10
1
2
26
17
13
0
2

30 18-23 17 83
G F P T
6 2-2 3 14
3 7-8 1 13
5 3-5 3 13
4 1-3 1 9
5 1-1 1 11
3 4-5 2 10
0 0-0 2 0
26 18-24 13 70
G F P T
12 0-1 3 24
9 2-2 2 20
2 6-7 3 10
0 0-0 2 0
7 4-6 4 18
0 2-2 0 2
3 0-1 0 6
0 0-1 0 0
33 14-20 14 80
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Big Green Outhustfed, Says Riv^
UnnbtA Ta Gp't
WllVflM'liw
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Even Lukewarm
By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor

“Cold? Man. we ne.er could
get warm—not even lukewarm!”
Bingo—that’s the way Coach
Jules Rivlin described the first

defeat of the season stiffened’by
bls
his Marshall Collpan
College hflskpf.ba.il
basketball
team last Saturday night to
Western Michigan, 80-70, at Kal
amazoo, Mich. /
And, Riv was right because
his hitherto unbeaten Big Green
only hit on 30 per cent of its
field goal attempts—a big drop
from the 56 per cent and 43
per cent showings it made in

•humbling' Washington & Lee
nnri
and nhirt
Ohio TTnivAvcttv
University.
“The boys are downhearted,”
the coach added, “because the
defeat cost them a chance at
___
first .place
, in the Mid-Amerlcan
Conference. They’re determined
not to lose anymore.”
Tha. may be easier said than
done. Tomorrow night Mar
shall invades Morehead for a
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crack at the unbeaten More- !
hooH State Eagles. tIf* +u«
head
the fact
that the Eagles haven't been
defeated to date, isn’t enough,
their reputation as a near-invincrable home floor club doesn’t ■
hel£> any.
'“Yes, I’ve been told More
head, always a tough team, is
even tougher at home. We’ll
have to be hot against them.”
'I The costly Western Michigan
loss came the same night that
! Toledo upset defending Mid
American champion Miami, 6560, to take undisputed posses
sion of first place with a 2-0
mark. Miami fell to second with
2-1 and Marshall skidded from
a second place tie with Toledo
to a third place tie with Bow
ling Green at 1-1.
The game ended Marshall’s
conference campaign for the
rest of 1955 and won’t resume
until Miami comes to the field
house January 4. In between
now and then the Big Green
has its Morehead date tomor
row night and the two night
holiday tournament at Fayette
ville (Dec. 29 and 30) involving
Virginia Military Institute, Den| ver University and Boston Col£ lege. Marshall plays Boston
I College the first night.
I
Further summing up- the I
.J Western Michigan defeat, Riv
I
said:
“I want to make it clear that
we’re not alibiing. Western
Michigan outhustled s and were
pepped-up for our game. We
;\i| tried to be ‘up’ but couldn’t get
there. We did pull up within
four points of them in the late
: yj stages but four straight calls
. ■;] made against us hurt. No aliv 3 bing about the officials, either
just pointing out what hap- ■
•'.-•-j pened.”
t&9 The win was the third for Joe
Hoy’s Broncos in six starts and
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. Advertiser Staff Photo fl]pst

thg conference against

a Christmas p a r t y for two prevj0US defeats. It was the
The Cabell County Society for Crippled Children gave this week at the hospital, second time Western Michigan
young patients at the Huntington Orthopedic Hospital " ----- ? Harbold, defeated Marshall in five has-1
_ _____
are,- standing,
Dr.
IT Ge
4.*. or g e
ketball meetings.
Shown above with
some of
c. the
— children
. •
Pattie
Duffy,
• Mrs. Lillian Alexander, teacher; Miss
D
” I’, .physical The
The Big Green
Green»’ss ““big
big three
three””,,
P
__________________________________
__
...
...
___
4.
^.45
ft
1Xrapisr^nT Mrs? Charlotte Pilcher, president of the Crippled Children’s of Cebe price, Paul Underwood
and Captain Charlie Slack
‘
Society.
failed, for the first time this
season, to average over 20
. points between them. Price got
14 and was high man. That, in
Itself, is indication enough of
the slump Marshall was in.

Boasts
Fayette
T rophy
By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor

(

s

FAYETTEVILLE, W. Va. —
Marshall College’s Big Green bas
ketball team headed for home to
day after winning the second an
nual Fayette County Holiday
Tournament here last night, 79-78,
over Denver University in a heart
stopping battle.
Flushed with victory and owning
a handsome, gold trophy, the Mar
shall quintet now returns to the
task of trying to win the Mid
American Conference champion-:
ship.
Next Wednesday night, at Me
morial Field House, the Big Green
will play the first of two confer
ence foes, defending champion
Miami, and then on Saturday
night, Western Michigan comes to
town. The Broncos are the boys
who tripped Marshall, 80-70, at
Kalamazoo recently. Marshall’s
MAC record is 1-1.
It’s not hard to single out any
individual Marshall star from last
night’s tremendous, come-fromI behind win over the taller PioI neers.
Underwood Stars
(
Paul Underwood, for example,
went absolutely crazy offensively
in the second half and gunned in
eight arching set shots, all of
which kept Marshall on the heels
1
of the faltering Pioneers. The
sharp-eyed guard was high man|
I for the game with 28.
j
Captain Charlie Slack, snarring:
30 rebounds for a total of 60 in
) two nights, fired home 26 points.
Playing with four fouls against
him for most of the second half,
the big center, nevertheless, took
command of the backboard.
.Right in there with him to snare
a bushel was forward Hal Greer,
. the quiet-spoken, brilliant, young
ralumnus of Douglass. Hurryin’ Hal
got nine off the board and ten
points. Meanwhile, Underwood
grabbed six rebounds.
Cebe Price, while getting only
ten points, was a tremendous
spark in the Marshall attack all
night — an attack which couldn’t
fast break as often as it wanted
to. So, having to play Denver’s
way, slow and deliberate, Mar
shall went out and applied relent
less, driving pressure.

Price Shines
1 ’
I
Price stole. the roars of the'
crowd of 1,500 in the final 16 sec-'
onds by dribbling the ball through
and around the Denver team for
13 seconds before drawing a foul.
Though he missed the shot, he,
teamed up with Slack in getting'
the rebound and the clock ran;
out and Marshall had its one-point:
victory.
Contributing Indefinitely to Mar
shall’s defense in the torrid sec
ond half were guards Bob Ashley
and Dave Kirk, both fierce com
petitors.
Head coach JulesRivlin, quiver
ing with excitement, said:
“How can I say anything? They
were all great. Our boys have guts
and they showed they can come
from behind — way behind — and
still go on and win. It was a great
team victory.”
What Riv was referring to was
Denver’s 60-47 lead with 13:30 left
in the second half. For the next
six minutes, however, Marshall
slashed viciously at the Pioneers
and then took over, 69-66, with
7:30 remaining. But Denver made
it 73-69 at 5:19 and then the score
was tied at 73-73. Denver went
ahead again, 76-73, with 2:18 left.
The tenacious Big Green cut that
to 76-75 on Underwood’s eighth
clutch set shot before Rocky]
Sligh, a 6-6 Pioneer forward,1
■tapped one in, making it 78-75,
(Denver, with 1:50 to go.
•
Strain Tells
Here’s where the strain told
on Denver. The Westerners were
tired. Marshall was still fresh and
driving. On came Slack with a onehanded hook and it was 78-77, Den
ver, with 1:30. On came Slack
again with a tap-in, and it was
79-78, Marshall, with 1:20 to go.
Bill Peay, 6-4 Denver forward,
then missed three straight fouls
and Price ran out the clock. Den
ver, in fact, blew the game at the,
I foul line in the late minutes. After
connecting on 18 out of 20 charity
tosses, the Pioneers missed their
last four attempts.
The Denver boys were just too
weak and gassed to get the ball
high enough.
Denver coach Hoyt Arawner, an
affiable giant here, Thursday and
yesterday was bitter after the
game. He complained about the of
ficiating and so-called “rough
play” of the Marshall men and
generally refused to hold still for
'comment. The first time, five min
utes after the game, the second
I time 15 minutes after, when news
men, figuring he had calmed down,
approached him for a second try.
The only thing he said was:
“Let them come out to Denver
and we’ll beat them playing clean
ball.”
____
. - •

lAII-Tourney
; What he might have been talk
ing about was the terrific jamming
under the Marshall bucket on all
three occasions that Peay was
fouled in the final 80 seconds, twice
by Kirk and once by Underwood.
But the fouls were due to aggres
siveness and not to unsportsman-'
I like conduct. Marshall, with a one- i
point lead, certainly wouldn’t be j
| deliberately fouling Deawe? io. give j
Denver three chasces at the bas-l

ket.
Dick Brott, 6-9 junior center for
Denver,. was the thorn in Mar
shall’s side, getting 24 points,mostly on hook shots, though Slack ■
was playing him closely.
Named to the all - tournament
team were three Marshall men —
Slack, Price and Underwood. Brott
and Sligh, who had ten points in
the game, were named from Den
ver. Jim Power, of Boston College,
and Don Nyman and Jim Lowe of
VMI, rounded out the all-tourney
team.
The win was Marshall’s fifth in
seven starts and their record here
over a two - year span is. 4-0.
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Athletic Eligibility Reqiuirements

By ERNIE SALVATORE _ . . _.•<J.
-J
'
,, Sports
a
Shelved Players
Advertiser
Editor
i
here,- adding that with some
Huntington sporting circles
rules have shelved a
breaks Marshall could have had
dozen
a 6-3 record this year.
were still rocked today by a *
ozen °r ,?<>„ pr“g Big
Green
double - barrelled series of«
re“ J00‘ba1’ /lay,frsh, who
Pointing
to the
ruinung w
me 15 juniors on .
charges that Marshall College X^nthAr
ook We,
this year’s squad he said:
Is competing in the Mid-Amer-fT.°ther ___________________
schooIs'
r
'
“These boys came here the ■
Another
blasted by'rule
Royer
same time I did. They’re what’s .
v.arn.itvOnnfthXe Und(LrtneqUal ™
the rule
probationary
' to
varsity athletic eligibility re-which
entering?r.. freshman
-was: t.ho nmho+«A«
left of an original group of 35
freshman
quirements compared to those which an entering
d
ce $ boys. If we don’t have a sue- •
in force at the six other Mid•
cessful season next year, their ;
American Conference schools. ’ hnnl
_.„ifrpnhis
’t hierh
high - last year, then it will be my i
i
-------.x
..
.
j
ast one> t0Q
j mean
grades „ weren
And, If that wasn’t enough. school
u
other’t high
the promise by head coach Herb s
athletes are al.
Four years ought to be enough
Royer to resign if his 1956 sea- ]owed to
tlce_
(Con,
on Page 39, infyol. 2)
son isn’t a successful, one, had
dlfferences in the require-.
buzzing, too.
ments were brought awu..
about,. [ time to produce a winner! But, ;
All of these surprise develop- R
said. when the confer
ments — surprising to those not
maybe my predecessor 1 was
close to the athletic situation ence decided more than a year right (Willard Peterson) when
at Marshall •— were disclosed ago to leave the question of
he said tha't under present •
last night by Royer and athletic
director Bob Morris at what had eligibility up to indlviduaf''con- conditions you can’t have a
started out to be a routine, in ference members.
winning football team at Mar
formal football-cross country
“I say that if we are expected shall.”
sports banquet in the campus to compete in the MId-American He then listed his complaints. •
cafeteria.
Conference,” the coach said,
Morris complained that the
j “then some concessions must
Promises Review
•'
As an aftermath Dr. Stewart be made along these lines. No athletic department is “burst7°
’ ■N0 ing at the seams” for more
v 1'- v “HCS
I h
sub-standard
athletic
.
H.. smith,
Smith, r
Marshall president, one wants r
I said that he would
-• personally requirements
-- but some reason space, having to operate in a
! review the present eligibility/ re- able concessions must be physical education building
!, quirements for athletics> now in made.”
which was built for a college of
I force at Marshall andI compare
c
Before issuing his complaints
xjcxure
350
students 30 years ago.
r
—
____
_
them with other conference Royer assumed full responsibil(
schools.
,L for
‘ the 9-16-2 record he has Need Publicity
ity
He added that Marshall needs
An all-color film, “Mexico,' Land
“This comes as a complete • compiled in his three years
an athletic publicity director, of Fiesta,” will be shown before a
surprise to me,” the college
more athletic coaches and that Marshall College Community
president said later. “
“It
It has
has j
the department isn’t getting full Forumn audience tomorrow night
been. my impression that
—- MarMar- I
cooperation from certain quar at 8:15 P. M. by William Harris,!
shall’s requirements vwere in ■
ters in the college. He didn't lecturer, photographer and author:
line with those of other• confer____ I
name them.
/ of many travel articles.
ence members. In fact, I would
like to say that our college
An earlier speaker, Andy
Each member of the f o r u mJ
D’Antoni, president of the Big may bring a guest. Mr. Harris ap
council worked for_ about
J—.i a year
Green Club, pointed out that a peared last year on the forum
on those and felt that it had
struck a good medium.”
good football team attracts big and 'showed film on lands of the
crowds, helps downtown busi Mediterranean.
!
According to Royer, who has
The film he will show in the'
ness, gives the college some
made a personal survey of the
college auditorium will Include
prestige and standing which
requirements at the other mem
helps to draw students as well scenes of Mexico City, Xochimilco
ber schools, only Toledo has
and the floating gardens, Cuefna-.
as good athletes.
“tougher requirements” than
vaca, Taxco, the city of silver;^
i Marshall.
Dr. Smith had delivered the
Acapulco and the cliffs along the
first talk of the evening and
Smallest School
was followed by Raymond 'Pacific, and volcanoes and pyra
“Thus, while we’re the small
|
Brewster, president of the state , mids.
est school in the conference,
--- I
board of education.
have the poorest athletic fa
Introducing the freshman
cilities and the least amount of
team, which had a 2-1-1 record,
money we have been asked to
was freshman coach Bill Cham
try
*— to
x' compete in a conference
bers. The varsity gridders were ’
where we have the second
introduced by their co-captains, •
toughest set of ieligibility resenior tackle Bill Harris and
quirements,” the coach exsenior guard Bob McCollins.
plained.
The varsity and freshman
He pointed out that at Marcross
country teams were pre
shall
’ " an athlete entering his
sented
by Otto (Swede) Gullickjunior year, to be eligible,’must
son. — who sent the audience
have ' ’
the number of
into an uproar when he re
ss awarded m rela
~ credit.
ferred to the Big Green mem
tion to the'number of hours of
bers as "members of the Big
academic study undertaken —
Bean Club.”
whereas at many MAC schools
a junior can be 15 points be
hind and remain eligible.
This means that for 32 hours
of completed work a new Mar
shall junior must have 64 qual
/
ity points — at other schools
only 47 would be needed.
>

------- ----------HAVll

Forum To Presents
Movie On Mexico

!

x’-W

<- Harris Talks
At Marshall r
i it)

~/ y-••■■'

Advertiser Sports Photo

Marshall College football coach Herb Royer seems reflective as he’s ab out to
take a mouthful of food at last night’s sports banquet—perhaps figuring out the
various tasty verbal morsels he later served in which he promised to quit

,

after 1956 if he wasn’t successful. Equally reflective are athletic director Bob
Morris (left) and Big Green president Andy D’Antoni (right). For the reasons,

< William Harris, lecturer, photog
rapher and author of travel ar-t
itides and books, will present his
■new all color film, "Mexico, Land •
of Fiesta”, Friday at 8:15 P. M.’ Royer's
in the Marshall College audito

see story below.

Blast Has 'Em Buzzing

rium.

(

This will be a bonus ^attraction
of the college Community Forum
Series. Curtis Baxter, manager,
said each member may bring a
guest.
Mr. Harris appeared on last sea
son’s forum with his film on lands t
of the Mediterranean. It was so|
well received that he was invited
to return this season, Mr. Baxter
said.
Mr. Harris is a graduate of
Dartmouth College and has done
■ post graduate work at the Uni
versities Gf Madrid, Munich and
the Institute of Milan, Italy.
The film he will show here ineludes scenes of Mexico City,
Xochimilco and the floating gar• dens, Cuernavaca, Taxco, the city
of silver; Acapulco and the cliffs
along the Pacific, volcanos and
pyramids. Also included are views
, of Puebla with its shopping ar
cades and its serape venders, its
world famous pottery makers and!
onyx shops. Scenes are also shown
from Fortin plaza and its gar
dens, tropical flowers and Mount
Orizaba, the glory of Mexico.

College Faculty
Party Thursday
Members of the Marshall Col
lege faculty and staff have been
Invited to attend a. Christmas
party in the Shawkey Student
Union tomorrow from 3:30 to
5 P. M.
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MISS JUDY STEWART of 1
Sigma Sigma Sigma soror; • ity was crowned Sweetheart
, of Sigma Alpha Epsilon last
week at the annual Sweet
heart Ball. Miss Stewarts
1
escort was Jack Eblin.
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Community Dedicates $3 Million Institution
;
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Above is part of the audience that gathered at the I
new Cabell-Huntington Hospital last night for dedication of the $3,000,000 institution. Left is Presi-y
dent Stewart H. Smith of Marshall College, principal,
speaker at the ceremonies. (Staff Photos).
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Advertiser Staff Phot®

Gamma Beta chapter of Alpha XI Delta held its 2'5th'"
21. / children. Members of the sorority helping with the
party are, left to right, Mary Robinson, Judy Gross,
annual Christmas party for underprivileged children
chairman, Garnett Adkins, Pat Talbert and Jeanne .
Tuesday. Instead of having a gift exchange within the
Ford, president of the sorority.
sorority, the girls buy Christmas presents for the

Dedication
j Rites Also
Arranged .<7
Public offiMals, members of the
■ county medical and dental so
cieties and others connected with
the $3,000,000 Cabell - Huntington
• hospital will attend the corner
stone laying at 10 A. M. tomor; row.
Hospital Administrator Daniel
M. Brown has announced that!
Max K. Jones, chairman of the!
board . of trustees, will lay the;
cornerstone. Formal dedication!
ceremonies will be held at 7 P. M.’g
tomorrow in the hospital dining
room.
Mr. Brown said the hospital
would begin admitting patients the
latter part of next week. He said
a workers’ strike delayed delivery
of some of the furniture but it
has now been received.
Smith Will Speak
• “We are anxious to open the
hospital,” he said, “Because we
know the need. At first, we will
have facilities for 87 patients. Ibis
will be rapidly expanded and our
eventual capacity is 237 beds.”
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president
of Marshall College, will speak at
the dedication ceremonies tomor
row night. About 120 members of
civic and donor groups will attend
and will be taken on a tour of
the building.
Open house for the general pub
lic will be held from 2 to 4 and
7 to 9 P. M. Thursday and Friday.
Auxiliary members will conduct
all visitors on complete tours of
!the hospital.
Mr. Brown said that a copper
box containing the by - laws, news
paper clippings anl other docu
ments pertaining to the hospital
will be sealed in the cornerstone.
Those who .will be present tomor: row morning include:
j
Mayor Theurer; former Mayor
Cecil Thompson; President James
: M. Donohoe of the Board of Con
trol, former head of the Cabell
County Court; President Jim Ellis
of the county court; Richard L.
Gibson, president of the Chamber
of Commerce; Lake Polan, Jr. and
Frank McIntosh, of the hospital
fund - raising committee.
Dr. Thomas G. Folsom, presi. dent of the Cabell County Medical
society; Dr. Francis A. scott, for' mer president of the society; Dr.
• Ray M. Bobbitt, president of the
i Cabell - ‘Huntington board of
health; Mrs. Raymond Hage, presi
dent of the women’s auxiliary;
and Drs. John Y. Parsons, J. B.
Poindexter, Sr., Hunter Kincaid,
C. A. Drake, and Floyd Taylor of
the hospital dental committee.

r
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Tough Week For WVU;
Marshall In MAC Tilts
By TOM STIMMEL
? 4
•
Associated
Press Sportswriter
'
Wests ’Virginia
University
’s basketball
team faces
anything
but.
an easy week. The Mountaineers go after their third straight South
ern Conference victory at George Washington Tuesday night.
Friday WVU invades Raleigh, N. C., to meet North Carolina
State. Both the Wolfpack and George Washington are recognized
powers.opens Mid-American Conference action Thursas basketball
Marshall
College
___ _
_
Mid-American Conference
day, entertaining
:
encerearning Ohio
muu University.)
.
trounced____
Ohio Wes- Spring; Morris Harvey at George-^
The Bobcats
:_____ _______
town; W. Va. State v. Salem (x).
leyan, 94-56, Saturday.
Ben journeys
w xmm
«Clarksburg; D. and E. at Mit;
The Big Green
journeys to
Kala-lat
i., this
mazoo, Mich.,
_ weekend
... * ’ to St.
~ Marys; Potomac State at Almeet the most distant member ofltoona, Pa.
— Ohio U. at Mar-the MAC — Western Michigan,] Thursday
~~
Central Michigan shall (x); D. and E. at Shepherd'
73-68 loser to (_____ __ _
(x); Glenville at Fairmont (x);
Saturday.
Morris’Harvey at Mt. St. Marys;i
A hapless trip made by the Gen- ---------------- „
erals of Washington and Lee Bethany at Grove City; Pa.; Central State at W. Va. State.
proved to be of considerable in Friday — D. and E. at Frostterest to cage fans over the week- ------ end. The Generals lost to WVU, burg, Md.; J. C. Smith at Blue-]
80-71, on a t.
wintry
—, Friday night in field State (x).
»
■ —
Saturday — WVU at North Caro,
Fayetteville, then moved to Hun lina State; Marshall at Western
tington and a 115-83 lacing by Mar Michigan (x); Morris Harvey at
shall.
W. and L. led at the half against American University.
WVU, 39-35, and held a nine point
advantage early in the second half
before Schaus sacraficed some
height and sent three subs in tc
match the Generals’ floor game.
At Huntington, Marshall walked
away to a 55-34 halftime margin,
and Coach Jules Rivlin inserted
second stringers for part of the
last half.
For those who sought a com
parison through the mutual op-.
ponent of the Mountaineers and :
the Thundering Herd, W. and L.
Coach Bill McCann, whose team
• had played three games last week, •
opined both are very good clubs,
but play different types of games.
“Marshall did not look as strong
as West Virginia defensively,” Mc
Cann said, “but Marshall gives
you one basket and then makes
two.”
Here is this week’s schedule,
with all conference games marked
(x):
Monday — Beckley at Tech (x);
Shepherd at Potomac State (x);
Emory and Henry at concord; W.
Va. State at Howard (x).
Tuesday — WVU at George
Washington (x); A-B at West Lib
erty (x); Salem at Glenville (x);
Fairmont at Wesleyan (x); D. and
E. at American University; W.
Va. State at Morgan State (x).
Wednesday — A-B at Bethany
(x); Tech at Concord (x); Wes-i
leyan vs. Beckley (x) at Shady
JUHVXUiO
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Last Workout Slated
For;Big Green Quintet
By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser

Sports

Editor

The Marshall College basket
ball .team, primed for its sea
son’s opener tomorrow under
new head coach Jules Rivlin, will
run through its final pre-season
workout late this afternoon at
Memorial Field House.
Tonight, at 7 o’clock, the Big
Green’s first game opponent,
Spring Hill College of Mobile,
Ala., will hold a light drill. The
Badgers, now on a three game
round trip, lost its opener last
night to East Tennessee State,
65-52, at Johnson City, Tenn.
Tomorrow’s opener will begin
at 8 P. M. A preliminary game
between the Marshall Freshmen
• and Kanawha School of C o m- merce of Parkersburg will pre... cede the feature, starting
at 6:15 P. M.
The frosh will unveil, a club

I

headed 'by Leo-'Byrd, the all- Gardiner, won 11 and lost 12 last
stater from Huntington high, season, while winning the annual
and such other noteworthy Gator Bowl tournament. The
1954-55 schoolboys as Bob Hart southerners have three seniors,
and Dick Hall of Clarksburg four* juniors, three sophomores
Washington-Irving, Sonny Allen and five freshmen on the squad.
of Moundsville, and Bob Fergu
Shy on height, the invaders’
son of Ceredo-Kenova.
tallest operative is 6-3 Vz junior
Rivlin, returning to the scenes Bob Coyles from New Orleans,
of his greatest collegiate tri La. But, the offensive star is
umphs as a Marshall player, 6-1 junior Whitey Barnes of New
hasn’t definitely announced his York City who averaged 15
starting lineup for the opener. points a game last year and
But, he’s indicated it will go had a 41.0 shooting accuracy per
centage
something like this:
Cebe Price, 6-3 South Charles
ton junior, and Hal Greer, 6-2,
sophomore star from Huntington
Douglass, at the forwards; 6-4
Captain Charlie Slack, senior
from Pomeroy, O., and 1955 na
tional rebounding champion, at.
center; and 6-3 Paul Underwood, South Charleston junior,
and 6-4 Dave Kirk, sophomore
from Huntington East, guards.
Members of the No. 2 unit who
are scheduled to see action in
elude sophomore forward Fred
Simpson, sophomore John Mayfield, junior Bob Ashley, and
sophomore Dave Dingess.
Sidelined will be sophomore
Jack Freeman, former Hunting-.
ton high star, who has an in
jured hand. Freeman, a forward,
had been fighting it out with
Greer for an open forward posi
tion brought about by the gradu
ation of Dave Robinson.
He is expected to be ready for
full duty by the time Washing
ton and Lee invades the field
house one week from tomorrow
night. .
The Badgers, now in their
ninth season under Coach Bill
ft
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Spring HiH
Loses First . ■
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn., 'w —
The Spring Hill College Badgers
from Mobile, Ala., moved on to
Huntington, W. Va., today < after
losing a 65-52 verdict to East
Tennessee State here last night.
It was the first game of the
season for Spring Hill, which is
now on a three-game road trip.
Tomorrow, the Alabamans will
clash with classy Marshall College1
in Hunting ton.
Both teams had trouble finding
the range during the early part of
the first half, with the Buccaneers
finally gaining a 12-2 lead before
Spring Hill hit its first field goal.
Spring Hill moved to within one
point, 22-21, with six minutes left
in the first half.
The home club surged ahead to
a 34-27 margin at halftime, and
turned on the steam during the
second, half to roll up its margin
of victory with very little trouble.
The visitors hit 19 of 57 at
tempts for a 33.3 shooting average,
while ETSC recorded a 35.6 on 21
of 59 attempts.
State center Herb Edmonds
paced the bucs with 20 points.
Substitute forward Ed Tibbetts
headed Spring Hill’s scoring with
13 markers, with forward Whitey
Barnes and guard' Bucky Poole
adding ten each.
SPRING HILL
ETSC
G F T
G .F T
"------- . tf 3 4-6 10 Weaver, f 6 4-7 18
Barnes,
G.M'Q’r?
iG.M/QTe.tS
0-2 4 Cooper, fl*
6-o 2
Coyle? c'
} £ U’L
4 Edm’ds, o 7 6-8
- _ 20
Poole, gr 2 6-9 10 Fleenor,g 2 7-10 n
R’drlg’z, jg 0 0-3 0 Wilhoit, g 0 2-2 »
.TlbbeUs.f 5 3-1 13 Fritts, f 0 •*
o-i• u
iBreen,. f: 2 0-1 4 Wolf, f 3
6
Phelan, c
0 Smith, f l
4
7 Bowm*n,g 1 2-3 4
0 Davis, t* 0 0-0 0
Simeriy, g 0 0-0 U
Hartsell,g 0 0-0 0.
Totals
19
.. 14-31 52 Totals
21 23-33 65
SPRING HILL
27 25—52
34 31—65
ETSC

SSiS

t

i
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—12-13-55
For Immediate Release

To the Henaid-Dispatch, Huntington, W. Va.

(German Club Party-- 1)
I

A Christmas party in the Nordic tradition will be given

by the German Club of Marshall College today, December 14, at
4 p.m. in the ball room of the Shawkey Student Union.

Students and faculty will participate in German Christ

mas carolling and the reading of the Gospel in German.

The Rev. Frank Bourner, Marshall pre-ministerial stu
dent and Student Christian Association president, will discuss
the religious meanings behind the German Christmas ceremony.

A Santa Claus will appear at the program’s conclusion
and refreshments will be served to the guests.
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shaw, Mrs. Robert H. "Stone arid .. Jay, 'honorary V
member of the group, Mrs. Frances Atchinson, Mrs.
Glen Baylor, Mrs. Betty T. Price and Mrs.'E.’ Paul
Smith. (Staff Photo)
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The Mothers and Wives Club of Pi Kappa Alpha fra
ternity at Marshall College has had the fraternity
house redecorated. Members of the group in charge
of the project were, from left, Mrs. Joseph A. Gar-
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MEMBERS OF SIGMA Sigma Sigma sorority of
Marshall College, like other sorority groups, enter-

_

...

tained underprivileged children, in this case children
from the West Virginia Colored Children’s Home.

7

'Tea And
Sympathy'
Operas Run

f

“Tea and Sympathy,” starring
Maria Riva and Alan Baxter, will
be presented at 8:30 P. M. today
’and tomorrow at the Keith-Albee
theatre.
The prize - winning play, writ
ten by Robert Anderson, is a Mar
shall College Artists Series produc
tion. It was performed 720 times
on Broadway with Deborah Kerr
in the starring role.
Miss Riva, daughter of Marlene
Dietrich, appeared in many plays
on television before joining the
road company of “Tea and Sym
pathy.” Mr. Baxter, who plays her
husband, has appeared in 45 mo
tion pictures.
The role of the student, falsely
accused of perversion, is portrayed
by Robert Higgins. He has been
on television and played in stock
companies.
The sets, designed by Jo
Mielziner, are the same as those
used in the Broadway production.
Tonight’s performance will be
for Artists Series members only.
Tomorrow night’s show will be
open to the general public.

Sorority Dance Tonight
X-'—
\ ss
mas.” Johnny

Alpha ‘Chi Omega sorority at
Marshall College will hold its
annual Winter Formal dance
tonight from 9 P. M. to 1 A. M.
in the ballroom at the Hotel
Frederick.
The theme of the dance is
“T’was the Night Before Christ-

McC ’s orch
----Johnny McCoy
estra will play.
Chaperons will be James
Stais, Miss Bernice Wright, and
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Herr
ing.
Miss Ellen Shepherd Is pres
ident of the sorority.

rp-. --

You can prepare a fine
iwuuiv
jiuiib a
u, couple
tomato aspiu
aspic from
of cups of tomato juice and
an VllfUVWfJ
envelope” UJ
of unflavored
UrlL
gelatin. Add salt, sugar and
pepper to taste and a table
spoon of lemon juice.
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Advertiser Sports Photo

O

Marshall College’s 'basketball “brain trust,” plus one of the sparkplugs which
makes the Big Green generate its famed power, puts on the feed bag with gusto
at yesterday’s first Tipoff Club luncheon in t h e Hotel Prichard. Doing the
chomping are (left to right) athletic director Bob Morris, head coach Jules Riv- j
lin, first string guard Paul Underwood and freshman coach Dr. Mike Josephs.
The second meeting will be held next week.
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Smith Hails
Civic Vision 21—The Herald - Dispatch—Thurs., Dec. 29,1955 1
At Hospital New Hospital Is Product
Of Teamwork, Says Smith
*

r
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(Pictures On Page 21)
President Stewart H. Smith of
Marshall College dedicated the
new $3,000,0(10 - plus Cabell - Hun
tington Hospital last night with a
tribute to the vision of those who
planned and developed the new
facility.
At the same time, Dr. Smith de
clared in an address at ceremonies
at the hospital that the hospital
represents a part of a national
trend to meet the growing hos
pital needs of the nation.
OPEN HOUSE BEGINS
Patient care, research and edu
cation, Dr. Smith said, are the
three principal services the ultra
modern facility will give the com
munity.
Last night’s program represented
the second phase of dedicatory
events. In the morning, Max K.
Jones, president of the CabellHuntington Hospital Board, laid
the cornerstone for the building
at 1340 Sixteenth Street.
Between 2 and 4 and 7 and 9
P. M. today and tomorrow several
hundred residents of the Tri
State Area are expected to in
spect the hospital’s facilities dur
ing open house.
PATIENTS NEXT WEEK
The dedication program and the
open house events are to be fol
lowed by the admission of the first
hospital patient one day next week.
A campaign is under way to
raise $100,000 more to assist the
hospital in its initial stages of
operation. Those who attended the
program last night were invited
to contribute, and open house
visitors likewise may make gifts.
The four - story institution will}
eventually provide 237 beds for an
area short of hospital facilities. I
(See NEW, Page 21)

i

(See Page One Story)
and dental fraternities of the city,
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president members of which will provide the
of Marshall College, last night paid various professional services, contribute to the members of the gratulated the board on its'selecOabell-Huntington Hospital Board tion of Daniel Brown as adminis-’
as he delivered the address at trator, and told of. the services to
‘ceremonies dedicating the » >w be performed by dietitians, labpra-;
$3,000,000 facility.
tory technicians and nurses.
Referring to the hospitai board, He said that Marshall College
created under authority of an act will submit to the State Board of
of the 1945 Legislature and com Education for approval a proposal
posed of representatives of civic to offer at the college courses
and professional organizations, leading to a bachelor’s degree in
Dr. Smith declared:
the fields of hospital dietetics,
“There existed at the time a nursing and in hospital laboratory
deficit of 800,000 hospital beds na techniques. ’The Cabell-Huntington
tionally.
Hospital will provide opportunity
“A small group of civic-minded for practical work which will be
citizens, including physicians and part of the course.
laymen formed a committee to The hospital will have to obtain
make plans for a new hospital for certain approvals from accrediting
Huntington and Cabell County, boards to qualify as a training
These people believed that health center, Dr. Smith pointed out.
is a public problem and that hos- Dr. Smith traced the develop’ pitals are the responsibility of the ment of hospitals in the nation
entire community. To these people from the first one in 1658 in what
this community owes a tremendous is now New York City, through
debt of gratitude and appreciation. the period when lack of bacteriaIn spite of many obstacles and fighting facilities made hospitals
discouragements, these men and places to be dreaded, through the.
period of rapid development of
women forged ahead.,
“The people likewise deserve hospitals after World War I and
much credit. Everyone who views the major advances since World
this tremendous accomplishment in War H.
so short a time cannot help but He said that hospitals have made
have a stronger faith in the initia- possible the lengthened life span
tive, enterprise and teamwork of of Americans. He gave credit to
an American community.
the Blue Cross plan which, de“We now have a hospital build- veloped in 1929, began to make
ing beautiful in design and sturdy hospital financing more practicof construction. Within it we have able, and to the labor unions and
put the most modem furnishings industries which have established
and equipment. But the building their own hospitals.
I and equipment are only tools
Earlier ceremonies yesterday
which, although necessary and inl marked the laying of the cornerportant, are worthless unless com- stone of the hospital by President
Max K. Jones of the hospital
petent people use them.”
Dr. smith praised the medical board.
.
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PTA Program Aid Is I
r [Aim Of CoNege Aleef i
'r
I

# A v--.

/

A h b

A conference to help PTA groups plan better”programs will be!
held at Marshall College tomorrow. It tvill be under the sponsorship
of the college adult education department and region 2 of the West
Virginia Congress of Parents and Teachers.
Sessions in the Science Building will be rrom 1:30 to 3:30 P. M.
and from 7:30 to 9:30 P. M. Registration will begin 30 minutes
before each of the two sessions.lg
There will be no registration fee II
and the general public as well as
PTA members is invited to at
tend.
Main- speakers will be Dean D.
.......
Banks Wilburn of the Marshall!
teachers college who will address
' p A'FA U
the afternoon session and .Stephen I
D. Buell, director’ of radio and I
IS
television at Marshall, who will
&«p"
jspeak at the evening session.
j
Conference leaders will be Dr.
B. C. Harrington, professor of edu
cation at West Virginia University,
Morgantown, and Fred W. Eberle,
g
director of trades and industrial
education, Vocational Education
&
I', ' , ' • ' ' ' "
Division of the State Department
&
of Education, Charleston.
Dr. Harrington will discuss con
tinuity in program planning. Mr.
Eberle will discuss how to create
Informal atmospheres for p r ograms.
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Color Movie
On Mexico Is ’
Here Tonight
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JACK EBLIN OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON FRATER
NITY was chosen Tri-Sigma Man by the Sigma Sigma
Sigma Sorority at their annual winter formal Friday
night. Left to right are, Miss Judy Stewart, Mr. Eblin.

The Marshall College Community
Forum will present as a “Christ
f mas bonus'’ attraction tonight a
new all-color film, “Mexico, Lakd
■ of Fiesta.”
J
The film will be shown by Wil
liam Harris, lecturer, photographer
and author of travel articles and
books, at . 8:15 o'clock in the col-,
lege auditorium.
|
Curtis Baxter, forum manager,
said each member may bring a'i
guest to this presentation.
I
Here Last Year
' '
Mr. Harris appeared on last sea-:
son’s Community Forum program;
and was so well received that he:
was booked again for this season,
Mr. Baxter said.
'
The film to be shown tonight in<
eludes scenes of Mexico City,
Xochimilco and the floating gar
dens, Cuernavaca, Acapulco and
the cliffs along the Pacific, and■
numerous other places of interest,
( Mr. Harris, a graduate of Dart
mouth College, has done post-grad
uate work at the Universities of
Madrid, Munich and the Institute
iof Milan, Italy.
■
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meeting (left to right) seated — 0. W. Peoples,
committee chairman; Flemming; Dr. Conley Dillon,
science professor at Marshall College and commit
tee consultant; standing — L. M. Polan, Robert Far
rington, D. W. Harris and W. D. Birke, publisher of
the Herald-Dispatch. (AP)

CoSiege Closes Tomorrow ■
for Christmas Vacation _
■

(

Big--

;t>zv.:-4

Members of a Huntington Small Industries Committee were in Washington yesterday to show Dr. Ar
thur Flemming, director of the Office of Defense
Mobilization, a brochure of an industrial pool or- .
ganized for manufacture of guided missiles. At the
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The Christmas vacation for Mar- j school w&l
will close at noon ^desdi
Tuesday
shall College students will begin (and Sacred Heart Catholic school,
I at noon on Wednesday. Our Lady
at noon tomorrow.
'of Fatima pupils will be dismissed
Those with no Saturday classes at the close of classes on Wednes
already were heading home for day as will those who attend Cab
the holidays this afternoon.
ell county public chools.
The campus laboratory school • Vinson high school students will
was to close for the vacation at report to school on Wednesday,
the end of the regular session to but will be dismissed early follow
ing a Christmas program.
day. .
Other boys and girls of the city, Classes will be resumed at Mar
except those released to work in shall College and in all schools on
4.
steres, will have to wait until next Tuesday, January 3.
week to be dismissed for the holi Marshall College offices will re
main open next week through Fri
days. •
St. Joseph’s grade and high day and will reopen on Tuesday,
December 27. They will remain
open through Saturday noon, De
cember 31, and will reopen on
Tuesday, January 3.

I
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Defensive Lapses Cost
Marshall Eagle Game
By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor

“I’ve found out this coaching■
business is pretty rough,” Jules1
Rivlin quipped good naturedly
today.
His Marshall College basket-’

.
p

4<
B'
»

look bad. We’ll have to get
that straightened out fast.”
Rivlin said Morehead has a
“good team” but “not as good
as we have.”
Actually, Marshall matched
Morehead in field goals — getting 36. The game was won at
the foul lines where Morehead
sank an amazing 30 out of 37
while Marshall was bagging only
17 out of 28.
“We missed a lot of our fouls
at crucial points,” Rivlin said.
“And, by missing so many of
them on the first try we lost the
bonus. But, our defensive lapses
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The Mothers Club of
Alpha Xi Delta sorority
I at Marshall College gave
a Christmas party this
week at the sorority
house, 1645 Fifth-Avenue,
for active and pledge
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IB
members of the organiza
tion. Each girl was pre
sented a gift at the party.
Mrs. C. W. Thacker, left,
is presenting gifts to
members Miss Dottie Mc
Coy, center, and Miss Dee (
Kitchen. (Staff Photo) j

_....

hurt us and that’s ‘tfhy we lost.
Still — I really don’t feel as bad
about this one as I did about los?
ing to Western Michigan.”
Marshall will get return shots
. at both of these tormentors here
at Memorial Field House later
in the season.
Next for Marshall will be the
holiday tournament at Fayette
ville, W. Va., involving Boston
College, the Big Green's first
round foe, Virginia Military In
stitute and the University of
Denver. After that, the club
faces Miami here January 4 in
a Mid-Amer-ican Conference
game.
After . practicing today, Mar
shall will get a Christmas recess
until next Monday when a me■ dium speed drill is planned. An
all out session is set for Tues
day. Wednesday, the team will
taper off at the Fayetteville
auditorium.
Cebe Price, the swift middle
man, paced Marshall last night
with 34 points — his high for,
the year. Captain Charlie Slack
had 17 and nailed 21 rebounds
and guard Paul Underwood,;
hampered by four first half'
fouls, had 16. Hal Greer hit
for 15.
Dan Swartz, 6-5 Morehead cen
ter, also had 34 points but he
was blanked in the final eight
minutes when Marshall switched I
to a man-to-man defense — a |
real precedent-shattering move
for this zone defense college.
Dave Kirk put the whitewash on
j Swartz. Jess Mayabb had 20.
Morehead had big leads sliced
dangerously on two occasions
by Marshall but the Eagles m?
aged to stave them off.

Move Into

r

1'

2nd Piece
Tie In Loop

A

By WED iftjRNS
Herald-Dispatch Snorts Editor

Marshall’s Big Green battled
their way into a second-place tie
in the Mid-American Conference
last night when they trounced Ohio
University 87-71.
The Bobcats made a tight con
test of it most of the first half
but in the last six minutes the
Big Green broke the game wide
open when they staged a rally that
shot them from a 27-26 edge to a
21 point advantage by half time
when they were on top 53-32.

r

Cebe Price, who had been cold
on his shooting in the early part
of the game sparked the scoring
rally with some expert help from
Captain Charlie Slack.

It was Ohio’s first conference
game too. Marshall is now tied
with Toledo, each with one win,
and Miami leads with 2-0.
Last night it was just a case of
too much class on the part of the
Big Green once they got over their
cold spot at the start and shifted
Into high gear.
Slack and Price grabbed off scor
ing honors with 26 points each and
it was this pair who took charge
of a Marshall rally late in the
first half to pull away from the
Bobcats.
Actually the game was almost a
replay of the Marshall - Washing
ton and Lee contest. Ohio Univer
sity leifl by as much as six points
in the early stages but with 6:30
to go in the first half the Big Green
started racing and in that brief
time pushed in 26 points while
Ohio was getting but six. This
shot the Marshall edge from 27-261
to .53-32 at half time.

*

The game was really all over
at this point and Marshall did lit
tle more than toy with the visiters
the rest of the way. When the
score of 76-47 gave Marshall a 29
point lead midway of the second
half Coach Jules Rivlin started
sending in subs and the regular's
were all on the bench in the late
stages of the game.
Slack pulled 19 rebounds off the
boards to lead in that department
and Marshall as a team got 51.
Ohio University had 38 rebounds
and Scotty Griesheimer wath nine
was tops for the Bobcats. In shoot
ing Hal Greer made two on three
shots for the highest percentage
but Price hit 10 for 21, Slack 12
of 17 and Underwood seven for 19.
As a team Marshall made 34 field-’
ers on 78 shots while Ohio hit 261
on 74 shots.
I
Captain Harry Weinbrecht with J
19 points led Ohio while Scotty;
Griesheimer had 14 and Dick Gar
rison had ten.
__

OHIO UNIV.
Moore F
Griesheimer F
Evans C
Garrison G
Weinbrecht G
PeU
Oppenheimer
Sifft
Peters
Tudor
Grooms

G F P TPi
11- 2 1 3
6 2-2 1 14
13-4 3 5
5 0-0 4 10
5 9-10 1 19
3 0-10 6
0 0-00 0
0 0-00 0
3 2-23 8
12- 30 4
10-01 2

Totals

26 19-24 14 71

MARSHALL
Price F
Greer F
Slack C
Underwood G
Kirk G
Ashley
Freeman
Dingess
Simpson

G
10
2
12
7
1
1
1
0
0

F
612412120-

P
7
2
3
4
1
2
2
2
1

TP
0 26
3 5
3 26
2 18
2 3
1 4
1 3
1 2 1
1 0

I

34 19-24-14-87
Totals
The Marshall team will fly to
39 — 71
32
OHIO
U.
Kalamazoo, Mich., this aftfemoon
53 34 — 87
in time for a late workout and to MARSHALL
morrow night they will meet the Officials — Mickey McDade and
Western Michigan Broncos in their Ed Tutweiler.
second Mid - American Conference
game.
after nine minutes, really started
After Slack’s fielder opened the to work and there wasn’t much
scoring in the early seconds the the Bobcats could do.
Bobcats took over and was in the Price’s first fielder came with
lead by as much as six points 11:10 to go and it put Marshall
during the first eight minutes, in front 19-18. A fielder by GrieSlack’s wtipped-in goal got Marshall sheimer made It 20-19 for the Bobback on top 17-16 at the 11:47 mark cats but that was the last time
of the first half and after the lead they were in front.
changed his hands four times. Marshall took a 21-20 lead on
Price took charge and led a Big Price’s goal from the side and .
Green scoring rally which broke then he added two from the foul
the game wide open.
line. Underwood, after missing
three long set shots, hit one from
The Big Green had been rather far back. Griesheimer and Pell
cold in the first five minutes. Ac hit for fielders which cut the Mar
tually Slack’s opening fielder and shall margin to one point. Then
one by Underwood after five min Slack and Garrison traded goals.
utes had been played were the
only two scores Marshall had from The Bobcats still trailed by one
the floor up to that time.
and from there on the Marshall
margin mounted with Price, Slack,
But what they might have lacked Underwood and Kirk leading the
in the first five minutes was soon parade to the basket.
corrected and then Price, who
didn’t get his first fielder until There were six and one half min

utes left in the half when the Big |
Green rally started. Marshall led
27-26 but they scored 26 points in
the last 6:30 while the Bobcats
(were getting but six.
This gave Marshall a 21-point
'edge at half time, 53-32.
|
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Eagles Get
Victory At
Foul Line
‘
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MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec.'20. W— f
The undefeated Morehead Eagles,
tied in the number of goals, sank
b phenomenal 30 out of 37 free
throws tonight and were never >
behind in downing Marshall Col
lege 102-89.
The Eagles, cause was aided by
out-rebounding the West Virgin- ft
Ians 62-43, with Dangerous Dan F
Swartz carrying the load with 34 gi
points and 23 rebounds.
Swartz was tied for individual
honors by Marshall’s Cebe Price
who also canned 34.
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The score was tied once, at 2-2,
before Morehead was off and run
ning to maintain, generally, a 10point lead through the entire
game.

i
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I

Morehead had four other play
ers in double figures, Jess Mayabb
got 20, Steve Hamilton 16, Donnie
Gaunce 15 and Jim Jewell 12.
Marshall’s Charley Slack collected
17, Paul Underwood 16 and Hal SLACK GETS TWO -4-Captain Charlie Slack (17) goes up for two points for
Marshall last night as the Big Green trimmed Ohio University. Others shown
Greer 15.
Slack, last year’s national re in the picture are Scotty I Griesheimer (14) and at right, Bob Evans (15) both
’____ j n/r____ Li________________ _ tt»_ • . .
/mx
____ ■»
______ _
z»v
bound champion, grabbed 21 re
v, of AL
Ohio
and Marshall’s Cebe Price (10)
and
Hal Greer
(16).
bounds, about half of Marshall’s
total.
Marshall managed to close the
gap to 37-35 before the winners,
with Swartz leading the way,
moved back out to a 10-point
margin to end the first half, 54-44.
Morehead ■ scored 12 points to
the Green’s 4 to open the sec
ond half and set a gap which
Marshall couldn’t close.
G F P TP
MARSHALL
14 6-10 4 34
Price F
Price who made ten points in.
3
11-22
Freeman F
the first half came back strong
6 5-73 17
with 22 in the second half to lead!
Slack C
8 0-25 16
Underwood G
a Marshall rally. However, Mar
4
2 0-13
Kirk G
shall was 19 points down early in
0
0 0-03
Ashley
G
the second half and the best
5 5-61 15
Greer
F
they could do was cut ten off that
36 17-28 21 89
Totals
to trail by nine with about five
minutes to play.
r
G F P TP
MOREHEAD
4 4-45 12
Jewell
F
The Eagles were equal to the
6 4-54 16
Hamilton
F
pressure and Mayabb came
11 12-14 4 34
Swartz
C
through with eight straight points
6 3-42 15
Gaunce G
to keep the Eagles safely in front.
7 6-61 20
Mayabb G
Slack and Underwood each drew
5
2 1-31
Richards F
three fouls after 15 minutes of
0 0-01
0
Keleher
F
play and Underwood drew his
36 30-34 18 1021
Totals
fourth a couple of minutes later.
Underwood finally went out on
44-45— 89
MARSHALL
fouls.
54-48—102
MOREHEAD
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MAC Basketball Action

Continues To Increase
By ERNIE SALVATORE
By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor

f

The Mid-American Conference
basketball season continues to
pick up momentum tonight when
three teams will see action, two
of them meeting in a league
contest.
Western Michigan, winner of
two straight non - conference
games, and Bowling Green,
winner of one, open their MAC
campaigns in a meeting at
Bowling Green. Defending
champion Miami, which whipped
Kent State, 72-70, in its only start
of the season, faces Dayton in
a no^-leaguer at Dayton.
Two non-conference games are
billed for tomorrow when Ohio,
loser to Indiana of the Big Ten
in its opener, invades Charleston
for a crack at ambitious Morris
Harvey while Kent, loser to
4 Miami in a MAC meeting and to
Manchester in a non-conference
game, hosts Wittenberg.

Six

games

involving

'con-

ference schools are scheduled
ofr Saturday but only one of
them is a league tilt — the
meeting between Miami and
Bowling Green at Bowling Green.
In the other games Washing
ton & Lee comes here to play
Marshall at Memorial Field
House, exactly 24 hours after
. the Generals face West Virginia
University at Fayetteville; Cen__ Michigan
tral
Michigan collides
collides with
with
. Western Michigan at Kalamazoo,
Ohio Wesleyan invades Athens,
O., for a tiff with Ohio, Toledo
entertains Dayton, and Kent goes
to Youngstown.
On Monday of this week Toledo
dropped its first game in two
starts when Niagara recorded a
66-59 victory.
Though the season is still in its
early stages, here’s the way all
of the seven conference mem
bers have fared thus far:
MARSHALL — Opened with a
1 slightly sub-par victory over
Spring Hill College of Mobile,
Ala., here Dec. 3, 83-69.
'c11CttM=u Kent
MIAMI (1-0) ~
— xDefeated
State, 72-70, in opening its season Dec. 2 as well as launching
the defense of its championship,
BOWLING GREEN (1-0) —
Pulled out a tight, 84-80, triumph
Aim™ T7UnZIl rt vr Pnllnrrn
over Findlay College of Ohio in
1 Ur.
ife nrflv <4nU
1W> ujuy bbarv.

WESTERN MICHIGAN (2-0)—
Rated a darkhorse in conference
play this season the Broncos of
Coach Joe Hoy began by wallop
ing Detroit Tech Dec. 1, 87-62,
and followed with a 72-67, tri
umph over Northwestern of the
Big Ten last Saturday.
OHIO (0-1) — The Bobcats of

Codcfi Jim^ Snyder fell before

Indiana of the Big Ten, 94-73, in
their inaugural effort.
TOLEDO (1-1) — “
The “
Rockets
opened Dec. 1 with an easy,
87-66, win over small Hillsdale
but then were whipped by na- .
tional power Niagara University,
66-59, on Monday of this week.
KENT STATE (0-2) — Kent
has lost two straight, extending
Miami in a conference game,
72-70, and also Manchester College of Indiana, 77-74, before
succumbing.
snr.r.iimhiiw

MAC Standings'
ALL

GAMES
W L Pt!
■ts. OP.
2 0 159 129
2 0 159
— 69
Miami
1 0 72 70
Bowling Green
1 0 84
__ 80
Toledo
1 1 146 132
Ohio
01 74 93
__
0 2 144 140
Kent state
MAC GAMES
W L Pts. OP
Miami
10"'
*
72 70
Marshall
0 0
0
0
Bowling Green
0 0
0 "0
Toledo
0 o 0 0
Ohio
. o 0 0 0
0 0
0
0
Kent state
Western Michigan
6) 0
0
0
WEEK’S SCHEDULE
Western Mfch&T*™- "
at Bowling Green
<mao, Toiedo^atjn:
lagara.
Io a
TI1_.
[IURSDAY
Ohio vs. Morris
Harvey, Charleston,
w. va. Wittenberg„ vs. Kent, Kent, O.
SATURDAY
MIumi vs., Dowling Green (MAC),
Miami
&
}}'nastfao1ngto
^
' Leo vs. Marshall, Hun... Va. Central Michigan vs.
x
9,
Western
. _i Michigan, Kalamazoo, Mich,
Ohio
0,1,0 W<
Wesleyan vs. Ohio. Athens, O. Dayt
Toledo. Kent State vs,..Youngs-

Wcstern M1
_
Michigan
marshall'

town.__________________ .

The Duke University football
team of 1938 was not scored
against in regular season play.
But the Blue Devils lost the Rose
Bowl game to the University of
Southern California, 7-3 on a pass
in the final 40 seconds.
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College Receives Tester From 1nep —/O
V .
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The International Nickel Co. yesterday presented to
the Marshall College engineering department a
2,000-pound capacity Olsen tensile testing machine
which will be used by advanced students in the Mar
shall materials testing laboratory. From left are Dr.

X

S’,

V1. fl

.2* -■

A. E. McCaskey, Jr., head of the college engineering
department; H. E. Tschop, technical administrative
assistant at Inco; President Stewart H. Smith of
Marshall, and Dr. J. Frank Bartlett, dean of the arts
and science college. (Staff Photo).

Two Programs Dec. 28
Dedicate New Hospital,
Mayor Theurer, President
The Cabell - Huntington Hos-- ------pltal Board will sponsor two dedi Jamei M-. Donohoe of the State
catory programs at the new Cab- Board of Control, who is a past
ell-Huntington Hospital at 1340 president of the Cabell County
Sixteenth Street next Wednesday, Court; former Mayor Cecil
it was announced yesterday.
Thompson, President Jim Ellis of
There will be a cornerstone-lay the County Court, President Riching ceremony at 10 A. M., with)
Chairman Max K. Jones of the|ard L. Gibson of the Chamber of
Commerce, Chairman Frank S.
hospital laying the stone.
At 7 P. M. there will be a dedi McIntosh of the Hospital Board’s
cation ceremony, with Dr. Stew-|fund-raising committee;
art H. Smith, president of Mar Dr. Thomas G. Folsom, presishall College, delivering the prin- dent of the Cabell County Medical
Society; Dr. •»..
Francis A.
cipal address.
'
A Scott, for
There will be a tour of the hos mer president of the society; Dr.
pital following the dedicatory ad- Ray_ M. Bobbitt, president of the
dress. There will be open house Cabell - Huntington Board of
Raymond Hage,
inspections of the facility between Health;; IMrs.
’_
2 and 4 P. M. and 7 and 9 P. M. auxiliary; and Drs. John Y. Parsons, J. B. Poindexter, Sr., Hunter
December __
29 ___
and __
30.
Participating
Kincaid, C. A. Drake and Floyd
1
CVJ.
<3 in the
v—— cornerstone—-----laying will be the following of-(Taylor of the hospital dental comImlttee.
flcials and leaders:

J

Sympathy In 'Tea And Sympathy'
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Forum Offers
Shirer Lecture,

(

“Germany Reappraised” with
be the topic of William L. Shirer,
noted author and radio commen
tator, in a lecture before a Mar
shall College Community Forum
audience tonight at 8:15 P. M. in
the college auditorium.
Admission is by season mem
bership only.
Mr. Shirer, who reported the
birth of the -United Nations at
San Francisco and covered the
Nuremberg war trials, will be in
troduced by Dean D. Banks Wil
burn of the teacher’s college.
After his address, there will be
a coffee hour.
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Maria Riva, as the wife of an insensitive master of a boys school, offers solace
to a bewildered and tormented student, played by Robert Riggins, in “Tea and
Sympathy,” which will be at the Keith-Albee Theater on Monday and Tues
day under Marshall College Artists Series auspices. The performance Monday
at 8:30 P. M. will be for series season subscribers; that on Tuesday will be for
non-subscribers. Tickets are on sale at Becker’s Music Store.
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Bandmasters

Hi
. Open Annual
The annual clinic • of the' West
Virginia Bandmasters Association
will be held here Sunday through
Tuesday, it was announced yes
terday.
The high school1 bandmasters
’j t„
to be played at
will select music
next spring’s West
1___ Virginia High
School Band Festival here and for
regional festivals.
The arrangements committee in
cludes C. Lawrence Kingsbury, head of the Marshall College L
music department, chairman of
organization; Leland S. Arnold, di- '
rector of instrumental music for
. Cabell County public schools, local
’ arrangements chairman, and
James Rathburn, band director at
Huntington Central High School.
The opening program will be at
Marshall College, with the college
band presenting a concert. Mem
bers of the Huntington East High
(and Huntington Central High!
School bands will play new se
—‘l
lections Tuesday.
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Forum Lecturer
/<
Washington & Lee Photos

Washington & Lee’s classy Generals, who’ll play Marshall at Memorial Field
House Saturday night, are again being sparked by 6-5 junior Lee Marshall of
Ashland (left) and 6-2 sophomore guard Dom Flora (right)..
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Kswm To Scout Wmhm@t@h & Is®
In Gams With WVU Tomorrow
The Washington a Lee Gen
erals, Marshall’s second basket
ball opponent of the season here
Saturday night, will get a per
sonal once-over by Big Green
coach Jules Rivlin tomorrow
night.' . '
.
Riv will be in the stands of
Fayetteville’s Memorial Audito
rium for the Southern Confer
ence clash between West V i rginia University and the Gen
erals.
“I hear W & L has a good
club and from what they’ve done
in their first two games I figure
it won’t hurt to see. them in ac
tion,” said Riv.
And, what he said is correct.
In two games this season W & L
has defeated Bridgewater C ol-

lege, 103-67, and the University
of Richmond, 78-76.
Last year the Generals won 16
and lost 13 while finishing fourth
in the Southern. Leading the
team in scoring and back again
this year are 6-5 junior center
Lee Marshall of Ashland, Ky..
and 6-2 sophomore guard Dom
Flora of Jersey City, N. J.
Marshall tallied 621 points and
had a remarkable 51.3 shooting
percentage while Flora, as a
freshman, had 553 points.
Besides these two — the other
starters are 6-3 Captain Barry
Storick, top rebounder; 6-6 Bar
clay Smith, the No. 1 defensive
man;, and 6-3 Milt Winawer.
Last season Marshall ripped
the Generals, 89-79.
Since defeating Spring Hill
—'•----------.|

College of Mobile, Ala., 83-69. in
its opener last week, the Mar
shall quintet has been polishing
up its offense and defense.
“The team has looked better
the last two days,” said Riv,
“much better than it has since
practice stalled. The defense is
now more aggressive thar
against Spring Hill and the of
fensive speed has picked up.
Cebe (Price) has been getting
down on the fast break quicker?’
The only injured member of
the squad, soph Jack Freeman,
reported his injured hand has
improved .Jack must nof set
about trying to break into the
starting lineup which has soph
Hal Greer, soph Dave Kirk, jun
ior Paul Underwood and senior
captain Charlie (Big Jump)
Slack besides (Price.
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William Harris, traveler
and lecturer, will screen
all-color movies of Mexico
before a Marshall College
Community Forum au i
dience tonight at 8:15
P. M. in the college audi
i
torium. Each forum mem
ber may bring a guest to
hear Mr. Harris’ ledture 1
and see the films he made
during his travels.
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Marshall
Birthday Party In 'Old Main'

Theatre
Cast Set
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Co-workers on the Marshall College maintenance and custodial staff gave a
party in the basement of Old Main yesterday in honor of George R. Beckett,
an operating engineer, who celebrated his 64th birthday. From left are How
ard Sorrell, chief custodian; Mrs. Evelyn Lovely, Mr. Beckett and Thomas A.
Bolyard, superintendent of buildings and grounds. Mrs. Lovely is secretary to
Mr. Bolyard. (Staff Photo).
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Pianist At College Thursday

C

Scott Morrison, noted pianist,’filling concert engagements. He
lecturer and actor, will appear on has appeared in all of the 48
the Marshall College convocation I states and has frequently been
-----------------------in sponsored‘ for several consecutive
program at 11
A. M. tomorrow i_
“—
seasons by the same groups.
the college auditorium.
The title of his program is Earlier music on the program
"Stop, Look, and Listen,” in whichlwill be played on a Challis harphe appears in costume to
replica v»A
of an
Ihe
io play
piay the|sichord,
we swnux u, aUi ICpiikjA
nu antique|music of Brahms, Chopin, Bach, keyboard, while later music will
Handel, Liszt and many others. | be played on the piano. Attend
ivavaaaow.averages
a
...
— ance at the convocation is limited
Mr.in'.Morrison
more
than 40,000 miles of travel a year to season members and students.

--------- ,

Plays Scheduled
A Jan. 12-13
dif )’ f ■
eJ .
£ *

Fihal casting 'has been com
pleted by the three student direc
tors of the forthcoming one-act
-.foreign play productions, accord
ing to Professor Clayton R, Paige,
College Theatre director.
The student directors are Ida
Ruth Duffey, Huntington junior;
Homer Ratcliff, Logan junior and
Jerry Snow, Summersville senior.
"The Woman Who Was AcI quitted,’* a French melodrama,
will be under the direction of Rat
cliff. Members of the cast are Jo
seph Seffence, Huntington sopho
more; Joe Borradaile, South
Charleston sophomore; Charles
Ricketts, Huntington sophomore;
Maywood Ellifritt, Greenwood sen
ior; Bill Seidel, Pittsburgh senior;
Suzanne Hensley, Bluefield junior
and Anita Shahan, Grafton fresh
man.
Snow will direct a Gorman com
edy entitled "Farewell Supper.”
Members , of the cast include Bill
Moran, Huntington junior; Arthur
Annis, Huntington sophomore; .
Be'ty England, Alderson, senior
and Mary Jane Jablonski, Hun
tington junior.
"One Of Many,” a Spanish
farce, will be under the direction
of Miss Duffey. Members of the
cast are Mary Huffman, South
Charleston sophomore; Nancy Mor
ford Spencer, freshman; Muriel
Sutton, Kensington, Md. freshman;
Doug Thomas, Huntington freshman; and Harry Tweel, Hunting
ton freshman.
The productions will be pre
sented Thursday and Friday Janu
ary 12 and 13, at 8:15 P. M. in .
the College Auditorium.
j.

29 Here Listed In 'Who's Who
In U. S. Colleges, Universities'

/-• // .
t /
I
LAVERNE LOGAN '
Twenty-nine students have been selected by
the'social deans to appear in the 1955-56 "Who’s
Who Among Students in American Universities
and Colleges.”
T\ o graduate students, three juniors and 24
seniors have been chosen along with other out
standing students in colleges and universities
throughout the country in recognition of achieve
ments during their college years.
Selection of students for “Who’s Who” Is
based on the following requirements: Partici
pation in extra curricular activities, attitudes
as they affect college citizens and their accept
ances of responsibility, good character, opinion
of future usefulness to business and society and
average scholarships.
Juniors selected were Alvih Arnett, Hunting. ton; James M. Johnston, Huntington and Betty

Lou Cornett, North Fork.
Seniors: Nancy P. Arnett,’Huntington; Eliza
beth Anne Cline, Kopperson; Edith Jeannine
Hensley, Huntington; Elasue Phipps Marrs,
Huntington; Eva Lucille Mullins, Williamson;
Ellen Shepherd, Huntington; Jacqueline Spauld- |
ing, Huntington and Barbara Thabet, Charles
ton.
Nancy Williams, Hurricane; David Dunlap*
Huntington; May wood Ellifritt, Greenwood;
William Seidel, Pittsburgh; William Keesee,
War; Keleel A. Ammar, Bluefield; Louis E.
Devaughn, Charleston; Charles Eugene Slack,
Huntington; Boice Daugherty, Huntington; John
Ray Walker, Barboursville; Lawrence Hite,
Huntington; James L. Davis, Huntington; Wil
liam Bias, Huntington; James R. Chapman,
Huntington; and Paula Ranson Buskirk.
Graduate students were Dave Straley and
Frank Senise both of Huntington.
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Bandmasters Prepare. For Festival In Spring
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Preparations for the annual High School Band Festi
val were being made here yesterday by the West
Virginia Bandmasters Association. Standing, from
left, are Dr. C. L. Kingsbury, head of the Marshall
College music department; Vice-President Paul G.
Mackey of Oak Hill, Leland S. Arnold of Huntington;
President George E. Schweizer of Weirton and Sec-

retary Bill Duer of St. Marys. At the piano is James
I. Rathburn of Huntington. (Staff Photo. Story on
Pa<r«* One).

Color Film On Hawaiian
Islands To Be Shown
H

ICoWeae J©yrna!ists
■ Good Judges Of NewSi

<■

Yew Char of Honolulu will present his all color film, "Around
the Hawaiian Islands”, tomorrow at 8:15 P. M. in the Marshall
College auditorium This program will be a feature of the college
Community Forum Series. Admission will be by season memberi ship only.
Mr. Char has won recognition as a traveler, photographer and
1 legislator.
Bom in Kohala, Island of Ha
waii, and educated in the public
■AAB,.;A
schools of the territory, he is
one erf Honolulu’s leading profes
v
sional portrait and commercial
; photographers.

I®

Il

.... ® 1

I

HE HAS served as a member
!I
of the House of Representatives
for eight terms — 16 years—in
the Hawaiian Legislature.
• He has conducted tour parties
h
to various parts of the world
and as a traveler and tour or
ganizer has built up a travel
//
■ record of more than half a mil
7
lion miles.
Mr. Char, who speaks three .
languages — English, Hawaiian
and Chinese, has a thorough
1
knowledge of the life and cus
toms of the Islands. His color
film gives the audience an inti- AN ALL COLOR FILM on
! mate look at the Pacific outpost
through the experienced eyes of Hawaii will be shown here
by Yew Char of Honolulu
an Island-born citizen.
THE FULL length feature tomorrow at 8:15 P. M. in
color film is the product of four the Marshall College audi
years* collection of Island scenes torium. Mr. Char will ap
by Mr. Char. Included are scenes pear here under spon
of colorful pageants, festivities,
interpretive dances, interesting sorship of the college Com
legends, customs and the culture munity Forum. Admission
of the people of Hawaii.
will be by season mem
Other attractions remaining on
bership only.
the forum series for 1955-56 in
clude color motion pictures to be phrey, Democrat of Minnesota,
shown by William Harris on and Alexander Wiley, Republican
“Mexican Fiesta’’ on December of Wisconsin. This program was
16; Hal Linker on “Pakistan” originally scheduled for October,
on February 3 and Curtis Nagel but was postponed.
Mrs. Ivy Baker Priest, U. S.
on the river Rhine on April 23.
On January 16 a debate on treasurer, will speak on January 1
U. S. foreign policy will be pre 23. On May 14 the Dublin Play
sented by Senators H. H. Hum- ers will appear here,
’^'■4

* By D0R0THY BUZEK
V y./ > J
Marshall College journalism students are pretty good judges of:
news.
In a poll conducted by The Advertiser, 41 of 77 students who voted
• chose President Eisenhower’s heart attack as the biggest news story
■ of 1955.
•
1
Telegraph editors and assistant telegraph editors of the nation’s'
newspapers also picked this asp
the top story of the year in the with Captain Peter Townshend
annual poll conducted by the' was in fifth place among the
Associated Press.
|stories of the year. Nine Marshall
The Marshall journalists were,students also voted it the No. 5. I
given the same list of 37 stories Peron ouster Sixth
|
given the newsmen and asked to Five
Pivp ,students
tlldentB Bel
.ppd with
wlth the
agreed
the .
select in order the 10 stories they editors that the Argentine revolu-,
. considered tops in 1955. Their tion and Peron ouster was the
‘ choices were returned to The sixth most important story of the
Advertiser prior to the close of year; three agreed with the choice
. the college for the Christmas holi- of Malenkov’s resignation and the
’ days on December 17. The results Soviet shakeup as the seventh
of the AP poll were made known
and of the Gilbert Graham bomb
yesterday.
murder as the eighth among the
Vote Polio Shots Second
WIC year.
top xv
10 V1
of the
Eleven of the student journa- Four students voted for desegrelists agreed with the editors on the'gation
the gation developments as the ninth
choice of the polio immunization'story of the year as did the news. tests and disputes about the Salk men, and two agreed with the
vaccine as the No. 2 story of the choice of the Americans being
year.
...
freed by- Red China as the 10th
Six picked the weather (floods, story of 1955.
hurricanes) as the third story of In general, the students selected
the year (as did the newsmen) and most of the same 10 stories the
three students were in agreement editors did although not in the
with the editors that the Big Four exact order that they did.
talks in Geneva and Russia’s However,
. _ __ , this was not true of
“new look” ranked as the fourth all. For example, three students
top story of the year.
did not even consider President
The AP poll revealed that the Eisenhower’s heart attack of]
01 Princess
princess Margaret of
or sufficient news value
v
story of
to list it
Britain giving up her romance]among the top 10.
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lenderson, Ccsmpbdl, Byrd Stories Kate High
hWAW.T.T.sTON
_—The
In addition,
addition, the
the WVU
WVU football
football——captaincy
captaincy ofof the
the Walter Cup championships. 150-5.
CHARLESTON
The state
state’s’s In
orts writers and broadcasters season was the top choice of 16 team and victories in the state 8 — Selection of Wesleyan’s !
Cliff Battles to Football Hall o? !
amateur and open tournaments. Fame. 139-0.
ive chosen the rise and fall of of the 36 voters,
31
9. — Carl Hartman’s nationa’ i
est Virginia’s football team as Here are the top 1-0 stories, with 186-3.
te top sports story in the state the number of points and first 4 — “Hot Rod” Hundley’s bas record 2,959 points in his college i
” career at Alderson- >
place votes following in paren- ketball year, Including a record ‘basketball
tiring 1955.
711 points as a sophomore. 174-1. Broaddus. 85-0.
i
The WVU season, climaxed in theses:
ie loss to Pitt after the Moun- 1 — WVU’s 8-2-football season. 5 — Sale of Charleston Senators 10 — Addition of Class AA rank: ;
to high school football classifica- I
baseball team. 164-3.
aineers had crushed seven op 260-16.
ponents, rated 260 of a possible 2 — Resignation of Cam Hen- 6 — Performance of Leo Byrd tion. 84-0.
Press derson as Marshall College basket- in state high school basketball Polling 82 votes — just out o I
60 points in an Associated
a—--------- -----the top 10 — was West Virginie I
poll. Each first place vote re ball coach and his replacement tournament. 161-1.
_ . _.
. 7 — WVU’s southern Conference Tech’s success as nation’s highest I
vived 10 points, second place vote by Jules
Rivlln. 214-6.
Bill Campbell
’s golf year basketball, baseball and football scoring college basketball team, i ■
ipoints, etc.
| 3 — "
-
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1

4
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[Marshall Cage Team To Practice

Tonight In Fayetteville Arena

•K’Avu?|.i.h!VTT.T,B — Marshall ster from South Charleston, and According to manager
E Kent
«.-jager Bob
are- plenty nf
of thei
them avail
------FAY EXT'E VILLE — Marshall Paul Underwood, his hometown there
able. The standard price is two
College, returning to the scene
of its success last year, will sidekick. Last year Cebe led dollars per seat and can be pur
work out tonight in Memorial Marshall in scoring with a 23.6 chased via telephone by calling
Auditorium in its final prepara average.
•
; five Fayetteville 789.
Rounding out the starting
tion for the holiday tourna
The box office will open at 8
'- u
of excellent
sophoare
a
pair
---I.
'
—
ment which begins a two night
6
'
3
o
’
clock each night.
—
Dave
Kirk,
mores
a
stand tomorrow.
Marshall left Huntington early
guard,
Hal Greer,
6-2 for6UO.XU, and
- --------------------_
viik* afternoon
axfor the trip here
Head Coach Jules Rivlin will ward, both of Huntington. Front this
and
will
be
ijput his club through a one hour
-re
sophomore
reserves
.
are
and
will
be quartered
qu____ at the Hill
Hotel,
Oak
Hill, which is about
drill starting at 7:30 o’clock. line
and
junior
Bob
Jack Freeman
The Big Green, after a brief Ashley.
ten miles from here.
The other three teams in the
Christmas recess, resumed
In Boston College Marshall
practice back at its home base will be playing a team which festival will also be quartered
in Huntington on Monday and doesn’t have much height, by at the
wie Hill Hotel.
____
Accompanying
followed with another one yes modem standards. The biggest
Accompanying the Marshall
is 6-5 Dick Dunn. The other team are t-lLL'
athletic director Bob
terday afternoon.
ticket manager Neal
Marshall launches the tourna starters are 6-1 sophomore Jack Morris, ticket
ment action tomorrow against Magee from Cardinal Hayes high Wilson, and trainer Ed Prelaz.
Boston College, starting at 7:30 school, New York; 6-3 sopho- • •—=------------------------------------- P. M. In the second game tour more Hack Harrington from La
ing Denver University will face Salle Academy, Newport, R. I.;
6-3 senior captain Pat Cahill,
Virginia Military Institute.
and 6-2 senior Dick Skeffington.
Three Back
**| Friday the consolation game Leave Early
All auditorium seats for both
I between Thursday night’s losers
will start at 7:30 P. M., followed nights are reserved seats and
by the championship encounter.
Three of the starters of the
Big Green team which defeated
Virginia, 103-98, and Carnegie
Tech, 101-82, in last year’s fes. tival, are back in harness.
'This year Marshall again has
the benefit of the rebounding
talents of 6-5 center Charlie
Slack, who amazed fans last
year with his feats against the I
Cavaliers and Tartans. Slack is
the 1954-55 national collegiate .
‘ Dr. Stewart H7 Smith, president
rebounding champion and al- 'i
of
Marshall College, will go to
ready has been named to Dell
Parkersburg today to give the
Magazine’s All-Midwest team. .
first of two speeches on the White
No Height
The other two starters from 1
House Conference on Education:
last year’s squad are Cebe
which he attended in Washington]
Price, the high-scoring speedlast week.
He will address the Principals
kL
Association of Wood County to
night. Dr. Smith will speak De
cember 14 at the annual Christ
mas dinner of Charleston National
Bank personnel.
The Marshall president was ap
pointed by Governor Marland to
attend the White House Con
ference.
Dr. Smith will speak before men
of the First Methodist Church to- ,
morrow at 6' p. M. He will dis- I
cuss the services performed by I
Marshall College and the institu- I
tion’s principal needs.
|

Smith To Speak
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Leading the way for Boston College when it tackles Marshall in the Fayetteville
Tournament opening tomorrow night will be these six men. Left to right are
Jack Harrington, Jim Power, George Bigelow, Fred Bortolussl, John Magee
and Bill Monahan.
,
_______
__......................
__U

Marshall, WVU In Stern Tests 1

^'■foiir garnet lege^pfayersZin scoring last year
torious starts and face sterner] off to a start wit
09
well along with 16 with an average of 35.9 points a
foes this week.
i away, will getthis
beginning
more games t‘__ week,
—... '.-J
- game, including 67 against MoreWVU, the defending Southern] with Salem’s visit to West Liberty head State one interesting evening. 8t
Hundley, in addition to his other
Conference champion, meets Fur tonight.
STtMMEL^ ~
man’s high-scoring Palladins Tues All of the 16 State Conference court charms, broke the NCAA t<
Associated Press Sportswriter
_
day at Morgantown
and journey teams but W. Va. State and Blue- scoring
scoring record
for_sOPhomores
sophomores with
record for
At least an informal look has to Fayetteville for a meeting Fri- field State, its two new members, 711 points in 30 games last season. 61
been offered of every college team day with Washington and Lee. Both will have been tested in league The game also will find Furman
Conference foes,
foes.
in defense of _______________
its national scoring_ i
in the state - except Concord - are Southern Conference
activity before the week is out.
WVU’s battle with Furman Tues crown among major colleges for’j
and a better idea of what West 16 Games
Virginia college basketball fans Washington and tree travels on day easily could include a duel the third year in a row.
may expect comes up this week to Huntington Saturday to engage between the players wearing No. Hundley contributed 34 points in [
Marshall, an 83-69 conquerer of 33 — “Hot Rod” Hundley of the 33 minutes Saturday , in WVU’s 92In a 28-game schedule.
West Virginia University and Spring Hill of Mobile, Ala., Satur Mountaineers and Darrell Floyd of 79 victory over Carnegie Tech before 6,500 fans.
Marshall College, both faced with day night.
the Palladins.
terrific schedules, got off to vic- State Conference activity, alread Floyd led the nation’s large col- Scoring honors In Marshall’s s(
opener went to sophomore Hal
Greer, who canned 20 points in his
starting varsity assignment. He Is i
the
first Negro on Marshall’s team.
Week’s Schedule .
Grab Lead
Here is the week’s schedule,
i
with all conference games marked
Ancient rivals West Virginia Tech
(x);
and Alderson-Broaddus fought it •.
Monday I Salem at' West Lib
out once again for championship J
erty (x); Bluefield State at Liv
I honors of the Warm-Up Tourna- I
ingston.
ment. Tech won out, 74-70, after
Tuesday — Furman at WVU
Dick Cantley grabbed the lead to
(x); Tech at Glenville (x); Po
stay with 3% minutes left in the i
tomac State at Fairmont (x);
game. Sam Jordan canned 35 |
Salem at Bethany (x); A-B at
points to lead W. Va. State to a i
Wesleyan (x); Beckley at Morris
97-78 victory over Emory and
Harvey (x); Bluefield, Va. at Con
Henry in the consolation game.
cord; Fayetteville, N. C., at W.
Morris Harvey, defending con
Va. State (x).
ference tournament champion,
Wednesday — Potomac State at
started off with a rousing 107-92 •
A-B (X).
victory over Glenville and this
Thursday — Tech at Salem (x);
week goes-against Beckley, Ohio
D. and E. at Wesleyan (x); Ohio
University and Concord. Cap
U. at Morris Harvey; Wilson
Smith got 31 points against Glen
Teachers at Shepherd; North Caro
ville and Jim Vandell added 26
lina A. and T.‘ at W. Va. State
more for the Golden Eagles.
(x); Bluefield State at Bluefield,
Salem, which has a veteran club '
Va.
i including 11 returned lettermen, ’■
Friday _ WVU v. Washington
llvisits West Liberty tonight and
and Lee at Fayetteville (x); Tech
f Bethany tomorrow night to get con
at Potomac State (x); A-B at
ference activity off this week. Shep
Fairmont x; Beckley at D. and
herd met both teams over the ’
E. (x).
week end, lost 99-87 to West Lib- I>
Saturday — Washington and Lee
ert and won, 78-70, over Bethany.
at Marshall; Glenville at West Lib
In some freshmen activity, the
erty (x); Tech at Shepherd (x);
Little Green walloped 105 the
Morris Harvey at Concord (x);
Parkersburg School of Commerce,
Beckley at A-B (x); Bethany at
120-35, with Leo Byrd racking up
Ohio Northern; W. Va; State at
, 24 points in little more than a,
Virginia State (x).
________
quarter.
In other Saturday night results >
Winston-Salem, N. C„ thumped
Bluefield State, 80-57, and Fair
mont took over California, paj
Teachers, 75-OL^

State Loop Has
16 Game Card
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Maria Riva, glamorous star of “Tea and Sympathy”
which was presented here two days by the Marshall
College Artist Series was honored with a birthday
luncheon given by Mrs^ Will Mount at the Hotel Fred
erick yesterday. In the group are Miss Ruth Napier,
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Advertiser Staff Photo

Mrs. Jan Carr, Miss Estelle Belanger, Miss Catherine ;
Bliss Enslow, Maria Riva, Mrs. Will Mount, Mrs.
Veta Lee Smith, Miss Mary Kerchival and Miss Doro
thy Buzek.
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By Ernie Salvatore

The Brethren Are
A Wee Bit Miffed
.4. ./-If—*

/J, ■ j' y- S's

i

B:ili Play To Open
Here iVIoiicIay,

A perusal of the state’s various dailies this past week end lent
,/X, (..■/>■ ‘ / X ’"//>'■.
1
the impression to me that Marshall’s, 115-83, basketball victory
. over Washington & Lee Saturday night left several of my sportWith Maria Riva and Alan Bax
. writing brethren a bit baffled.
ter in the starring roles, Robert
I don’t like to refer to most of these characters as brethren
and do so today only because the holiday spirit has overtaken me, Anderson’s dramatic hit, “Tea and
both in mind and in the bottom desk drawer. In this case, I’ll 'Sympathy,” comes to the Keithmake an exception.
Albee Theatre tomorrow.
The bewilderment stems, naturally, from the ease with which
The play, sponsored here by the
the Big Green manhandled a Southern Conference power that had Marshall College Artists Series,
extended its defending champion, West Virginia, 80-71, only 24
.will be presented tomorrow and
hours before on a so-called neutral court in Fayetteville.
j.
The wide disparity in the point spreads led them to take up Tuesday at 8:30 P. M. The first
the question of who is better than who in what . . . West Virginia night will be for series members;
or Marshall? That’s a pretty small peg on which to hang an argu the second night for the general j
ment. None of us will ever know which of the schools is better public. Seats will be on sale to- .
than the other, in any given season, until the Morgantown end
decides to quit looking foolish and acknowledge Marshall’s over morrow and Tuesday at the Bee- 1
ker Music Store, 1040 Fourth ROBERT HIGGINS, as th
tures for a resumption of athletic relations.
nue.
1 cruelly misunderstood student, i
Only Yardstick
The company will come given featured billing in the Ar
The comparison of performances against common opponents
derson drama despite the fat
is the only yardstick fans, sportswriters and players have at their from a week’s successful en that mw
he has
ilUKJ J
yet
uv to
w cippccrf
appear v.
a
disposal. And, this, at best, is unsatisfactory.
ment at the Shubert Theat Broadway. His stage work prior ti
The fact that everyone uses it, however, when a chance arises ! Cincinnati.
...............
this
has been confined to a singlt
—as the Washington & Lee inva
Curtis Baxter, manager c season of stock in Somerset, Mass
sion of this state provided last eers’ effort. It was the “jelling” Artists Series, said ‘
“Tea" It Is to the television field thai
Friday and Saturday — shows of Coach Jules Rivlin’s first Big Sympathy” is “one of the he has scored his greatest gains
Green
team.
It
came
at
an
op

quite clearly how hungry folks
pirovocative dramas ever and has appeared in numerous
are for these two leading state portune time because the mur sented by the Series.”
important programs.
derous Mid-American Conference
institutions to meet.
Other members of the cast in'
None of the dictums of the schedule begins here tomorrow
THE PLAY revolves aroi elude Harry Mehaffey, Christy
late Legs Hawley, who had the night when Ohio’s Bobcats visit lonely and misunderstood ; Palmer, Laurence Haddon, Nicho
played by Robert Higgins, las King, Walter Case, Burt Ed
unique distinction of being ath the field house.
letic director for both schools Avoid Letdown
because he has artistic sen wards, Arnold Meritt and Robert
during his lifetime, can water
It has been Rivlin’s job this ties and has played women’s Wylie.
down that desire. Whenever the week to keep his club “up” xv.
..... . here
11C has
coming
for to amateur theatricals is W] The company ...
subject is broached by a Hun the Bobcats and to avoid a letvx xLiuo in all
^D<?l* bvwv*.
.een mm
acclalmed by.v critics
tington sportswriter, as I d i d down after the Generals had Although the master of the the maior cltites in which it has
four weeks ago, these dictums been victimized. The Big Green England boys’ school in appeared. The Boston Post calleq
are faithfully dug up by those players tore the Generals apart house he rooms is one of his the play “a tremendously moving
brethren of mine living in the because they wanted to show the persecutors, the teacher’s w8nd poignant drama” and said
north and used as rebuttals.
“M?ria Riva gives a notable per
world that Marshall plays in the kind and understanding.
Undivided Power
same sphere that West Virginia Miss Riva portrays the wife forma nee. . . warm and tendei
Baxter, who appeared op;and completely creditable.”
Hawley said that both Mar does.
Deborah Kerr during the 34 i
shall and West Virginia should
Well, it was a good show, lads, the play was on torn’ last ye
have undivided power in West Never have I seen such s u s- the headmaster.
Virginia and that this power tained
• • - speed- and shooting accur Miss Riva, who made her I
would be destroyed if they ever acy by one team in my years way debut in a small role
met. He also, observed that as a .scribe. It was breath-tak Tallulah Bankhead for the Theatre
neither school should do any ing.
Guild in “Foolish Notion,’’ has
thing to impede the athletic
The big job now is this con devoted most of her time in the
growth of the other.
ference race and the 19 other op past six years to acting before the
This has been accepted as gos ponents coming up for engage television cameras. She is the
pel by the' writers who follow ments.
daughter of screen star Marlene
and cover our state university— Can Etch Place
Dietrich.
and notice, I said “our” state
Mr. Baxter has won recognition
If
this
Marshall
team
can
dedi

university, because that’s what
for his performances on both stage
cate
Itself
to
the
difficult
task
it is and no one will dispute that.
and screen. In 14 years in Holly
But, continued avoidance of Mar of staying “up” for every op-: wood he appeared in some 50
ponent,
it
can
etch
its
place
in
shall by the university certainly
films. On the New York stage
cannot be over such a thin philos Big Green sports annals indel he was acclaimed for his portrayal
ophy as laid down by the late ibly.
of Mingo in “Home of the Brave”
Legs. There are other reasons.
For, game by game, week by and later was one of the ardent
And, I don’t particularly think week, the names of Cebe Price, Bill Pages in the long Broadway;
e y run of “The Voice of the Turtle.
. .... ”.!
there’s much use in asking, once Paul Underwood and C h a r- 1 n.
again, for the umpteenth time, Slack are gaining in stature—the Then .followed«...
his long tours as I
what they are. No one up there same stature now commanded Commander Harbison in “South!
will say what they are — if there by Jules Rivlin and Walt Walo- pacific.”
-1
are any.
wac, the college’s first two superTo get back to what happened stars of the hardwood.
here Saturday night, the impor
It’s a tough road that lies
tant thing about that brilliant ahead — but like all big time
victory wasn’t the ease with champions, the idea here is that
which Marshall defeated the Gen this team is going to make it,
erals compared to the Mountain- or blacken a few eyes trying.

Bobcats Have Three-Game Win Streak!
Going With Best Squad In 15 Years; I
Freshman Teams Will Play At6:30

C;
©

I

I

I

(
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By FRED BURNS
/ ' -Z
4
'
Tnnio-ht’a
~
.
Herald-Dispatch Sports Editor
•’
’
'**'*
.
lomgnts the night Coach Jules Rivlin makes his debut in the Mid-Amerlcan Conference bas
ketball race for his Marshall College quintet is scheduled to meet the Bobcats from Ohio Uni
versity. There is very likely to be a capacity crowd on hand at Memorial Field House when these
two old rivals get together at 8:15 P. M.
I
Fans around this section have been buzzing since last Saturday when the Big Green trounced
Washington and Lee 115-83 and they are anxious to see how Captain Charlie Slack and his mates will
stack up in the conference bat
tle.
This opening conference test
will give them a good Idea too,
' for Coach Jim Snyder is bring
ing a Bobcat team to town which
1
has been rated as the best to
come out of Athens in the last
15 years. They only lost one man
Moore, as a sophomore last i
from their entire squad of last
season, led the Bobcats in scor- i
season.
,ing with 327 and Garrison, who was J
!the team’s all - around playmaker i
The Bobcats took on Indiana of
and leading rebounder last sea
the Big Ten in their opener and
son, was also second high in scor
lost 93-74 but since then they
ing with 312.
have won three in a row. They
The Bobcats of last season hit!
trimmed Morris Harvey 91-71 in
a game at Charleston, trounced
for a per game average of 81.7, •
the highest in the history of the 1
Ohio Wesleyan 94-56 and brushed
aside Marietta 84-54.
school and so far this season in
four games they are going at an '
There are nine lettermen on the
average of 86 points per game.
Ohio squad, eight back from last
The Ohio opponents have been held •
season and they have regained
to 68.4 per game this season.
•
Ray “Scotty” Grieshelmer, star
Rivlin has warned the Big Green ,
of the 1952 and 1953 seasons, who
players that their “press clip-;
had returned from the service.
pings” won’t score the Bobcats
and that it will take another ef- <<
Griesheimer, the 190 pound, 6-2
W-L
fort like the one against
__ ’
””
junior from Chillicothe, was an
Generals if they hope for victory.,
The Big Green coach will prob- ;
FROSH AT 6:30
ably stick with the same five <
starters he has used in the first <
The Marshall freshmen basket
two games. That means Cebe
ball team will again furnish
Price and Hal Greer -at forwards,
the preliminary to tonight’s var
Captain Slack at -center, Paul Un- j
sity game when they take on
Kirk
the »1
derwood and Dave r*
* at
-x «*the freshmen from Ohio Uni
guards.
h
versity. This game is scheduled
for 6:30 P. M.
Underwood with 26, Slack with
Coach Mike Joseph’s frosh
24 and Price with 22, were the
!
team has won. three straight
big point-getters against W-L but
with Leo Byrd setting the pace
12 men got into the scoring.
in scoring with a 38 point per
Tonight’s game will be the con
game average.
ference opener for both Marshall |
P. S. The West Virginia Uni
and Ohio. All the other teams have
versity frosh defeated the Ohio
been in conference action. Miami,
frosh 80-65.
defending champion, has won two
BOB EVANS
DICK GARRISON
and lost none, Bowling Green has
Bobcat Newcomer
Ohio U. Rebounder
^outstanding rebounder before he
split in two loop games and West
'went into the service and he also
ern Michigan and Kent State have
led the Bobcats in scoring during
both lost one. However, Western
the two seasons he played.
Michigan played their second
Griesheimer is slated to start
game last night against Toledo.
•!at forward tonight along with
Tomorrow the Big Green will
Dick Garrison, a 6-3 forward,
fly to Kalamazoo, Michigan, where
and Bob Evans, a 6-3 junior.
on Saturday night they will play
The guards are slated to be Fred
the Western Michigan Broncos.
Moore, a 6-4 junior, and Captain
After tonight the Big Green will
Harry Weinbrecht, a 6-0 senior.
not be at home again until the
Miami Redskins come here on
January 4.
'
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GREER’S SHOT BLOCKED—Frank Hoss (19) of Wash
ington & Lee blocks a field goal try by swift Hal Greer,
Marshall’s bright sophomore star, during the second
half of last night’s game at the field house. But,

Greer got a few others before the night was over —
getting eight points in all while Marshall trounced the 1
Gens, 115-83. Milt Winawer (31) of W & L is at left.
/<■)
' “//'-$
'1' £
< (Staff Photo)

r--------- r.--

'GREEN’S
SPEED
IS KEY

f

)

Generals7

St!,iA very healthTf however, is |
6-2 sophomore guard Dom Flora
And that was just about what
who bucketed 32 last night against
happened as the box score will 1
•
show. The Big Green poured toe
West Virginia. Flora is the offen
points through the nets with Paul
■■
sive phenom who rolled up 553
Underwood getting 26, Slack 24 and
points last year as ■ a freshman
. Cebe Price 22 . .. three scorers
playing with the varsity. Dorn’s’
topping the 20 mark.
output was the highest ever proPrice hit 10 field goals in 17
7/ r cr- rt
.« duced by a.W & L freshman and
■ // ■;A'-r
//i
shots, Slack had 11 fielders in 14
’By ERNIE SALVATORE the second highest ever scored by
shots and Underwood hit 10 of 22
Advertiser Sports Editor
a major college varsity freshman.
times. The team hit 48 fielders in
An eager Marshall College He missed the record of 555 tal82 shots.
ketball team seeks its second lied by Wichita’s Cleo Littleton in
For the Generals Dom Flora
----- --------’-y a scant two points.
was the big show. He is one of the tory of the season tonight whe1
—7 . .
woeh The loss of Marshall could be a i
Aserious blow to the Generals whose I
slickest basketball players to show entertains hand c
Memonal ^oaoh_ Bill McCann. tabbed this
at the field house and is a master ton & Lee at Memorial
at dribbling in and around the de- H°useyear’s team as potentially one of
_ fense for a layup. He is a top
bva
best ln Washington & Lee
I notch driver. He caged 13 field will be pi
.JL.-J M„,..court history. Lee, a former Ash-1
In defense of Coach Bill McCann
ers and made eight of ten shots between the undefeated Mau
Tomcat toUied 621 points
I from the foul line for 34 points freshmen and Owens-niinois.
of
it must be said that the Generals
and top scoring honors for the prelim will begin at 6.30.
.vprase
played without their sensational
.
evening. It was his highest total The Big Green, which was sp19^4 o5.JOr * 2?'4 aveiag€center, Lee Marshall, former star
of the season in four games. He last week in recording an $ In a11’ Washington & Lee has
lettermen back from last seafor the Ashland Tomcats, who is
got 30, 27, and 32 in his previous opening win over Spring Hill
,lege T
u-i ai
« uoc
of Mobile
Ala.
has turn
two son, including the starting* five.,
out with an injured ankle.
three games.
.
•
*
.
The Generals got 82 shots and jectives to gun for this even
And it must also be said that
hit on 29 and Flora got his 13 field in the first place, Marsh starters tonigh are 6-3 captam
Barry
Storick,
the
team
’
s
top
re

the Generals would not have beaten
ers on 28 shots. And W-L grabbed
bounder; 6-6 Barclay Smith, a good
the Big Green with their big ace
off 43 rebounds while Marshall got
defensive player; and set - shooter
playing.
55 with Slack getting 20.
Milt Winawer, a 6-3 performer who
Captain Charlie Slack and his
Both teams started like they in
’ / season, |
pos. wash & scored 2*0 points last
mates were.a little mad about ,
tended to win the game in the first MARSHALL
Cebe Price
gWashinorton & T.ee
Lee’s recor
record-is. now
their sloppy showing when they
F Mng2t,c^*®ri^Washington
few minutes. They traded point for Hal Greer
•;
Frank 2-1.
C
Charlie Slack
opened the season a week ago with
point and not more than two points <C>
Dom I
G
Paul Underwood
Replacing
Marshall
%
at
punter
if
Milt
Win
an 83-68 win over Spring Hill.
G
,
Dave
Kirk
separated them through the first
FT"
J
MARSHALL RESERVES: Jack
ace remains hobbled'
It was evident that they wanted
Daveecrscoring
Jj
eight minutes and 30 seconds.
John Mayfii
Mayfield,1, vavc
Bob Ashley,-----John
L._
Hunnicutt,
'will be 6-5 Frank Hoss, a sopho-•
—
"
-----Parkins,
Joe
to win — and we might as well
Slack dropped in for a rebound
Z™k,Plerser
Ae’r«ine
...
in.
Jerry
x—______
------ -_ of ie£r2.?!& r;LL..
eEng RES
say it — win by a larger margin
_ x few
___
WASHINGTON
-------erves! more, who got ten points against
■ ...
in the __
first
seconds
tv
h ~e1 s,r?A'®£:.A
‘ ’G?rard.
“
iWVU.
than the Mountaineers did. Of
game to get the Big Green off in
”°Gen?
course they did not know that they
front and then for the next eight skoiniu, Joe Meiienr-, Gary Mei’*< Coach Jules Rivlin of Marshall
could win when the game started
plans to go with the same starting
minutes and 30 seconds they took ^°„C.t]c.,,nson'
but once they broke the ice and
five which found itself in the late
turns scoring. During this point for
got in front they shifted into high
„ Hill1 for a
point battle Marshall was behind wants to improve on its opt stages against Spring
gear and from then on the Big
roaring finish. This means Cebe
by two points on four occasions victory form.
In the second place, the Price
____ _________
Green had too much speed for the
and Hal Greer will be up
and they led by the same margin
Green wants a victory by a gr front> " ith Captain Charlie "slack
Generals.
seven times while tl.e score was
margin than the one recorded1^ center, and Paul Underwood
tied nine times.
Coach Bill McCann of the Gen
the Generals at Fayetteville iand Dave
at guards. Slated
erals admitted after the game that
THE GEN’sRALS made a ,mis' night by West Virginia, Unive for a jot of action are forward,
“it was Marshall’s speed ... it
clippedwhose
.
take, or at least it „looked
that The Mountaineers
,
. Jack Freeman,
injured left i
broke our back.” He dodged the
■ way»_w^ they
(?ens’. ?0-71’ be^in?£he 27"^ hand is reported 98 per cent im-j
question asking him to compare
with 11:30 to go and Marshall lead- their big guy, Rod Hundley, proved, and guard Bob Ashley,
I
Marshall and West Va. “T hey
in? 22-20, for When play resumed The Generals enter ton Greer, first Negro ever to play :
are both very good clubs. West Va.
the B:* Green really
hot. and ganis
handicapped
by
„ -g got---„„„
------------ the
- - po
: varsity athletics for Marshall,’
plays a different type of game than
ran f
___ ----________
the Soutnern Conference
team 10ss of *their
6.5 junior
scorm
s paced th Bi Green>s openin win ;
Marshall. They are big and are
ragged.
Marshan of Ash
Ashland,
_jpd. From here to half timei^ Marshal!
1? nd, Ky. with 20 points.
■
pretty good defensively. Marshall
MarshaU increased their scortogj^jf ^jured his ankle in a
j
did not look as strong as West Va.
pace to get 33 points while the over Richmond earlier this week
defensively but Marshall gives
Generals were held to 14.
and missed the West Virginia en
you one bucket and then makes
Jack Freeman went in during counter.
,
two.”
the WL time out and he immedi His doctor has advised him not
ately hit for a fielder to g i v • to play tonight, either, but there’s
(Please, .Turn -To, Page, 34)
an outside chance he may try to
play.

I

By FRED BURNS
In one of the greatest demon
strations of “you can’t beat u£”
ever seen in this neck of the
woods, the Big Green of Marshall
shook off the Washington and Lee
Generals midway of the first half
last night and then roared to a
115-83 triumph over the Southern
Conference team.
It was the second straight win
for Marshall and the second
straight loss for W-L. The Gen
erals lost Friday night to West Vir
ginia 80-71.

I Ace Hurt

The Lineups
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Four MAC Teams In Tourneys
Marshall Goes
To Fayetteville

I

By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor

i

r
i

V

k. .

Four Mid-American Confer
ence teams will engage in holi
day tournaments this week while
the remaining three continue
with their year-end vacations.
Marshall College, loser of two
straight after copping its first
three games, will participate in
the Fayetteville, W. Va., Invi
tational Thursday and Friday

the league; and Kent
with Boston College, Virginia 1-2 in tiie
Military Institute and Denver State, 2-2 overall and 0-1 in the
conference.
University.
At Louisville, Ohio University
Bowling Green, which has split
six games, and Ohio University, opens the tourney against West
winner of three and loser of two, ern Kentucky at 2:30. Bowling
will compete in the Kentucky Green makes its tournament de
Invitational, opening today at but tonight against Eastern Ken
Louisville. Toledo, current Mid- tucky.
In the Motor City Classic, To_______
American
leader,, takes a 3-2
- —
•
mark to
Detroit
where it will . ledo tackles Brigham Young,
play in the annual Motor City also this afternoon. BYU has
been ruled the favorite’s role.
Classic, also starting today.
Going into this week’s tourna
Idle are defending champion
Miami, 2-3 on the season and ments Marshall, Toledo and
ui the
w*c conference; Western
_______ Ohio boast the best overall rec2-1 in
Michigan, 4-3 on the season and ords among conference members
------------- —---------------------------------—------------ --------- -—-----

OHIO (3-2): Coach Jim Sny
der’s in-and-out Bobcats have
been Inactive since losing to
Marshall back on December 15.
TOLEDO (3-2): The Rockets
took the lead in the conference
t by whipping Miami, 65-60, and
have been idle since.
5
KENT STATE (2-2): The’

5

Golden Flashes have been idle
since December 10 when they
defeated Youngstown, 82-75.

MAC Standings
ALL GAMES

MARSHALL
Toledo
Ohio
Western Michigan
Bowling Green
Kent State
Miami

•is. Opp.
W L Pt!
405
3 2 443
’
3 2 339 314
3 2 414 361
4 3 547 486
3 3 456 459
2 2 295 291
2 3 340 351

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
W L Pts. Opp.
2 0 131 122
Toledo
2 1 225 207
Miami
1 1 157 151
MARSHALL
1 1 165 182
Bowling Green
1 2 231 232
Western Michigan
71 87
0 1“
Ohio
0 1 70 72
Kent State

1

THIS WEEK’S SCHEDULE
TONIGHT
Bowling Green. Ohio University
at
Univert
"■-ntucky Invitational.
Louisville, Kentucky
Toledo at Detroit, Motor City Classic.
WEDNESDAY
Bowling Green. Ohio University at
I Louisville. Kentucky Invitational.
- - •
r»Hy Classic.

.t

C“’ '

at
Bowling ' Green, Ohio University
_
iational.
Louisville. Kentucky Invitatloi
Jttevlile, W. Va.,
Marshall College at Fayei..
Fayettevllle
Marshall College at Fayetteville, W. Va.,
Fayetteville Invitational.•

with
marks. Western
Michigan is next with 4-3, then
comes Bowling Green, 3-3, Kent
2-2, and surprisingly last is Mi
ami, 2-3.
Toledo is pacing the confer
ence with a 2-0 record, Miami is
second with 2-1, Marshall and
Bowling Green are tied for third
with 1-1, Western Michigan is
fifth at 1-2, and Ohio and Kent
sixth at 0-1.
Unofficial team averages com
piled by this newspaper dis
close that Marshall has the best
offense, rolling up 443 points in
five- games for an 88.5 average.
Ohio is second in this depart
ment with 82.4. The others:
Western Michigan, 78.1; Bowl
ing Green, 76.0; Kent, 72.7; Mi
ami, 68.0 and Toledo, 67.4.
Oddly enough, Toledo, the
league leader, has the low
est scoring average, but this
is due to the Rockets’ possession
style of play. Toledo, year-inand-year-out has a sharp shoot
ing though deliberate ball club.
Here, quickly, is what has
happened in the conference dur
ing the past ten days;

MARSHALL (3-2): Lost two
in a row after rolling up three
straight victories. On Saturday,
December 17, the Big Green
bowed to Wester? Michigan in a
conference game, 80-70, and then
to Morehead State, 102-88 In a
non-conference contest.
MIAMI (2-3): The defending
champions also lost two straight
including their lead in the con
ference race. Marquette clipped
Miami, 71-65, in a non-Ieague
and then the ’Skins were knocked
out of first place by Toledo, 6560, while the Rockets took the
top rung.
BOWLING GREEN (3-3): The
Falcons dropped two and won
one — losing to Detroit, 73-60
and Western Ontario, 71-66, be
fore getting righted with an
easy, 81-53 triumph over Hillsdale College. All were non-con- I
ference games.
L
WESTERN MICHIGAN (4-3): |
The Broncos broke a three-game .
I
{. losing streak and ended Mar- >
M shall’s winning ’streak at three,
80-70, and then followed with an
89-52 blitzing of Loyola of Chi
cago. The latter was a non-con- i
ference game.

r ' --------- ;------

What Goes On Here

'Messiah'
Is Great
Tradition

Wr/•
r ■■
By JAMES R. HAWORTH
Some people have spoken to us
more in sorrow than in anger:
about how it was that we didn’t!
review the Marshall College pro-,
duction of “Mes- ^;
siah” last week.
We don’t have
any reason —
only an excuse.
The excuse was
that we spent
the next morn
ing in a factory
at work on a &
story, and by
the time we got J. R. Haworth j
back to the office it was too late
to be handing in copy about “Mes-'
siah.”
|
We are always sorry to hear ,
that anybody is disappointed, so
we take a belated leap into the ’
breach.

Wayne Hugoboom, the director,'
knows more about choral conduct- j
Ing in five minutes, as the saying
gees, than most writers would in
a month of Sundays, and there is
no point in going into that. •

So, all week we have been
dreaming about a perfect ‘'Mes
siah”. We think we know how to
accomplish one.
j
First off, the chorus would be
limited to people who know the
oratorio by heart, and who are ,
sons and daughters of parents
who also knew it by heart, who,
in turn, were sons and daughters'
of parents who sang it in the-’!
bathtub.
i

Second, rehearsals would’ begin
in summer training camp in June
and last a minimum of two hours
a week until December. We have:
often, rather extravagantly, com-!
mented that unless the “n” in
“government” is distinctly heard,
“Messiah” is ruined from “Every
“Messiah” is a great tradition, Valley” to “Amen”, ana that goes,
and Huntington — especially Mar ■too, for the “d” in “God”.
shall College — has taken a good
Third, Jet the State of West Vir
start on it. The oratorio was sung ginia cut loose with some money
annually for many years, and/ for expenses and also build an
after some lapses, is being re auditorium on the campus fit to
sumed on an annual basis again/ sing “Messiah” in. Let there be
room on the stage so that the:
The 1955 production was w e 1-1 basses don’t have to overflow into
come. The audience was gratify-' the wings, and let there be light-ingly sizeable and certainly atten ing so that the soloists don’t have
tive. The soloists were favorably to peer out of crepuscular twi
comparable to any who have ever light.
sung “Messiah” here in the past,1 Fourth, Jet every rehearsal and
including professionals brought for' practice session of both chorus
end orchestra begin and end with
the purpose from out of town.
prayer, an/ let each singer and
Mrs. David Benjamin, the so instrumentalist ask God every day(
prano, with fresh, clear, beautiful1 from June to December to help his;
voice caused “Rejoice Greatly” to ; heart to be open to the love ofi
Gcd so that he will sing or playi
gleam and sparkle like bright' Mr. Handel’s sublime music soli
gems in the sunshine. Miss Linda1■ gloria Dei.
Cassell, the alto, was a happy sur-!
That way the music department
prise as a newcomer to public
musical events, with natural tai-' at the college wouldn’t get anyent that she will undoubtedly be thing done in the fall semester
able to develop into something out-1 except “Messiah”, but Mr. Han
standing. John W. Creighton, the' del, under his noble monument ir
tenor, knows “Messiah”-like he[ Westminster Abbey, would smilf
knows the back of his hand, and a beatific smile,
could have had a career in ora- .
----------- ---------------torio like, say, Evan Williams, if.he had gone in for that instead of;
teaching. Leo Imperi, tire bass,
sang Handel’s complicated turns
and arpeggios with the facility ofa coloratura soprano, and h i si
graver measures with deep and!
solemn beauty.’_,; i ’
J
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Three Mid-Amencan

Quintets Play , Tpnight
By ERNIE SALVATORE

■

The' Falcons clipped Western ^Wittenberg, 69-67, and Youngs-

Michigan, 93-89, in an overtime town, 82-75, in non-league games.
Advertiser Sports Editor
Three Mid-American Confer Wednesday and then bowed'to Kent is now idled until January 3.
ence teams encounter non-con- Miami, 93-72 Saturday.
ference competition tonight when
ALL GAMES
WESTERN
MICHIGAN
(2-2):
a three day respite ' from last
W L _
or
Lost to Bowling Green, 93-89, KARS1
MARSHALL
2 0 198 152
week end’s heavy activity ends.
2 1 215 215
in an MAC assignment Wed- r(o.)
guana
Green
2 1 210 262
.....
Miami, defending champion, nesday and then upset by Cen- Bowling
Ohio
Ohio
2 1 259 220
takes a 2-1 record to Milwaukee, tral Michigan, 73-68 Saturday. ^'cs‘crcn. Michigan
2 2 816 295
"7
Kent SState
2 2 295 291
Wise., where the Redskins tangle
Toledo
1 2 205 194
OHIO
(2-1):.
The
Bobcats
~
'
with Marquette University, the
CONFERENCE STANDINGS
two non - conference
W L P OP
_
team which' knocked them out tripped
2’ ”0 165 142
113
opponents
—
belting'
Morris
Miami
(o.)
of the NCAA tournament last
1 1 165 182
Green
Harvey, 91-71, Thursday and marshall
0 0
0
0
year.
0
0 0
0
crushing Ohio Wesleyan, 94-56,
0
0
0
0
Bowling Green hopes to re Saturday.
Westenrn Michigan
93
0 1 89
0 1 70 12
Kent State
bound from its first defeat of
TOLEDO (2-1): The Rockets
TONIGHT’S GAMES
the season at Detroit where the
Miami vs. Marquette at Milwaukee,
Falcons, now 2-1, encounter the dropped two non-conference Wise.
games, bowing to Niagara Uni Bowlin; Green vs. Detroit.
University of Detroit.
Ohio vs. Marietta.
versity, 66-59, on Monday,
WEDNESDAY’S GAMES
Ohio. University, which has . December 5, and to Dayton
Western Michigan vs. Toledo (MAC).
THURSDAY’S GAMES
won two in a row after an open Saturday, 62-59.
Ohio vs. Marshall at Huntington (MAC).
ing loss to Indiana of the Big
SATURDAY’S GAMES
KENT
STATE
(2,'2?J P.e Marshall vs. Western Michigan at Kal
Ten, warms up for Marshall '
amazoo (MAC).
.. here Thursday by taking on Golden Flashes completed their Miami vs. Toledo (MAC).
pre-holiday schedule, by clubbing Bowling Green vs. Western Ontarfo.
West Virginia now stands 4-2
Marietta College at Marietta.
• for the season and 3-1 in the South
Tomorrow night Western
ern Conference. The Mountaineers
Michigan, back to 2-2 after two
have been idle since their 89-74
straight defeats, and Toledo,
victory over Richmond last Tues
which has only one win in three
I i
day, and don’t play in the conferstarts, play a conference game
■ ence again until Jan. 3 when
at Toledo. Both of Toledo’s
‘ Washington and Lee is a Morganlosses have been non-league
' town visitor.
games while the Bronco’s have
Marshall has a 3-2 record going!
lost their, only MAC contest.
and is 1-1 in its Mid - American
Marshall (2-0) and Ohio take
Conference. Likewise, it’s last
the center of the stage Thursday
game was the past Tuesday, when
with their important contest at
/] • '
By TOM STIMMEL
y
J it dropped a 102-89 game at More
Memorial Field House and on
head, Ky. After Fayetteville, it
'
Associated Press Sports Writer
'
1
t Saturday two more conference
contests are listed. In one, Mar
West Virginia University and Marshall College enter their first goes back into action Jan. 4 en
shall invades Kalamazoo for ,a
tournaments of the basketball season this week, and in so doing tertaining conference foe Miami of
battle with Western Michigan
get a chance to mix it up with competition from across the country. Ohio.
The first of Fayetteville’s Holi
and in the other Toledo enter
WVU meets Florida State as its first opponent in the Orange Bow:
tains Miami in the Toledo Arena.
Tournament at Miami, and it will have a crack at other widely-sep day Tournaments — last year —.
Here’s what happened to con
arated teams before the eight-team tournament is over. Othei was won by Marshall with victor
ference teams last week:
------------------------ ~~
“1 entries are Santa Clara of Cali ies over Virginia, 103-98, and Car-,
fornia, Tulane, Yale, Columbia/ negie Tech, 101-82. The Big Green
MARSHALL (2-0): The Big
didn’t get official credit, however,
NYU and Miami.
Green picked up its second
Mrshall meets Boston College in since it failed to get conference
straight victory, drubbing Wash
the first game of the Fayetteville approval for its participation. The
ington & Lee of the Southern
Holiday Tournament, whose other conference has been duly notified
Conference here Saturday night,
entries are Denver University and , this year.
115-83.
WVU entered two Christmas var
Virginia Military Institute.
The Orange Bowl show begins , cation tourneys last season. In the
MIAMI (2-1): Split two games
Tuesday, but WVU doesn’t meet Birmingham Classic the Mountain
but the win was picked up
Florida State until 2:30 P. M. eers beat wake Forest, 86-82, and
against conference foe Bowling
Wednesday. It will play again lost to Alabama, 96-82. In the
Green Saturday, 93-72. On Wed
Thursday and Friday. The M a r- Dixie Classic at Raleigh after
nesday, December 7, .the Red
Ishall-Boston College game opens Christmas, WVU lost to Duke,
... 92—
skins were scalped by the Dayton
the Fayetteville twin bill Thursday
m®\yake
5gain,,a n d
Flyers in a non-leaguer.
might. The tournament final and lost, 96-94. and beat Cornell, 79
BOWLING GREEN (2-1):
consolation games are on Friday- 71.
Divided two conference games.
Coach Fred Schaus* team wil
Otherwise, the state basketball
card is slim. Davis and Elkins enter the Orange Bowl show thl
travels to Adelphia College in New '^eek with a scoring average c
York on Thursday and moves over 82.7 points, just a little beta
to Roslyn Air Force Base on Fri than the combined opposition’
day. Aside from those games, all 80.1. The Mountaineers have bee
that’s left on the schedule are hitting 39.9 per cent of their flex
alumni games for Tech and Glen shots and 56.7 per cent of the
ville.
j free throws.

Mountaineers, Big Green
In Their First Tourneys
Of Cage Season This Week

(

rrosh Play

Prelim At

-6:30 P.M.
i

\

By FRED BURNS

■

As is usually the case Marshall
will give away a little height to-,
night. The Generals starting lineup
is scheduled to be Barry Storick
6-3 and Barclay Smith 6-6 at for
wards, Lee Marshall 6-5, at cen
ter; Milt Winawer 6-3, and Dom,
Flora 6-2, at guards.
I

BIG GREEN
HELD TO
26 GOALS

Herald-Dispatch Sports Editor
KALAMAZOO, Mich., Dec. 17—
The Generals from Washington
The Broncos of Western Michigan
and Lee will furnish the opposi
proved a little too rough for Mar
tion tonight as Coach Jules Rivlin
shall College to ride here tonight
sends his Marshall College basket
and fes a result the fast moving
ball team into their second game
Big Green from Huntington,
of the season. The game is sched
W. Va,. was upset 80*70.
The
big
W-L
center
Is
handi

uled for Memorial Field House at
It was the first loss for Coach
8:15 P. M. The Big Green frosh capped with an injured ankle and Jules Rivlin’s Marshall team
did
not
take
part
in
the
West
play Owens-Illinois in a prelimi
Virginia game last night. If he which had scored three straight
nary game starting at 6:30 P. M.
wins and the victory gave Western
Captain Charlie Slack and his is unable to play tonight Coach Michigan a 3-3 record. It was the
Big Green mates got the season McCann is expected to start Frank
Broncos first win in the Mid
off to a rather shaky start last Hoss, a sophomore from Manas American Conference against two
sas,
Va.
who
is
6-5
the
same
as
week when they opened with an
losses and the Big Green now
83-69 win over Spring Hill College. Marshall.
stands 1-1 in conference play.
Marshall,
Flora
and
Storick
are|
No one seemed to be satisfied
The usually high scoring Mar
Rivlin or the players, with the the leading scorers for the Gen
j ______
showing the Big Green made and erals. Last season Marshall aver- ,.________
shall club„______
got only
26 field_____
goals
even though it was an opening aged 21.4, Flora 19.1 and Storick and was way off form especially
game they figured Marshall should 10.1.
,in the first half but they did man
The W-L center will be among age to twice get in front by six
have .looked smoother offensively
friends tonight for he played his points and they led at half time
: than they did.
high school basketball for the
Maybe they were looking ahead Ashland Tomcats. He led the Gen 34-30, In previous games Marshall
had scored 31, 48 and 34 fielders.
to the tough opposition just ahead erals in scoring last season with
In the early stages of the second
in the Generals tonight and the 621 points and averaged 21.4 per
Ohio University Bobcats Thursday 'game. His 51.3 percentage from half Marshall again got six points
in a Mid-American Conference the floor ranked him 15th among in front but the Broncos came
through at this point with five
game.
the nation’s shartshooters. His
straight field goals and this ten
This is the same Washington top point total for a single game points brought them from six be
xnd Lee team which Marshall de- was 37 against Auburn.
hind to four in front and from
He is a junior and is expected
1
.eated by ten points last season
there on Western was never be
to
be
the
cog
around
which
the
, but the Generals did not lose a 9
hind.
man from their squad of last sea- f Generals are to enjoy their great
Captain Charley Slack of Mar
■ son and are looking for their J est season.
greatest season. The W-L basket- , Coach Rivlin will probably go shall hit for a fielder but Alab
ball brochure in describing this; along with the same five who Barkeley countered for Western.
year’s team points out, “This is started last week’s opening game. Dave Kirk of Marshall and Jack
the year. This is the year folks Captain Charlie Slack will be at Smith of Western traded goals as
around Lexington say will be one center,
_______________________________
Cebe Price at forward and did Cebe Price of the Big Green
of the greatest in Washington and Paul Unde^vood at guard. With and Bob Diment of the Broncos.
i Lee’s Southern Conference his- • these three veterans will be a pair But from here on the winners put
tory. This is the year the Blue of sophomores. Dave Kirk will be on another rally which shot them
Comets of old may take life and! at guard and Hal Greer, the first into a 12 point lead 58-46 with
once more establish themselves' Negro to play intercollegiate ath- eight minutes played in the sec
as a ranking conference power, j letlcs at Marshall, will be the ond half.

“Coach Bill McCann seems to other forward Jack Freeman had
be in
in ine
the most
position- fop
’,ecnthafc
>n afonyard berth wlth
ne
must enviable
eu
vp
b f Grcer
the
of all conference mentors. Back,
”from _last. year.’s winning
<r team iq
’
season
started
but
Freeman
is.
. ,
,
, . ,in-.
j
jured his wrist. It had healed
the entire starting lineup, plus. J
.
enough that he got in last week’s
five other lettermen, providing
, . a nmrid
,. ,
..
. .
m j
game and
and H
he could draw
draw ihft
the cf.a.rtw
start
the Generals with needed depth
ing assignment tonight.
and ample experience in all posi
However Greer helped his cause
tions. Not a man was lost from
last year’s squad and there are when, he led the Big Green scoring
only three seniors on the varsity in the opener with 20 points.
Tire Marshall freshman team
roster this year.”
with high scoring Leo Byrd will
W-L had only a 16-13 season be seen in action at 6:30 P. M.
last year but after winning but against the Owens-Illinois team
five and losing ten of their first
and the varsity game will not
15 games they finished the season
get under way until 8:15 P. M.
by winning 11 of their last 14
IZ
games.
.
The Generals won their first two
games but had their victory string,
broken last night when they werei
downed 80-71 by West Virginia
University at Fayetteville. W-L
opened with a 103-67 win over'
Bridgewater and nipped Univer
sity of Richmond 78-76.___ ____ j

SLACK’S TWO foul goals, two
more by Price and a fielder by
Paul Underwood cut the Western
margin to six points. But again
with Smith, Diment and Barkeley
leading the way the Broncos
moved out to another 12 point
margin 66-54.
The West Virginians, with nine
minutes left to play,, once again
staged a rally and with two goals
by Dave Kirk and single goals by
Hal Greer, Price and Slack plus a
foul shot by Underwood brought
Marshall to within four points at
70-66.

' Six minutes remained to bo
played at this point. Marshall •
needed but four points to get even
but four times they had the ball
and failed to score. Meanwhila ,
Smith had dropped in a fielder
for Western before Greer hit fbrJ
Marshall. Then Jerry Mitchell hit
for Western. Fred Corbus caged
two foul shots and Barkely mis-;
s?d two as the game went into
the final minute. Slack got a
goal for Marshall but Mitchell
and Barkeley both collected twopointers for Western.
MICHIGAN had four men scor
ing in double figured and Mar
shall had five. Smith with 24,
Diment 20, Barkeley 18 and Cor
bus 10, were tops for the Broncos
and leading Marshall were Price
with 14, Greer and Slack, 13
each, Kirk 11 and Freeman 10.

Bowling Green will be the next
conference foe for Western Mich
igan on January 4 while Marshall
will be back in MAC competition
against Miami University on the
same date in Huntington. How
ever the Big Green goes to More
head, Ky., Tuesday night to play
the Morehead Eagles and takes
part in a holiday tournament at
Fayetteville, W. Va. on December
29 and 30 against Boston College,
Denver University and
Military.
(
/
Coach Jules Rivlin was a liitfe;
downhearted about the 'flrtsf loss
his team has suffered since he
took over this season as Marshall
coach. “I had been warned that
this conference is tough and now
I know. Western just out hustled
us, they have a very good team.
(Please Turn To Page 34)

Continued:

Big Green
We were off on our shooting and
I can’t say that we were very
smooth with our floor game. We
only made’ 26 field goals on 80'
shots. That’s not very good. And
Underwood only got four goals on
>24 shots. He ’s one of our best
shooters and he won’t have many
night’s like that.”
MARSHALL
Price,, f
Greer, f
Slack, c
Underwood, g
Kirk, g
Freeman, f
Ashley, g
TOTALS

G F P TP
6 2- 2 3 14
3 7-8 1 13
5 3- 5 3 13
4 1-3 1 9
5 1-1 1 11
3 4- 5 2 10
0 0-0 2 0
26 18-24 13 70

WEST. MICH.
Smith, f
Dement, f
Corbus, c
Pedracine, g
Barkeley, g
Newman, c
Mitchell, g
Eason, c
TOTALS

G
12
9
2

MARSHALL
iWEST. MICH.
i Officials
Stewart.

—

0
7
0
3
0
33

F PTP
0-1 3 24
2-2 2 20
6-7 3 10
0-0 2 0
4-6 4 18
2-2 0 2i
0-1 0 6
0-1 0 0
14-20 14 80
34-36—70
30-50—80
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Laidley Hall Students Go
All Out For Yule Decorations

•

f

By MARJORIE CAPPELLARI

J.'

Marshall Student Journalist

“There’s no place like home for the holidays,” the song goes,
but until they can get there Marshall College co-eds use their own
ingenuity to make their dormitory and sorority house rooms fes
tive and cheerful during the weeks preceding Christmas.
In Laidley Hall, Christmas trees, bells and holly berries are >
seen in every corridor in the form of door decorations.
THE MOST popular figure decorating the doors is Santa Claus
whose face and figure nave been designed many times over,
painted on cardboard, fashioned from cotton and bright red cloth,
and various other materials.
Carolyn Pugh of Dunbar, and Barbara Avant of Baileysville,
made two big snowmen to decorate doors to their rooms. The
snowmen are styled out of cardboard with felt hats and mufflers
on them.
i
One of the most striking doors in the dorm is that of Shirley
Williams and Janet Mills, both of Beckley. The girls covered their
. entire door with blue paper and sprinkled little silver stars j
across it.
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THERE WAS a snowman for cutenessT^

IN LAIDLEY Hall, window painting has become almost a tra-.
dition. Residents use tempera paint to make bright Christmas ■!
scenes and from outside the windows look like big Christmas ’
cards. Patsy Friend of Clay and Barbara Flynn of Parkersburg,
have a big white snowman on their window with a bright red
muffler, black coat buttons, and a bright green top hat.
Some of the other designs which can be seen on Laidley Hall ’
windows include a bright green holly wreath tied with a red bow
set in a background of white snowflakes. Sandra Lee Myers of Madi
son painted two white robed choir boys on her window and used
various colors over the rest of the window to achieve, a stained , <
> glass effect. One of the third floor windows features Rudolph the
, Red Nosed Reindeer gazing across the campus.
Diane toilson of Parkersburg and Shirley Fite of Squire, did,
their window a little differently. They used cellophane and ribbon '
to make it look like a big Christmas package.

•w t ---

COMING INTO prominence this year is the idea of having a i
teal Christmas trees in the rooms. Wanda Jacobson of Charleston,
and Peggy Cogar of DuPont, have their own private tree, com-1
plete with glowing lights and shiny balls and icicles.
Every community has its own nativity scene, and Marshall
College is no exception. This year on the picture window in the j
front of the new Freshman Dormitory, Bill Sayre, Ashton senior, !
painted with tempera in brilliant colors a bigger than life manger
scene with shepherds, Mary, Joseph, and the Christ Child.
The decorations are serving to spread Christmas spirit
until students can be home to spend the holidays with their fam
ilies.
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Ma,r^\all jelled in the Washing
ton & Lee contest, perhaps be
cause the players had the incen
tive of trying to outshine West
Virginia University which had
squeaked out an 80-71 win over
the Generals 24 hours earlier.
“I’ve warned our kids,” said
Rivlin this morning, “that they’ve
,got to stay ‘up’ that high for to
I
/ 'J*.' / ' I
-night’s game. This Ohio club is
By ERNIE SALVATORE '
.probably one of the best Jimmy.
Advertiser Sports Editor
Snyder has put together since he’s
Marshall College and Ohio Un
been at Ohio. .I’ve scouted them,
versity, a couple of Mid - Amer?
g
and came away impressed.’’
can Conference schools which ui
Snyder’s team, which features
ually produce thrilling athleti
' - Z,’.:/■
nine lettermen, started by losing •
The West Virginia feand ^Masters Association will' convene on
contests when they meet, try t<
to Indiana, 93-74, but then blitzed .
sustain that reputation tonight h
Morris Harvey at Charleston. the Marshall College campus next Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday
basketball when they clash at Me
91-71, and Ohio Wesleyan, 94-56, to review and select music to be played by various bands through
morial Field House.
and
Marietta, 84-54, in home as- 1out the state in the coming year.
The game? 28th between"the
signments.
The clinic will consist of music sessions with renditions of
schools in the hardwood sport, rep
new publications for band musicians.
resents the start of conference I No Midgets
While the Bobcats aren’t exactly i;
competition for both clubs. The
The Marshall College band will open the program on Sunday.
tipoff is scheduled for 8:15 and a tall team by today’s modern On Tuesday morning, a combined
will be preceded by a preliminary standards, neither are they mid group of band members from Hun
between the freshman teams of gets. In the starting five will be
Ray (Scotty) Griesheimer, back tington East and Huntington high
the main_event contestants.
schools will play new selections.).
after
a two year service hitch,
. The frosh game will begin at
U
who
stands
6-2;
6-3
Dick
Garrison,
rhe Marshall band also will play '
6:30 o’clock with the second half
G-3
Bob
Evans,
6-4
Fred
Moore
selections at these sessions.
|
set for about 7:15.
and 6-0 Captain Harry Welnbrecht.
Kingsbury In Charge
Signals Debut
Garrison and Welnbrecht are
Chairman for the committee for
Not only does the varsity game seniors who helped Ohio to a 16-5
mark the entrance of the unbeaten record last year and a third-place
organization of the event is C. Law
Big Green into conference com tie in the conference. That was
rence Kingsbury, professor of mupetition for this season, but it also Snyder’s best showing as a coach
i sic and head of the Marshall mu
signals the conference debut of and with only one regular lost,'
sic department, who will also act
Jules Rivlin as Marshall coach. (this year’s team figures to be even
as conductor for the Marshall
And, a win tonight for the former stronger.
j
cage great would probably be as
group. Leland Arnold, superintend
Backing up the five starters are
pleasing to him as the one his | four more lettermen — senior
ent of instrumental music for Cab
club produced over Washington & (Larry Morrison, junior Bill Op
ell county, heads the commits
Lee Saturday last, 115-83.
penheimer of Portsmouth, junior
for local arrangements.
Ohio has had more action going Henry Pell and junior Don Sifft.
James Rathburn, director of tl
into this evening’s meeting than So, Snyder has reliable reserves
i Huntington high school band, .
too.
Marshall. The Bobcats have won
also a member of the arrangi
three in a row after bowing to Fair Edge
ments committee.
strong Indiana of the Big Ten.
Programs will be selected f o:
Ohio! holds a fair edge in the
The Big Green has knocked off basketball series with Marshall,
the district music festival and th<
two in two starts, opening with a
UCJ
(state music festival to be held in
2?^°?
16 a^ainst 11 defeats.
Huntington next year.
sub-par, 83-69, win over S p r 1 n g But, the Big Green took
both ends
-------1
Music for the meetings has been
of last year’s series ■— 95-55 here
selected from hundreds of manu-j
and 84-73 at --------Athens. Three Of the
scripts submitted by publishers!
boys who turned that trick will be
(during the past year.
r.
Pos.
OHIO in Marshall's starting lineup toMARSHALL

Gome Is
MAC Bow
For Both

State Band Masters
To Meet At Marshall

The Lineups

1-------------

.

Bob Evans
Cebe Price
S. Greisbelmer _
p
Hal Greer
Dick Garrison
(C) Chas. Slack
C
G
Fred Moore
Pan! Underwood
G (C) Welnbrecht
DayeJKirk ________ -MARSHALL RESERVES: Jack Freeman,
night — juniors Paul Underwoc
John Mayfield, Dave Dingess,
Dlngess, Bob
ley, Joe Hunnicutt, Sonny Parkins,
Pari
Fred and Cebe Price and senior caj
Simpson, Jerry Pierson.
OHIO RESERVES: Duane Baker, Russ
Grooms, Larry Morrison, Bill Oppen tain Charlie Slack.
heimer, John Paulette, Henry Pell, Bob
Sophomores Dave Kirk and H;
Peters, Don Slfft, John Tudor, Larry
Williams.
Greer will round out the first fit

(Con. on Page 3Q_&n Col 5) j
(Continued from Page 35)

with another sophomore, Jac
Hill College of Mobile, Ala., but
rebounding brilliantly with its Freeman, the No. 1 reserve ma
[spectacular rout of Washington & Jack has been regaining his for
Lee.
; after being hampered by a bi
II hand.
After tonight’s game, Marshi
continues with conference play
Kalamazoo, Mich., Saturday nig
against Western Michigan. The
comes an invasion of Morehee
the holiday tournament at Fa
etteville before returning hoir
for another MAC engagement
this one January 4 against defer
ing champion Miami of Ohio.

i

---

i
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Maria Riva had a really happy birthday here,
celebrating with a birthday luncheon given by
Mrs. Will Mount of the Marshall College Artist
Series, birthday cake and friends, new ones, who
were certainly admiring ones.
The luncheon was held in the Bonanza room
of the Hotel Frederick. The guests included Mrs.
Veta Lee Smith of Marshall, Dorothy Buzek,
Advertiser; Estelle Belanger, Herald-Advertiser
Ruth Napier, Herald-Dispatch; Mary Kerchiyal,
and Mrs. Jan Carr, WSAZ-TV and your Miscel
lany editor.
Maria Riva is certainly most attractive and
glamorous, off stage as well as on. She wore a
stunning blue silk print dress with very lovely
bracelet, pin, and fan-shaped earrings.
We all enjoyed her thoroughly, and because
of her charm and beauty she was the center of
attraction. I learned more about the story of
“Tea and Sympathy” than I knew before seeing
the play, but was glad to know that some of my
■ ideas about it agreed with hers. She told us many
interesting things about the play and about her
self. She was very proud to tell us that she
reached stardom through television, differing
greatly from many other stage stars who speak
of their TV work as a side line and never admit
ting it was in reality their stepping stone to fame.
Maria Riva is a very brilliant young woman,
too, and my opinion of her is that I would put her
up against anyone to talk about anything. I’m not
crazy about the word sweet, but she does have a
very sweet manner and oodles of charm.
She always'spoke of her famous mother, Mar^
lene Dietrich as, “mommy”. Judging from all
she said about her famous parent, she is really
sold on her, which of course is natural.
One important thing about Maria Riva and
that is, that she is not “hoity-toity”,• upstage, or
temperamental. She is just a glamorous, beauti
ful, brilliant, very fine and experienced actress

who Is bound to become as famous as her
“mommy”.
About the mix-up we had over the photograph
of her Monday which we didn’t get, she ex
plained. She had just arrived from New York
after a most hectic trip through Elkins, Marietta
and all points north, south, and “around Robin
hood’s barn” as we say down here. She had or
dered an automobile to bring her to Huntington
from Charleston which she thought was a dis
tance of about 20 miles. When she landed at the
Charleston airport a young man handed her a car
key. Not knowing how to drive an automobile
she looked at him in amazement. She told him
she didn’t drive and asked if he had a chauffeur.
He replied that they didn’t furnish chauffeurs,
so she set out to get her own. She found a young
man who was coming to Huntington to pick up
a car. He brought her here, and she was late.
Then my photographer appeared on the scene
while she was eating hurriedly. She didn’t have {
on any make-up and was attired in a sweater and
skirt so, she told my photographer to come back
stage after the performance for the photograph.”
It was all a misunderstanding and now all is
well. As I’ve said before she isn’t high-hat or up
stage and really loves to pose for the press. We
are friends now I’m glad to say and when I go
to .New York the next time she has invited me for
cocktails at her home to meet her family.
Wheeeeee! I’ll’be there, Maria.
—O—

Elks Honor
Dead Sunday
Huntington Elks will pay tribute
tomorrow to members of the order
who died in the past year.
jl
The annual memorial service of
Lodge 313 will be held at 3 P. M. I
at the Fifth Avenue Baptist lj
Chtirn.h
Church with
with +ha
the Interim pastor,*'*J
the Rev. Robert N. McDonald, as'
the principal speaker. The Mar- I
shall College Symphonic Choir will
sing and Mrs. J. Harold Ferguson
will provide organ music.
The service is open to the pub
lic.

! college choir sings

rJ

I The Marshall College Symphonic
I Choir will present a religious con-j
I cert at 7:30 tomorrow evening at.
(the Second Presbyterian Church,i
’west Ninth street and Madison:,
'avenue. Professor R. Wayne Hugo-j
| boom 'will direct. The public is ini.vited and a silver offering will be
taken to support the choir’s con
cert tour.
j

Marshall Choir
Sings, At Church
^JThe Marshall College Symphoril’c
Choir will present a program atP
the Second Presbyterian Church
tomorrow during the evening wor- 1■
ship service. Professor Wayne Hu- ?
goboom will direct and Christmas 1
music will be featured.
The Rev. Vernon Fisher is the'
minister of the church. The serv-'
ice will begin at 7:30 P. M.

------ -__..J
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Len Hellyer Is
Mentioned . On
Little All-Am' /' 5

Broadway Hit
Play To Open
Here Tonight -

<

The Mid-American Conference,
v gaining
..o „ground In Its
mce, rapidly
football stature, had five players recognized on The Associated
Press
Little XXU-.CXU1CX4V<U1
All-American XVUbUiUl
football team.
w ’ 1955 JW10WC
LVUI11.
-3.
Among the five was Lightnin’ Len Hellyer, the Marshall Col■
•
lege junior halfback from Logan who won. the .conference’s ,1955
rushing championship. ,
Hellyer, who returned from, two years in the Army this season,
sparked the Big Green attack, scoring 11 touchdowns. Only Sunday
he was named to a first string position on the All-Mid American
team. The Associated Press has honored him with an honorable
mention.
Named to the second team tackle Roger Siesei of champion
Miami of Ohio while Jack Hecker of second place Bowling Green,
[

'55 LMe ABB American |
Pos.
End
Tackle
Guard
Center
Guard
Tackle
End
Back
Back
Baek
Back

PLAYER
COLLEGE
Charles Schultz, Alfred
Charles Gibbons, Rhode Is.
Wlxle Robinson, Pepperdine
Hubert Cook, Trinity (Tex.)
Steve Myhra, North Dak.
Vicent Vidas, Drexel
Richard Donlln, Hamline
Nate Clark, Hillsdale
Gene Scott, Centre
Dave Burnham, Wheaton
Charles Sticka, Trinity
trinity (Ct.)

WT
185
218
., 190
' 210
245
215
205
195
180
180
195

SECOND TEAM

V

George Cilek, Coe
ROGER SIESEL, Miami (Ohio)
Gerry Luth,
1
Pacific Lutheran
William Vanderstoep, Whitworth
Ronald Ebberts, Emporia
Sherman Plunkett, Maryland St.
Hampden-Sydney
Ronald _Ienry,
H<
lam Englehardt,
Omaha
Willh.;
"
Wllllaiitn Rhodes, Colorado Western
Elrr~
roy Payne, McMurry
Jai
imes Zalser, Delaware

THIRD

HT Year
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Alan 'Baxter and' Maria Riva ate
co-starred in Robert Anderson’s
famed “Tea and Sympathy,”
which will be presented tonight
and tomorrow night at 8:30 P. M.
at the Keith - Albee Theater unider the auspices of the Marshall
lCollege Artists Series.
In addition to many Broadway
appearances,
Baxter
has played
,
..
. ,
*n
daughter of actress Marlene Deitrich. climbed to stardom through
television.
The role of the tormented stu
dent in “Tea and Sympathy” is
played by Robert Higgins, who
has appeared frequently in tele
vision and stock companies.
Tile complete scenic production
appearing here is exactly the
same as presented in the 720
Broadway performances of “Tea
and Sympathy.”
Tonight’s performance will be
jfor Artists Series members. To
Imorrow night’s performance is
open
to the general public.
■
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I

a
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ALAN BAXTER
Plays Role Of Teacher

3t. ”

Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

‘/I

TEAM

POS.
End
Tackle
Guard

Barry Drexler, Juniata
Joe Dekasar, Upsala
Roland Merrifield, Maine
Jerry Angell, Hobart
Center
Tom Hofflander, Augsburg
Guard
Allen Dunham, Texas Lutheran
Tackle
JACK HECKER. Bowling Green
End
William Hamilton, Florence
Back
Jack Schultz, Luther
Back
Don Baker, North Text*
Back
James Higgason, SW La.
Back

who successfully defended his conference pass catching champion
ship, got a third team berth.
The other.two, like Hellyer, earned honorable mention ratings.
They are Jim Bryan, the pass flinging Bowling Green quarterback,
and Tirrell Burton, fleet Miami halfback. All five were first string
conference selections.
’
Bryan was the throwing end . of the championship Bowling
Green aerial combine which had Hecker on the catching end. Bur
ton’s tremendous speed generated Miami to its first undefeated,
untied team in 24 years.
The Associated Press’ first team is made up of representatives
from 11 different colleges that won a total of 75 games. The team
has a line that averages 210 pounds and boasts the country’s lead
ing scorer in the backfield.
Nate Clark of Hillsdale, Mich., is the terrific touchdown tallier.
He led the collegiate players of the entire country with 144 points
and is the only junior among the backfield foursome that also in
cludes Gene (Great) Scott of Centre College, Dave Burnham of
Wheaton and Charles Sticka of Trinity College at Hartford, Conn.
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MARIA RIVA
Schoolmaster’s Wife
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rice, k. ack 4Turn It On;’
Rivlin’s Debut Is Success
As Team Captures Opener
By FRED BURNS
Zz4
It took ah all out effort but Marshall’s Big Green basketball team
launched the Jules Rivlin era as Marshall basketball coach in a suc
cessful fashion last night at Memorial Field House. Marshall
opened the season with an 83-69 triumph over the Badgers of Spring
Hill College.
But that 14-point spread does
not indicate how close the game
was until Captain Charlie Slack
and his mates had to bear down
In the final 11 minutes to break a
tie and pull away.

■

MARSHALL
FROSH COP
120-35 WIN

-

J

,V

iJ

It was a shooting spree by Slack
and Cebe Price which finally shook
off the Badgers and widened the The Marshall College freshmen
gap as they headed into the final basketball team picked up right
four minutes.
where they left off last season as
As late as 11:40 to play the score they racked up the Parkersburg
was deadlocked at 53-53. A pair of school of Commerce last night
- ----,
foul goals and a driving layup by 120-35. It was a preliminary to the
Price eased the tension for Coach
Marshall-Spring Hill contest.
Rivlin.
That gave Marshall a six point As was expected Leo Byrd, for
edge and Price came through with mer Huntington high star, led the
fpur fielders and two foul goals scoring with 24 points but he got
while Slack was dropping in four those by playing just the first pestraight fouls. This 14 point spree riod and part of the third.
more than offset the five points
racked up by Spring Hill and shot Dr. Mike Josephs, frosh coach,
the Big Green into a 13-point lead cleaned his bench as his quintet
just toyed with the visitors.
at 73-60.

That was just too much for the PARKERS. Pos.
FROSH
13 F Byrd
Badgers to overcome. They had Mills
24
5 F Hart
Harliss
__
made it a little uncomfortable for
5
7 C Hall
SLACK HOOKS, MISSES — Charlie Slack, Marshal the Big Green and specially Riy- Dawkins
16
2 G Ferguson
5
x ,
,_____ , .
,
,
. ,
.
linlin
when
when
they
they
came
came
from
from
14 14
points
points Stump
center and captain, hooks, but not the ball. He par- behind
behjnd to cl
^e the gap
gap to only
only sjx
8 G Allen
14
close
six Knapp
tially blocked the shot of Spring Hill’s Bob Coyle, then at
tjme
Subs — Parkersburg: Hackett 0,
Frosh: Williams 2, Barrett 7, Fabhooks Coyle’s arm accidentally. The action took place
THEN EARLY in the second
at the Field House last night as Marshall won, 83-69. half the best Marshal] could do ish 10, Meade 14, Glavaris 6, Newbrough 8, Haymes 6, Woodkin 4.
Awaiting the rebound are Marshall’s Cebe Price (10) was an eight point spread. Blonde
PARKERSBURG 13 8 13 1— 35
and Spring Hill’s Francis Poole (9). Bob Barnes, who led the Badgers
42 32 24 23—120
in scoring with 28 points and was FROSH
tops for the game, sparked a rally
Officials Lowe and Chamber3.
which helped the Badgers whittle
'//) c
away at the Marshall margin un in double figures. Besides Greer’s
til they finally caught the Big top of 20, Price had 19, Slack 18
' Green to tie the score at 51-51 with and Paul Underwood 16.
12:34 to play.
I
It was tied again at 55-55 before Dave Kirk, who started at the
the Big Green finally got loose other guard opposite Underwood,
got six but he was strong on de
• and pulled away.
If you wanted to put your fin fense. And while Price’s shooting
gers on any one thing which gave in the second half turned Marshall
Marshall a victory it would have toward a victory it was the out
tn be the shooting of Price in the side shooting of Underwood in the
second half. He finished with 19 first half which kept them in the
points, just one behind Hal Greer game. Underwood popped in five
who had 20 for the best Marshall long ones and four of them came
in the first half when the Big
individual scoring effort.
Green needed points.
Price was slow and couldn’t find We don’t believe Rivlin will find
s the net in the first half. In the j
too much wrong with the way his
second half his speed was much boys
)
played in his collegiate debut
w better and he tossed in 16 in his as a coach. They were slow and
a scoring effort.
3ragged in the first half but picked
f Greer became the first Negro to up speed and their shooting im
in the second half. As was
1
i. perfoi*m for Marshall in intercol- proved

-X7

L

year ' wtxc-n.'t? x 1 c •
cglato n-LTilctlca und he covered![the case
himself with glory as he proved'I and XJnderwood became at-artera
•o be a. good scorer and his per- ’ ilk sophomores, there were two
I formance on defense was Just more sophomore starters last rxYcrYiA.

Greer and Kirk/
”
i about all yoq could ask for.
Jack Freeman, another sopho
In fact the Marshall defense
wasn't too bad at any time. The more who is nursing an injured
zone defense was a little difficult wrist got in action late in the first
for the Badgers to figure out but half and again when Captain Slack
they were good enough to keep the fouled out of the game with 2:37
ban and work until they got a to play.
All three sophomore will be even
shot, even if some of them were
so good. T^en too they were much better after another game
Pretty fair on outside shooting and or two and this trio along with
eot many points from long range the veterans Slack. Price and Un
and' from the corners.
derwood look like the top six men.
Spring Hin wasn’t the setup ev- Bob Ashley, a junior, also saw
fiiaune^hOUght they would be. Ac- service last night, and along with
defeated Georgia last John Mayfield, a 6-5 center, who
is a sophomore, may also figure
Barnes iW£
—J5t„ thL ;big noise with in Rivlin’s plans.
28 points while EdJ Tibbetts and Riv will have just one week to
Bob Coyle got 12 each.
add a little polish to his Big Green
From ra coach’s standpoint the cageis and knock off a few rough
spots. The next game is next Sat*
Vlarshall scoring
-looked
------- 1 much Ibet-1 urday night when Washington and
er as four of the five starters*
-hit| __please Turn To Page 34) '
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College Gets
Color Movie
About Hawaii

I
I
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■f An all1 color film, “Around-the,
&
Hawaiian Islands,” will be shown:
X y
by Yew Char of Honolulu Monday
F -f ■
at 8:15 P. M. in the Marshall Col
lege auditorium.
This will be a presentation of
V ?• ■
the college Community Forum Se
ries. Admission will be by season
A'p'"- '■ /
membership.
. 3Mi*. Char, a native of Kohala,
Island of Hawaii, was educated in
the public schools of the territory.
i
He is one of Honolulu’s leading
X
professional portrait and commer■clal photographers.
■w
XgB
As a traveler and tour organ
izer, Mr. Char has built up a travel
X
record of more than half a million
miles conducting tour parties to
Wv
different parts of the world.
Ox
%
X He has served as a member of
&
;%•
: the House of Representatives in
•■.I-;-.;the Hawaiian Legislature for eight
‘ 1 /"■?px»xxAXifi® X
terms.
>5
The film which Mr. Char will
'■
I '
X '' < ' 'y
present here shows colorful
pageants, festivities, interpretive
Jdances, interestir.., legends, cus■’toms, preparation of native food RAPT ATTENTION — Marshall College veteran center and captain Charlie
__ from
“
.and the culture of the 500,000 Slack gets last minute instructions
newt head coach Jtiles Rivlin before last :
, people of Hawaii., The pineapple
at
the Field
House. The Big Green won, 83-69.
night
’
s
Spring
Hill
game
l
.
”
'and sugar industries and other
iplaces of interest in the islands
also are shown.
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| Little Green,
J Ohio Frosh To
z Meet Thursday
Z ■*/

Dr. Joseph
Is Speaker
Marshall Co-Ed
Gets Scholarship
The State Board of'Education
yesterday approved as nominees
for Fulbright scholarships a rep
resentative of each of six West
Virginia institutions of higher
learning.
Among nominees is Carolyn Ann1
Copen of JSlizabeth, a Marshall
College student, recommended for
a Spanish scholarship with study
in Costa Rica.
_______

Dr.' Michael Joseph of the
Marshall College faculty will be
the guest speaker at a meet
ing of the Palmerian Society
Auxiliary tonight at 8:30 p. M.
at the club rooms, 1103% Fourth
Avenue.
His topic will be "Community
Welfare.” Mrs. Charles Tweel
, will preside at the meeting, and
« hostesses will be Mrs. Mike
Cassis, Sx*., and Mrs. Nies
Tweel.

:

Marshall College’s undefeated
and high-flying freshmen have
only one game scheduled this
week. The Little Green encounter
Ohio University’s Frosh here
Thursday.
The game is a 6:30 P. M. pre-;
liminary to the Ohio U.-Marshalli
game at Memorial Field House.
It’s the first test against Mid
American Conference competition
of the year for both Marshall
teams.
Last Saturday, the freshmen de
feated Owens-Illinois, a local In
dustrial League team, 98-82, for
their third straight victory.
Again, it was Leo Byrd, former
HHS all-stater, the high man, with
.40. Byrd has paced the Frosh at
tack in all three games, racking
up 24, 51 and 40 for a 38.3 three( game average.
' Their previous victories were
over Kanawha School of Com
merce, Parkersburg, 120-35, and
Ashland Junior College, 108-106. It
was against Ashland Byrd tal
lied 51.

---
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Maria Riva In 'Tea' Can i
Show Mom Acting Talent
/

'■

' ■

- ■

Theater - going Huntington took anguish at the tongue-point of
to its heart last night a misunder malicious gossip-mongers.
stood youth — an “off horse with Robert Andersdn’s contemporary
classic about homosexuality and’
out the right head or the right hair guilt by association opened a two-<
for a crew cut” — who, in “Tea night engagement at the Keith-Aland Sympathy” suffered mental bee theater. The play is a feature.'
—of the Marshall College Artiste Se->
. ; ries.
Stars Maria Riva and Alan Bax-;
ter turned in stellar performancesin a story touched with both the;
bitter frustration of youth and the
warmth of understanding matur
ity.
Miss’ Riva, the daughter of cin
ema star Marlene Diertich, proves
TEAM DEFENSE
TOTAL OFFENSE
that Mama hasn’t got a thing on
Mid-Am.
Ail Games Av<
Ave. Mid - American
All Games
1106
3213
360.3
360.
o • juiit
1973
394.6
1093
her In the way of acting ability.
Miami University
1153
318.7 1877
1G78
3138
312.8
Bowling Green
As a matter of fact, Miss Riva
1400
323.4 2085
2911
347.5
2061
Kent State
1985
283.1 2146
357.7
2548
2744
MARSHALL
may be a trick or two up on Mama
. 1750
1525
251.2
2419
2306
Ohio University
1289
1407
234.5
3116
2163
in
the field of dramatic art.
Toledo
1779
2565
1051
1916
Western Michl]Iran
The play deals with a sensitive, ,
~ MID - AMERICA
PASSING
ALL GAMES
shy schoolboy of 18, brilliantly
Att. Com. Int. Yds.
TD
Att.
Com. Int. Yds. TD
432
played by Robert Higgins, who
3 770
45
42
29
64
1
6
Jim Bryan, Bowling G.
$
295
39
64
3 578
17
31
5
Tom Dlmltroff, Miami
suddenly finds the hot breath of
336 1
42
4 499
37
1
64
Don McBride, Ohio U. 76
i . 58 20 6 327 1
7 428
76
35
BILL ZBAN, Marshall
the
herd on his neck when he inno
327 1
9• 428
6G
36
43
19
6
2
Bob Stlmac, Kent State
cently gets himself into a s p o t
331 1
22
5> 424
4
58
40
16
Sam Tisic, Toledo
1
432
3
3
2
18
4
42
29
> 312
Don Neblen, Bowling G. 44
where he is suspected of homosex
I
RUSHING
MID - AMERICAN
uality.
ALL GAMES
Ave.
Tries
Yards
Trhles Yds. Av<
; Miss Riva plays the role of a
353
43
LEN HELLYER, Marshall
81 737
341
82 722
44
Tirrel Burton, Miami
woman with a depth of insight in
440
625 K
47
Tom Troxell, Miami
366
. striking contrast to the shallow,
82 600
54
Mike Norcla, Kent State
389
69
Carlos Jackson, Bowling G. 86
23 505 15
v unsympathetic “he-man” approach
239
56
Erland Ahlberg, Ohio U. 89 519 5.8
275
91 433 4.7
53
Vic DeOrio, Bowling G.
to a delicate problem evinced byj
163
56
107 478 4.5
C. NIdiffer, West Mich.
her schoolmaster husband, Alani
57
4.6
264
90 394 4.4
Vernon Smith, Ohio U.
ALE, GAMES
RECEIVING
/ Baxter. For him, black is black |
Ct. Yds TD
Ct. Yds. TD
4
19
362
29
5G6
6
/' and white is white — and guilt by
Jack Hecker, Bowling Green
122
7
15
313
3
«l
Tom Kisselle, Bowling Green
association is ■ a foregone conclu
01
14
207
10
235
0
Jim Krager, Ohio
15
171
15
171
sion. Not so with his sympathetic
1
iJack Valr, Ohio
6
87
J]ol
12
218
5
Press Bliss, Miami
wife to whom a sensitive 18-year8
125
0
13
185
J. Berryman, Western Michigan
210
10
252
3
old’s mental equilibrium is far,
-«■*
"
\
”»
LENi KKL.l'XC.n,
HELLYER, WSBrsinui
Marshall
SCORING: Tirrel Burton, 84; Len Hellyer, Marshall, 66; Jack Hecker 45 pts.;
more important than his' being a
B. G., v*
42 x-is.
Pts. C. NIdiffer,
Dean Thelen, Miami, and Vic DeOrio, ».
- ----- . W. M., 36 Pts.
“regular guy”.
Don Wirtz, Ohio, 36 Pts. Mike Norcla, Kent, 33 pts.
FINAL STANDINGS
Despite the unpopular impres
ALL GAMES
'
MID - AMERICAN
W L T Pts.APts.A. W L T Per cent Pts. Pts.A.
sion of the schoolmaster role left
21
5 0 0
1,000 153
9 0 0
226
48
Miami University
with the audience, Mr. Baxter’s
39
.750 120
43
4 11
224
7 11
Bowling Green
59
183
4 11
.750 124
87
melodramatic portrayal was one I
6 2 1
Kent State
114
100
3
3
0
.500
168
134
5
4
0
Ohio University
of- great finesse.
I
46 • 173
2 4 0
.333
82 219
3 5 1
Toledo
15 0
93 152
.167
159 192
The Broadway lingo with its lib I
3 6 0
MARSHALL
28 134
0 5 0
.000
80 131
17 1
Western Michigan
eral sprinkling of profane exple
tives may have seemed a little
strange on the stage of the KeithAlbee, but it seemed peculiarly
natural and in keeping with the
intense “spontaneous combustion”
esprit de corps of today’s youth.
Of other parts well done, Nicho
(Special to The Advertiser)
a .690 average, the "bld mark of
las King as Tom’s roommate, and
KALAMAZOO, Mich., — Final .605 being by Jim Root, Miami, in
Harry Mehaffey, as his father, .do
very nicely.
Statistics of the Mid-American 1951. Jack Hecker, Bowling Green,
Conference reveal that three tied a conference mark with 4 TD
Last night’s audience saw an en
thralling performance of an unus
records were broken in conference passes caught.
ually fine drama, acted by a su
play during the 1955 season, an in Miami led all games and all
perior cast. Tonight’s performance
dividual one by Miami University, conference games in team offense.
undefeated in season and confer Burton and Len Hellyer, Mar
will be well worth your time.
shall, both came up with an 8.8
ence play.
JAH
Tirrel Burton, Miami, set a new yard average per try in rushing
mark with 54 points in five games, for the season but Hellyer led in
breaking the 48 point mark by Er- yardage.
land Ahlberg, Ohio,, last year. In receiving Hecker, led with 29,
Bowling Green set a new team catches for 566 yards and 6 TDs. I.
I yardage record in passing with 995 In season scoring Burton led the i
yards, cracking the mark of 935 pack with. 84 points, 54 in conferby Ohio in 1952. im Bryan, ence play. Hellyer had 66, Hecker,
Bowling Green, set a new percent- 45, Vic DeOrio, Bowling Green
age record in passing, complet- and Dean Thelen, Miami, each
I
ing 29 of 42 tosses in M-A play for had 42.

MAC Statistics

1

0

Hellyer, Burton Tie
For MAC Rush Title
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A new era in Marshall College
basketball history begins tonight at
Memorial Field House, an era
spawned by the glittering one
which has just preceded it.
It will officially be launched at
8 o'clock when coach Jules Rivlin
introduces his first Big Green'team
before what is expected to be a
giant “WelcomeA home, Riv”
crowd. .
• Cast in the role of villains in
J this rather nostalgic setting will
be Spring Hill College of Mobile, .
d/kla., 'a club which dropped its
y ipener Thursday night to East
Tennessee State, 65-52.
Unusual Position
■ Rivlin will be in an unusual posi
tion tonight for while'he represents
die beginning of the new era he
also formed the beginning of the
old one when, as a lithe, sharp
fe
shooting sophomore he generated
the Big Green into its first taste of
!
national prpominence-.
Advertiser
Sports
Photo
‘
Tonight he succeeds the man
This is the 1955-56 Marshall College basketball team and its new head coach, Jules
• who guided him and subsequent
Rivlin, which begins its season at the field house tonight against Spring Hill Col- i
star-packed Marshall quintets to
conquests which have thrilled the
lege, a non-conference foe. First row, left to right: Jerry Pierson, Fred Simpson,
Dave Dingess, Jack Freeman. Second row: Joe Hunnicutt; John Mayfield, Captain [
Charlie Slack, Cebe Price, Paul Underwood. Third row: Rivlin, Bob Ashley, Dave
Kirk, Hal Greer, Sonny Parkins, Dick Blake, and student manager Ron Williamson.
Pos.
SPRING H.
MARSHALL
Blake is temporarily off the squad.
z
Jim McQuIro
F.
Cebe Price

-r-M

Ig

5
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The Lineups

Whitey Barnes —
F
Hal Greer
Bob Coyle
(C) Charlie Slack
C
Bucky Poole
Pant Underwood
G
Rod Rodrlguez
G
Dave Kirk
■■■•I
MARSHALL RESERVES: Jack Freeman,
Dave Dingess, Sonny Parkins, John May Three Veterans
field, Bob Ashley, Joe Hunnicutt, Jerry
On. this 1955-56 team are three
Pierson, Fred Simpson.
SPRING HILL RESERVES: Jim Hasser, returning veterans from Hender
Gary Rubin, Ed Tibbetts. G. McGuire, r
D. R. Atkinson, BTeen, Phelan, Litesky. son's last club — Captain Charlie.

First Negro
Up front with Price will be light
ening fast Hal Greer, an alumnus
of Huntington Douglass, the first
Negro ever to play for Marshall
Slack, a 6-5 senior from Pomeroy, —and, at tile backcourt with Un
nation. The
wh0 15 1116 defending national: derwood will be strong Dave Kirk,
The man is Cam
Cam RenderRender-j, son, first author of Marshall bas-! collegiate rebounding champion,) a former Highlander from Hunting
Paul Underwood, and Cebe Price,j ton East.
j ketball history.
On the sidelines will be Jack
J This evening, for the first time' Underwood and Price are South.
; in 20 years, the tall, crinkled faced Charleston juniors, each standing; ’ Freeman, a former Huntington
; basketball coaching great will be 6-3. As sophomores they were sen high great, who was battling it out
among the spectators watching his sational. Along with the gradu-j with Greer for the open forward
greatest pupil, the college’s first ated Dave Robinson, these kids; post. A bad wrist has sidelined
i All-American, take up where Hen- powered Marshall to a 17-4 record' 1 Jack but he will be ready for next
) and second place in the rock-tough Saturday’s game against Washing
I derson left off. In those 20 years,
j
Kjrij A^nwinon rV^nfnrAnP.P.
ton & Lee. He may even see
400 victories were recorded by Mid-American Conference.
Slack will be at his center post limited duty tonight.
j Henderson. Now, Rivlin takes
again tonight, Price will be at a,
The rest of the No. 2 unit will
over.
*
forward slot while handling, the have Dave Dingess from Logan at
Henderson fast break as carried a forward post, Sonny Parkins at
on by Rivlin, and Underwood, the the other, 6-5 John Mayfield at
gritty set-shooting artist will'be at center, and Bob Ashley and Joe
a guard.
j Hunnicutt at the guards. Dingess
Two promising sophomores will and Mayfield are sophomores, the)
round out the first five — sopho-; rest juniors. Soph Fred Simpson
), mores who had brilliant high) and Jerry Piersen round out the;
(school careers right here in Hun-| club.
i
i|tington.
Spring Hill is the team which
-J surprised everyone by defeating
Georgia, conqueror of Kentucky,’,
and Florida last year in winning!
the Gator Bowl tournament.
I
,

i

--—v^gr

Kivlin In
I
Debut With [
Big Green
Z'

I

------------ ---7
The Marshall College campus looks real-'
Chrlstmasy with its electrically lighted giant elm
tree in front of Old Main. The tree was decorated
with electric lights of various colors yesterday,
under the supervision of Thomas A. Bolyard,
superintendent of buildings and grounds.
I;
The tree is decorated each year and it is,
quite beautiful and most effective. The fresh
man dorm on the campus has an Impressive
■ and lovely Nativity scene in its front picture
window which is effective too.

By FRED BURNS '
Cam"
The tall thin C
__ Henderson
may feel a little out of place to
night when he takes his seat in
the stands to watch the Marshall
College basketball team launch its
1955-56 season.
Assuming Henderson's old role
as Big Green coach will be Jules
Rivlin who as a freshman in 1937, He’ll be back at his centerpost
Henderson’s second year, was one and the 25.6 per game average in;
of the big reasons for Cam’s suc rebounds he turned in last year
cess at Marshall.
made him the nation’s top re-.
’
If he even comes close
Rivlin’s debut as Marshall coach bounder.
going to that figure this season everyone
will find his Big Green g—„
against Spring Hill College of Mo- will be glad.
who came the freshman team as sophomores
bile, Ala., who opened their sea- Price
Price and Underwood,
T
‘
season
son Thursday night with a 65-52 _______
from South Charleston
lastt ______
and as sophomores won varsity are John Mayfield, Dave Dingess
[upset loss to East Tennessee.
at. their
.berths, will be back l
‘ old and Freddie Simpson.
Tonight will be the first time spots. Price at forward will oper-l Regardless of how tonight’s
goes Rivlin will probably,
;• t Henderson has ate the fast break and Underwood game 3 into his reserves for he'
in 20 years that
the
coaching
role
at
will
be
at
guard
and
Riv
hopes
dip
deep
not been in t~.„ .
is anxious to test them before
Marshall and “I’m going to sit that he will have his shooting eye the tougher part of the schedule
working
on
those
outside
shots.
up in the stands and take it easy.”
arrives.
ne
uuuusxAv
..............
— Dave Robinson, the other for- The Marshall freshmen opens
Rivlin
will
Asked how' he
' thought
”
he
said,
“
now
you
quit
ward
last
season,
graduated
and
™ P. M.
, he’ll get m his place will be Hal Greer, the festivities tonight att ~6.30
aiuug, mc
get along,
]
worrying about Riv, answers.” former Douglass star. Greer and when they play the Paikersbuig
along. He knows all the answers.
” Jack Freeman, up from Hunting- School of Commerce. And playing
k cut out
will
g acuttough
Green frosh will be
Riv v
— have his work
------- out1 ton high, has been staging a battle with the
famous Leo Byrd,
Freeman.[Huntington
Huntington’s famous.
for him for he is facing a tough
an winner of the national scholastic
Mid-American Conference sched-j
t ** j ’for this spot but when
ule which gets under way here| injured his wrist it left Greer lot title of “Mr. Basketball” last seawith Ohio University on Decem alone in the race. Greer is a
son.
ber 15. However he is more in faster than, he looks, has a good1
terested at the moment in winning one-handed shot and is cat-like
tonight’s game and also next when he is on defense.
Saturday’s game with Washington The fifth member of the start
and Lee before he starts thinking ing quintet tonight will be Dave
Kirk former star center and for
\'J
about the MAC race.
The Badgers of Spring Hill ward at Huntington East. Kirk
probably won’t be the toughest will be playing guard, the same
opposition Marshall meets this position he played last season as
season but they are capable of .1 freshman.
________ He had new found
wuii'jr av
______ whenI
upsetting the Big Green. St. . ibility
at guard ......
last ~season
.;
Mary’s, Georgia, Florida and he scored more than •he ever did ir
th . ;
Mississippi Southern were among I high school and he picked up tin
their victims last season despite tricks of the trade in getting re
the fact that they won 11 and lost bounds and playing defense unde
12. And they lost by narrow mar- • the boards.
gins to Xavier, Georgetown and Rivlin’s bench will be a littl<
Loyola of New Orleans.
more experienced than it has beei
As a starter Rivlin will have a in recent years. He’ll have Bot
•hy-V.- «
trio of seasoned veterans from last i Ashley, Jerry Pierson, Joe Hunyear who will assume their usual I nicutt and Sonny Parkins from
roles. They are Captain Charlie last year’s varsity. Also up from
Slack, Cebe Price and Paul Under;
wood. Slack, a senior, will have,
to go at top speed in his closing
[season if he is to come up to the
RIV IN DEBUT — Jules
’performance he turned in last sea
Rivlin ‘Mr. Basketball* of
son.
the Marshall College team
*

Herald - Dispatch Sports Editor
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Medic Social
Service Unit
Opens Jan. 3
| Th/'first' medical social’ service

[department in the history of Hun
tington will open in the new Cab-,
ell-Huntington Health Center Janu-,’
ary 3 it was announced today.';
Mrs. Mary Bowles now a case
worker on the staff of the Hun
tington-Cabell County Chapter of
the American Red Cross has been
employed as head of the depart-;
ment being established by the Hun-,
tington Clinical Foundation.
The foundation was chartered"
shortly before the death of former
Mayor Rufus Switzer and subse
quently was bequeathed an annual
share in the income from Mr.!
Switzer’s estate.
Switzer Ward Equipped
Dr. Walter E. Vest president'
has also announced a gift of $5,000:
to be used to equip what will be
known as the Rufus Switzer Me
morial Ward at the Cabell-Hun-!
tington Hospital.
[
Dr. Vest explained that the in-1
dex will determine the degree of
eligibility for free care or for care
financed by private agencies
within the various hospitals of the
city.
Supervising the index will be a
special board composed of Dr.
|Bruce H. Pollock director of the.
| Cabell-Huntington Health Center ;i
Dr. J. T. Richardson of the Mar-',
shall College faculty; Dr’. Sidney
representing the Cabell
in the late thirties, makes Schnitt
County Medical Society; Dr. How
his debut as the Big Green ard Crews representing the foun
j coach tonight. He will be - dation; Daniel Brown administra
filling a big pair of shoes tor of the new hospital represent
left vacant when the vet ing the hospital; Sister M. Carola
St. Mary’s Hospital
eran Cam Henderson re- representing
and Dr. Hunter Kincaid represent-'
,'ing the local Dental Society.
l______ signed1
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Big Green To Enplane
Today For Bronetilt
By ERNIE SALVATORE

i

i

I

■f

Advertiser Sports Editor

Marshall College’s unbeaten
basketball powerhouse, its first
Mid-American Conference test
successfully passed, takes to
the airlanes this afternoon for
Kalamazoo, Mich., where it en
counters conference test No. 2
tomorrow night.
That’s when Coach Jules Rivlin’s Big Green clashes with
Western Michigan’s Broncos, a
club which has a 2-2 season’s
record.
Last night at Memorial Field
’House Marshall overpowered
Ohio University, 87-71, for its

CalihdaU
TODAY

I

I

i

I

brilliant Hal Greer and Dave
. Kirk — shot Ohio’s defenses full
of holes.
Price and Slack shared scor
ing horors with 26 points apiece, j
Underwood contributed 18.
While Greer only hit for five J
points the young Douglassj
alumnus was a bulwark on de-;
got valuable
experience j
serves _
.
lense and general floor pay. On!
as they did against Washington;
three occasions he outfaked I
& Lee last week when Marshall
Ohio players while he was on;
won, 115-83.
J
defense and came up withi ,
“That first half was terrific,” •
glittering saves.
•
..j
said Rivlin after the game.:
Hal only took three shots and j
“Our boys were absolutely per- ;
hit on two for .667. Price was
feet on set defense and our of- '
unable to pass off to Hal as i
fense was working very well af- I much as he would have liked ;
tor
t.hn.«!A
pfi.rlv
ilttors.
”
ter those early jitters.”
on the fast breaks because <
What Riv was referring to
Ohio was dropping three men i
was an early Ohio lead of 10-4
back and they had Hal bot-;
built up when Marshall was
tied up.
J
“cold.” But, things began to
Cebe hit on 10 out of 21 fori
warm up at the 10 minute
a .476 percentage. Slack con- ,1
mark — and finally . Cebe Price, 1 nected on 12 out of 17 for an ex- ;
Paul Underwood and Captain
cellent .706 average and he also !
Charlie Slack — along with the . ) pulled in 19 rebounds. Under- |
, ood, missing early in the game, ;
got hot along with the rest of I
I the starters — banging in seven i
G F P TP
OHI° UNIV,
out of 19 for .368.
11- 21 3
Griesheimer, F
Marshall, which hit for 58 per •
6 2- 2 1 14 |
Evans, C
13-43 5"
cent of its shots against Wash- i
5 0- 0 4 10
Garrison. G
5 3-10 1 IV | ington & Lee, registered 34 oui •
Weinbrecht, G
Pell
30-10 “0
of 78 against Ohio for .436 or
0 0-00 o
Oppenheimer
0 0- 0, 0 0 I 43.6, whichever you prefer.
Sifft
3 2-2 3 X
Peters
The win put Marshall in sec12- 30 4
Tudor
10- 01 2 ) ond place in the conference
aiorrhoiin
0 0-00 i
with a 1-0 mark the same as
26 10-24 14 71
1
TOTALS
| Toledo. Miami, defending
G
F
P
TP
MARSHALL
champ, is on top with 2-0.
Price, F
10 6- 7 0 20
Captain Harry Weinbrecht
2 1-2 * 5 |
Greer, F
!
2«
12 2- 3
Slack, O
IX k was Ohio’s top man with 19
7 4-4
°
3
11- 1
Kirk, G
while Sonny Griesheimer, a
1 2-2 x 4
Ashley
A
service returnee, had 14. An
11-21 3
Freeman
0 2-21 •j
Dlngcss
injured ankle kept Sonny inac
0
0 0-11
Simpson
tive for most of the second half i
0*0-00
0
Pierson^
SayuPid
0
0 0-0 0
and he was missed badly.
0
0 0-0 0
S““kn,’ncut *
t)
0 0-0 0
, ar'ns
i

BASKETBALL
WUlIamson vs. Huntington East, East
— 8 P. M.
«ym,
Winfield
■' vs, Marshall, Marshall gym,
« P. M.
Milton vs. Ceredo-Kenova,
Cer
C-K War
Memorial Bulldlni
lid Ing, 8 P. M,
Wayne Field House,
Vinson vs. Wayne,
1..
S P. M.
BOXING
Ralph Dupasi vs. Ludwig Lightburn,
10, lightweights
„_____ from Madison
froi
Square
Garden, New York,
»rk, vis WSAZ-NBC-TV,
10 P. M. EST.

TOMORROW
• BASKETBALL
ton vs. Illinois, WCHS-CBSWashington
TV. 3 P. M.
New York vs. - Fort Wayne, WSAZNBC-TV. 3 P. M.
Columbus Upper Arlington vs. Hunting ton high, Brewer gym, 8 P. M.

third straight victory. And, the
size of the score gives no indication of how badly outclassed
the visiting Bobcats were.
Marshall actually toyed with
Ohio in the second half after a
sizzling six-minute blitz which
closed out the first, which ended
with the locals far out in front,
53-32. In those six minutes Mar
shall unleashed an almost unbeHeveable 26 point barrage
while Ohio managed only six.
“That broke our backs,” said
a saddened Jim Snyder, Ohio’s
personable young coach, “it
was a ball game up to that
point. Yes, as usual, Marshall
has a tough, fast, well condi
tioned club. That’s the 1
Cam Henderson used to put on
— —
the floor and now it appears
as>
though Rivlin -is <doing the
same.”
If Ohio hadn’t wilted in the
late stages of the first half,
there was little doubt in the
____
minds, wof. the 5,000 fans that the
Big Green would have maintained its accelerated pace for
the final 20 minutes and broken
100 - points for the second
straight game.
But, once the second half began, Marshall slowed down the
pace, conserving energy, no
doubt, for tomorrow’s battle
with Western Michigan. Rivlin
subsituted freely in the second
half and once again the re-

kind Box Scores

———————————

34 10-24 14 87
TOTALS
32 30—71
______ „
53 31—87
MARSHALL
OFFICIALS — Mickey McDade and Ed
i
Tutwcller.
Ohio
Edwards
Kovalchlk
Scott
Norman
Anderson

FRESHMAN GAME
■ (73) _Po
os.
 Marshall
le, F
” Byrd
14 F Ferguson
0 O Hall
12 G Allen
2 G Fablsh

(83)
33
2
15
18
8

— 4, Wolf 4, Koehler
Subs — Ohio: Allton
12. Marshall: Hart 4,’ Crisp L 41 33—73!
OHIO
41 43—83'
MARSHALL
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So, Ya Wanna 1® A Coach!
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ALL RIGHT, LET’S GO!

EASY BOYS, EASEEEE!
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IT ON!
'/ NOW LOOK, JACK . . Zf
.
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Advertiser Sports Photos (Foster)
Marshall College basketbail -----------coach---------Jules ----Rlvlin is caught
in stages of hope, anxavxcxx oxicvxx vvuv^v
_
lety, quiet confidence, and near exultation during last night’s Mid-American
Conference game against Ohio. Marshall won, 87-71,
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Crippled children at the Huntington Orthopedic Hos
pital, above, had a wonderful visit from Santa Claus
and the girls of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority Saturday
morning. The sorority girls provided gifts for the
■mpimrri mn——iii im ■■ irrmm

/? f
-J

/’/<■£'/

here to do a bit of preliminary checking before his
annual trip Christmas Eve. \

Q)
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fHelluva Game9 If Marshall, WVU
Ever Played. Observes W&L Coach

i

i

By ERNIE SALVATORE
Coach Billy McCann of Wash
ington & Lee figures if Marshall
and West Virginia University
ever clashed in basketball it
would be “a helluva game.”
And, handsome Billy ought to
know. On two successive nights
his Generals have bowed both
to the Mountaineers, 80-71, and
to the Big Green, 115-83.
“West Virginia hag a good ball
club,” said McCann, the distress
of last night’s game against jetpropelled Marshall gone for the
moment. “They’re big and they
also have (Rod) Hundley. But,
this Marshall team is a good
one, too. Marshall is very fast
and (Cebe) Price, (Charlie)
Slack and the rest of them are

Advertiser Staff Photo

children which were distributed by Santa who flew

■ top ball players.”
z
In answer to an obvious next
question, he said:
“It’s hard to say who’d win
except it would be a helluva ball
game. Too bad they don’t play.
It would be a sellout.”
• Of his own team, which has
now lost two straight, McCann
admitted the absence of his star
center 6-5 Lee Marshall of Ash
land,, hurt. Marshall,, who scored
over 600 points last year, injured his ankle in a victory over
Richmond early in the week and
missed both the West Virginia
and Marshall games.
Asked if his team was "cold”
against Marshall after its tough
go with the Mountaineers, MaCann said:

“Well, honestly, we were cold .
both nights. We only hit on about
28 per cent against West Vir
ginia and didn’t do that good to
night.”
Jules Rivlin, the new Mar
shall coach, was elated over the
sudden “jelling” of his club.
After a shakey start against.
Spring Hill, Marshall really
flashed a spectacular brand of
ball last night with an incredible
’48 out of 82 shots made.
“They ran, they shot, they
played defense all the way
they’re supposed to,” commented
Rivlin.
And, the 5,000 odd who saw
the game would probably agree
with the coach—right down the
line.
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Thundering Herd Ys. Bobcats,?

Marshall Generals Triumph
.Over Winfield, J14 To 58

In S°a? Jules Rivlin, cage master of the Marshall college Thunderconso^r
Send
Green and Whit® hoopsters out after their third
versifCU-DVt victory of the 1955 season against the tough Ohio Uni
Bobcat B0bcats here Thursday night at Memorial Field House. The
Marshall’s Generaj/^nade 'their7first1 victory a commanding one
foA Hi ’ rug'ged and tail, may furnish more fireworks than any
I as they overwhelmed an outclassed Winfield squad, 114-58 last night
“w men
^arshaII have faced this winter.
wnt 4 certainly have our work cut out for us th|s week,” comat the Marshall College Gym. The victors raced to a 29-14 first
mv k? Coach RIvlIn- “The Bobcats rate among Ohio’s best and
quarter lead, and had scoring sessions of 28, 31, and 26 points..
incrtn V
have to be just as sharp as they were for the WashAll told, four of the Marshall scorers hit for the double figures,
g n & Lee Generals—mebbe sharper—if we expect to come through
with Center Mickey Sydenstricker once again spearheading the atwith a 3-0 record.”
■- tack with 31 markers. Sy den-'
Y4—
is ahvays tough,” Jules went on to say, “and with
0 Stricker played only a little more
Jim Snyder in command of the Bobcats they’ll be no part of a
than half the contest, as Marshall
soft touch. The Thundering Herd won 105-to-85 at Athens a year
Coach Ed Lambert Inserted his
t
ago, and repeated in a return en
reserves in a effort to keep the
o score down.
gagement 84-73 here at the Field
PONY
EXPRESS
House.”
a Forward- Walls with a 25 point
SCHEDULE
1 performance led the losers in the
Rivlin, who used two teams (12
1
scoring department. The win gave
Players) in drubbing W&L 115-83.
Think hard: Can you think of
I
)
the Generals a 1-2 mark on the
is busier than socks in an electric a tougher football schedule than
year.
washer getting the Thundering the one that the Huntington Pony
I
In a preliminary “B” game af
Herd primed for the battling Bob Express tackled during the 1955
fair, Huntington High broke away
cats. Perfect means perfect with campaign?’ Well, well, well-1-1.
in the final half to subdue Mar
Coach John J. Cox, the Silent
Mr. Rivlin. Not almost.
shall, 72-46. Bob Jones led the
Remember the old Princeton Man of Milton, has just an
winners, attack with 14 tallies,*
football trainer (Mike Murphy was
nounced the OFFICIAL 1956:
while Dave Edmonds collected 13 .
his name, wasn’t it?) who said
for the Generals.
|
“A team that won’t be beaten, pigskin program for HHS,
‘
■6i
*7
26
10
19
17
—
72
I LOS,v-ANGELES
w h i Cbh includes exactly the
can’t be beaten.’*
(AY ■— 'The
HITS B
Tt
s-a-m-6 rugged menu the Red &
MARSHALL B 8 22 6 10—46 champion Cleveland Browns and
ADD HALL. OF FAME
Blue faced this season. The Coxrunnerup Washington Redskins
WINFIELD POS. MARSHALL
PERSONAL OPINION. . .It Is
coached club wUl go to grips next
12
25 F Ferguson.
dominate the Eastern Conference
WaUs
splendid news that the Huntington
7
4 F Shafer
year with the Charleston Moun
Govle
All-Star team which will meet
B. P. O. Elks will award a beauti
9 C Syden’cker 31
Erwin
tain Lions, Beckley, Williamson,
the best of the West in the sixth
ful
trophy to the outstanding
6
6 G Harlow
Window
annual Pro-Bowl Football game
Barboursville and the Huntington
amateur “Athlete of the Year” in
16 .
6 G Mattox
; Phevenin
here Jan. 15.
East Highlanders here on the
r— the “WE WILL” City starting with
SUBS — Winfield — Lilly — 2,
The Eastern squad announced
the New Year. Well-1-1, It’s about
home sod at Fairfield Stadium. We I
Stitt — 4, Escue — 2. Marshall —, today by game director. Paul J.
time and we are happy to report
learn from “0-Johnny-0’» that the i Scites — 8, Gayle — 12, Smith — Schissler included seven players
that the B. P. O. E (Best People
Simonton.— 6.
each from the Browns and Red
Pony Expresst will tangle with ■
On Earth) have inaugurated the
Stonewall
Bluefield, C
-------- - J a c k s o n,
14 16 15 13— 58 skins five New York Giants and
special award, which will be open
WINFIELD
Parkersburg, Bast Bank and the
29 28 31 26—114 four each from, the Philadelphia
to men. and women athletes alike
MARSHALL
Eagles, Chicago Cards and Pitts
Logan Wildcats on foreign soU,
In any branch of amateur sports.
Officials — Chambers and Gil burgh Steelers. One of the Eagles
with Bluefield featured in the naAnyone
attempting to pick
len.
is the former Marshall star, Nor
Huntington’s outstanding athlete
1 The keeper of this corner won-;
man Willey.
during the 1955 campaign almost
The Western squad will be an
ders (out loud) if the grldders at
certainly would have a tough
nounced Thursday. The West
Eighth Street Tech
task. Still, the field would just
’holds a 3-2 edge in the series.
7-2-1 record of the past campaign?
: have to settle down between
Three players, end Pete Pihos
“
I
think
we
’
ll
do
better
than
that
a select few. And, since 1!
of Philadelphia, tackle Lou Groza
Cox says. Old K. Kringle is.
have a right to my opinion, and l|
of Cleveland, and defensive back
coming early this year.
will not deny you yours, my candi
Emlen Tunnell of New York,
dates for amateur honors in Our
made the Pro-Bowl for the sixth
A'
//J?./<--■
f
Town for 1955 would be composed
straight year.
The Christmas party of the
of the following, viz:The East team:
Dorcas Sunday School Class of
1 Bill Campbell (Golf).
OFFENSE
the
Fifth
Avenue
Baptist
Church
2. Berridge Long (Golf).
I ENDS, Darrell Brewster. Browns, and
wall be held at 7:30 p. m. to
3. Leo Byrd (Basketball).
Pihos, Eagles; Tackles, Groza, Browns,
night at the home of Mrs. Mar
and Roosevelt Brown, Giants; Guards,
4. Frances White (Tennis).
idfarshaTrCollege's German ~61ut>
Abe Gibbon, Browns, and Jack Stroud,
ian Warren, 319 Ferguson Court.
^Giants; Center. Harry Ullnskl, Redskins;
5. Larry LeGrand (Track).
[Quarterback, Eddie LeBaron. Redskins;
Mrs. A. Grant Beckett will
i One expects Santa Claus to make will celebrate Christmas in tradi
i Halfbacks, Ollie Matson, Cards, and
lead the devotional, and the pro
Frank Gifford, Giants; and Fullback,
quite a few changes during the tional Teutonic style this year]
Fred Morrison, Browns.
with a Christmas party featuring'
gram
will
be
by
Miss
Nancy
New Year, so you never can tell
DEFENSE
Thomas, a Marshall College
what the sports picture will be in gospel reading, German Christ
mas carols and a visit from Santa
ENDS, Carlton Massey, Browns, and*
speech student. She will tell the
1956. But, we are willing to sell
Gene Brito. Redskins; Tackles, Don
Claus.
story, “The Birthday” by Mar
Colo. Browns, and Volney Peters. Red-;
our rating as a goose - bone foreThe holiday party will take
skins; Guard. Dale Dodrill, Steelers,
garet
Sangster.
caster for a plugged mckle that place tomorrow at 4 P. M. in
Linebackers, Torgeson, Redskins; Wayne
, Robinson. Eagles, and Fred Wallner,
Guests at the affair will ' be
the amateur athletes we have
have the Student Union ballroom. Frank i
Cards; Halfbacks. Jack Butler, Steelers.'
the Rev. and Mr^ Robert Mc
;and Dick (Night Train) Lane, Cards;
mentioned above will be very, Bourner, Huntington senior andi
and Safety, Tunnell. Giants.
.
Donald. Members are to ex
much in the running for the Student Christian Association pres-,'
very
change gifts.
ALTERNATES
Elks . Trophy. Why? ident, will discuss the religious;
/ B. P. OHostesses for the evening will
1 QUARTERBACK, Adrian Burk, Eagles;
Christ-:
[Simply because they’ve got some-. meaning of the German Christ-j
and Kyle Rote. Giants; End. Norman
be Mrs. Ross Seale, Sr., Mi’s.
Willey,
Eagles;
Guard-Tackle,
Ernie
thing money can
c~ ’t buy.
! mas.
!
'Stautner.
Steeiers; Linebacker, Charles
J
S.
Cliff,
Dr.
Edna
Seibert,
Sieglinde Werner, Austrian stu
'Drazenovich. Redskins; Halfbacks. Ray
Mi-s.
Evan
Cyrus,
Mrs.
Mar

dent, will lead the group in the
Matthews,
Steelers;
Joseph Scudero,
Redskins, and Ken Konz, Browns; and
garet DeJournett and Mrs. c L
singing of selected German Christ
Fullback. Johnny Olszewski, Cards.
Mathews.
■ Joe Kuharloh of Washington will
mas songs.
coaoh the East team. The West wir
1
be tutored by Sid Gillman of Los

Willey
In Pro
Bowl

1

Class Will

F--

Have Party

Club To Celebrate
In (German Fashion
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1 If? College Presidents 1
1
- Meet With State Board
------------------------- 1

<
J .
------------—
.►
4.^ are fop
fiscal ’year.
CHARLESTON
W) — The State—requests
Board of Education devoted the which, begins next July 1.
J entire forenoon session of its meet Main recommendation the Board ;
took before the Board
ing today to an off-the-record con- of
—Education
....
>■------ i Terence with presidents of the nine of Public Works was one request
board-administered state colleges. ing a flat 15 per cent increase in j
President O. S. Ikenberry of salaries tor staff members at the
. Shepherd said "just routine mai- nine colleges.
■ ters” would be discussed with the The board said the last general
of
5 board during the morning session. salary increase, in September
,------ — -<
•’ / 3’' z‘ z
’ Board Secretary H. K. Baer ex- 1953, ranged from 5 to 12 per cent.
While there may be diverse opinions' about whether the subject ; plained:
Baer explained, however, that the'
matter of "Tea and Sympathy” is in good taste, 'or suitable for dis;
“It’s Just a conference with 12 per cent figure applied only to;
cussion on the stage, there can be none about the excellence of the them. Any recommendations will three colleges “where instructional
play’s presentation last night at the Keith-Albee Theatre undei be held until our regular session staff salaries were very low” —
auspices of the Marshall College Artists Series. /
this afternoon (which was to be Glenville, Shepherd and West Lib
It will be repeated tonight at 8:30.
*.
erty.
open).”
Rarely, if ever, has a cast so thoroughly accomplished given
The board was to go before the The Board of Education also recsuch a polished performance with I
'■
77Zr=
Jstate Board of Public Works this ommended that the Board of Pub1 such extraordinarily fine direction j'' M
inv £°
crnnH
od acting
onHntf and truly
inilxr fine lafternoon to talk about its total lie. Works “take cognizance of the
on a Huntington stage. Robert An-'i stage direction in a perfect stage ^budget request of 7 million dol- urgent need for buildings to care
I setting must find the performance ,ars for the state colleges, the for the rapidly increased enroll
derson, the playwright, has as-;1 of the touring company playing
board itself and such other agen ment in state colleges.”
signed problems of the utmost'' “Tea and Sympathy” an impres cies as the vocational rehabilita Under a plan advanced by the
complexity and difficulty to the sive experience.
.college presidents and now being
tion division.
—James R. Haworth.
principals.
,•
Largest item in the budget total studied by the board tuition would
4s SI,823,262 for Marshall College. be pledged behind revenue bonds
Maria Riva as Laura Reynolds ’
and Alan Baxter as Bill Reynolds,
Smallest is S85,008 requested for to finance construction on the varher husband, coped with their act
I- the Washington Carver 4-H Camp io us campuses. The proposal would
ing problems with superlative skill.
at Clifftop, Fayette County. The require legislative action.
Robert Higgins, in the role of Tom
Lee, gave a no less remarkable
'performance. All other members
of the cast, including the walk-on
parts, played their roles to the
yery life, so that the action con
knit series of
stituted a well
dramatic crescendoes climaxes
and decrescendoes to the solemn
'ending.
The play deals with homosexuality and suspicions of the
While Leo Byrd was collecting
Byrd hit for 16 field goals and!
same. The personal tragedy of
40 points his Marshall College made eight straight fouls without
Tom Lee is profound. The dePi Kappa Sigma" ’sorority of freshmen mates went on to a 98-82 a miss. His 40 points added to the
noument reveals that he can
24 and 51 in two other games gave'
I prove he wasn’t a deviate from ’ Marshall College will hold a victory over the Owens-111 i n o i s him a 38.3 average per game,
j
normal after all because he was I party for children at the West quintet last night in a preliminary
|
Virginia
Colored
Children
’
s
FROSH
PO
S.
presumably able to fracture the
OWENS
game to the Marshall-Washington
Byrd
40 F Buras
Seventh Commandment as listed 1 Home, at the chapter house,
261
and Lee contest.
1661
Fifth
avenue,
today
from
Ferguson
5 F Crum
in the King James Version of the
15
It
left
the
Big
Green
frosh
un

3 to 5 P. M. There will be a
Hall
11 C McLin
Old Testament — sixth in the
23 j
Christmas tree, a Santa Claus, defeated in three games and gave Fabish
2 G Malcolm
(Douay translation.
10 j
refreshments and presents for them an average of 108.6 points Allen
16 G Boster
It might well be supposed that
4:
al]
the
children.
Subs: Frosh — BarnettHart:
2,____
a play about deviations and adulper game. This was the first time .
Miss
Margaret
Quentier
is
in
16, Glavaris 2, Meade 2, Williams
terty is, ipso facto, immoral. On
they had failed to top the century 2.
charge of the party..
the other hand, on the theory that
I
* mark.
Owens — Watkins 3
it wasn’t Susannah but the Elders
!
The Frosh went to work early
who were sinful in the Apochryphal
OWENS-ILL.
12 26 22 22—82
'story, it isn’t immoral at all. In
and with Byrd netting 16 points FROSH
24 21 31 22—98
other words, the subject of
in the first period they went out
anything isn’t necessarily im
Officials — Morris and Wickline. I
in front 24-12. Byrd left the game
moral, it is the exposition that
early
in
the
second
period
and
the
counts.
Owens five pulled up to within
Famous critics have ruled the
play a fine one. We are not a
seven points at half time, 45-38.
famous critic. It seems to us that;
Lewis Burns, former Marshall
a tragedy of such profundity as
varsity star, set the pace for the
that of “Tea and Sympathy”
losers with 26 points and Bob Mc
hasn’t been properly written since
Lin kicked in with 23. With the
Sophocles, and can’t be.
'Owens team making a fight of it
Nevertheless, for those who un
Coach Mike Josephs let Byrd play
derstand. and know _ how to enall except the last couple of min
utes in the second half and with
Bob Hart netting 16 and Dick Hall
11 the Little Green kept in front
.all the way by a good margin.
(Byrd’s _scoring__went 16-5-11-8—40.

zTea And Sympathy' Cast
Gives Great Performance

s

Sorority Plans
Party For Tots ...

B YRD GETS
40; FROSH
WIN, 98-82 ,
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College Groups
Attend Vespers
. f,;. - / /'

.£<■
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■
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The ’ Westminster Fellowship of
the First Presbyterian Church will
have as guests in vespers tomor” row evening the Alpha Chi Omega
Sorority and the Sigma Alpha Ep <
silon Fraternity from Marshall';
;College. Miss EHlen Shepherd isi
president of the sorority and Mr J
Jack Theurer, of the fraternity.
, ■»'gs ...< J
V<Vf zThe main speaker for the occa
<
v
L1
’
s
•
sion will be Otto “Swede” Gullickson, professor of physical ed
. r/ r
ucation at Marshall College, wrho
will talk about “Christianity on r’ >■
Marshall College Campus.” Le
land Throckmorton; president of
the Westminster Fellowship, will
V
preside. Dr. and Mrs. Walter D.
Eddowes, ministers of music at
the church, will conduct the sing
ing preceding the main service.
.......
Though college organizations
w
regularly have “go-to-church”
Sundays, this will be the first
time two campus social organiza NICHOLAS KING, Alan Baxter and Maria' Riva are shown above in a scene from
tions here have attended a vesoer Robert Anderson’s smash Broadway dramatic hit, “Tea and Sympathy,” which will
service as groups. The service be be presented here tomorrow and Tuesday at 8:30 P. M. at the Keith-Albee Theatre.
gins at 6:15 P. M.
The first night will be for Marshall College Artists Series patrons and the second
night for the general public. Seats are on sale at the Becker Music Store. Miss
Riva, one of television’s outstanding stars, portrays the role of the understanding
and sympathetic wife of the headmaster of a boys’ school. Mr. Baxter, who plays
the part of the headmaster, appeared in the same role opposite Deborah Kerr when
the company was on tour last season.
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MAC Opener Awaits
‘Jelled’ Marshall.Five
________
By ERNIE
SALVATORE
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< j
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Pacing the Big Green was sank -13 but of 28 for a .46S
|
Advertiser Sports Editor
Paul Underwood, who not only mark.
The opening of its Mid-Amer- dropped in his usual "bundle of
On the rebound side, Slack
i
i ican Conference challenge set - shots, but zinged in a had 20 for a total of 41 for two
games. As a team Marshall
awaits the “jelled” Marshall batch of one-handers, too.
Paul got 26 points, all told. had 55.
CbUege basketball team this
Coach Bill McCann of the
Captain Charlie Slack connected
week.
Generals, who now have a 2-2
j Fresh from a brilliant, 115-83, for 24 points, Cebe Price got 22 record, commented after the
and Dave Kirk got ten. The
I triumph over Washington & Lee other two regulars — forwards game:
“Our shooting was off again
of the Southern Conference here Hal Greer and Jack Freeman,
tonight
just as it was against
a
pair
of
lightning
fast
sophs,
at the field house Saturday, the
West Virginia. Our boys were
Big Green moves into confe got eight and six respectively. just cold. Of course, not having
rence competition there Thurs Both Try Hard
Marshall hurt, too.”
Rivlin has been alternating Lee
day night, hosting Ohio.
Marshall, his 6-5 junior scor
both Greer and Freeman and
Two nights later Coach J u 1 e the move has been paying off. ing ace, missed both the WVU
and Marshall games because ot
Rivlin’s charges will make
“Each kid is trying very, an injured ankle.
their second league start, this hard,” said Rivlin, “and they’re r
time against Western Michigan both playing very good ball. So, I
at Kalamazoo. That game will we’ve got to keep running them
mark the first road trip for Mar in there — giving each a good
chance before relief is needed.” 1
shall this year.
Of the entire 13 players who
-1
Thursday’s game with Ohio got in the game 12 scored and
will be the last home appear the other, stubby Jerry Pierson,
ance for Marshall until January set up a scoring play with a
Marshall College’s star halfback Len Hellyer shared"'first place
4 when it entertains the defend fine pass to Freeman for a
with Miami’s Tirrel Burton for individual rushing honors in final
fielder.
uciuci
,
So,
qw
,
Jerry,
uviij
,
a
a
guy
guy
who
wuv
j
ing conference champion, Mi
Mld-American statistics released yesterday.
never gets a chance to play too .
ami of Ohio.
Compiled on total games in conference and non-conference play,
much, got his hands in the scor
Hellyer and Burton both averaged 8.8 yards per carry. Tom Troxell
Riv Observes
I
ing act, too.
of Miami with an 8.1 mark, and Mike Norcia of Kent State with a
Of his team’s victory over
High man for the night vias ( 7.3 average where behind the leaders.
Washington & Lee, Rivlin ob
young Dom Flora, Washington
Burton also established a new scoring mark for Mid-American
served ;
play when he tallied 54 points to break the 48 point mark set by
“The boys were very fast. & Lee’s sensational sophomore,
Erland Ahlberg of Ohio University last season.
They really charged down there who got 24 points.
against Washington & Lee. And, Slack Tops
TEAM DEFENSE
TOTAL OFFENSE
Mld-Am.
All Games Ave. Mid - American
All Games
' our defense was more aggres
Slack had the best shooting
360.3
HOG
1973
394.6
Miami University
3243
-----1993
1153
348.7 1877
3138
312.8
1678
Bowling Green
sive. All in all, I’d say the im- mark with 11 out of 14 for .786.
1400
323.4 2085
2911
347.5
Kent State
2031
provement over the first game Price was next with 10 out of
1985
283.1 2146
357.7 .
25-18
2714
MARSHALL
1750
256.2 1525
254.2
2449 .
Ohio University
2306
was — well, considerable.”
17 for .588 while Underwood had ■ Toledo
234.5
1239
240.8 1407
2163
3116
212.9 1051
210.2
1916
2565
1779
Quite an understatement from 10 out of 22 for .455. Greer was
Western Michigan
the old court - master.
.500 with three out of six while
MID - AMERICA
PASSING
ALL GAMES
In UCicauu&
defeating aa touring Spring Freeman connected on all three
,
All
Att. Com. Int. Ydi
Yds. TJJ
Yds.
TD
AH.
Com. Int.
Hill College team of Mobile, of his attempts for 1.000. Big
3 770
42
432 3
Jim Bryan, Bowling G.
64
45
29
2
6
39
295 2
Tom Dlmltroff, Miami
64
31
8 578
5
17
I
Ala., 83-69, December 3, the Big Kirk, who played a bear-like
42
4 499
336 1
Don McBride, Ohio U. 76
1
64
37
1
76
35
7 •138
327 1
BILL ZBAN, Marshall
2
58
6
29
I Green was spotty and only dis game, bucketed four out of
327 1
66
36
9 428
43
19
6
2
Bob Stlrnac, Kent State
played a consistent attack over seven for a .571 average.
5 424
__
831 I
4
58
22
Sam Tlsic, Toledo
40
16
1
18
432 3
3 312
42
29
2
4
Don Nehlen, Bowling G. 44
the final eight or nine minutes.
Flora, an excellent performer,
MID - AMERICAN
RUSHING
■ Against Washington & Lee
ALL GAMES
• the entire ball club, meaning
Ave.
Tries Yard!
Tries
rles Yds. Ave.
Js
" 757737 8.8
43
LEN HELLYER, Marshall
84
353
the eight reservers, too, kept the
722 8.8
Tirrel Barton, Miami
82 —
344
44
77 625 8.1
440
Tom Troxell, Miami
47
pressure on the boys from Lex
82 600 7.3
Mike Norcia, Kent State
54
366
ington, Va., from buzzer-to389
Carlos Jackson, Bowling G. 86 505 5.9
69
Erland Ahlberg, Ohio U. 89 519 5.8
56
239
buzzer — firing home 48 field
433 • 4.7
&
Vic DeOrlo, Bowling G.
91
53
275
C. Nidlffer, West Mich.
107 478 4.5
56
163
goals out of 82 shots for a ter
90 394 4.4
Vernon Smith, Ohio U.
57
264
rific 58.5 per cent.
RECEIVING
ALL GAMES
W. &
Faded
TD
Ct. Yds.
Ct. Yds TD
Jack Hecker, Bowling Green
29
566
6
19
362
4
i. Meanwhile, Washington &
Tom KIsselle, Bowling Green
15
313
3
7
122
O
Jim Krager, Ohio
16
235
0
Lee, which held Marshall on
14
207
0
Jack Valr, Ohio
,
15
171
15
1
171
1
fairly even terms for the first
Press Bliss, Miami
12
218
6
2
5
87
J. Berryman, Western Michigan
13
185
0
8
125
ten minutes, faded badly to only
0
LEN HELLYER, Marshall
10
...
252
3
.
7
210
3
29 fielders out erf 82 for 35.3 per
' SCORING: Tirrel Burton, 84; Len Hellyer, Marshall, 66; Jack Hecker 45 pts.;
Dean Thelen, Miami, and Vic DeOrlo, B. G., 42 Pts. C. Nidlffer, VV. M.t 86 Pts.
cent The fact the Generals
Don Wirtz, Ohio, 36 Pis. Mike Norcia, Kent, 33 pts.
— bowed to West Virginia UniverFINAL STANDINGS
sity, 80-71, the night before cer
ALL GAMES
MID - AMERICAN
tainly fired-up the Big Green
W L T Pts.APts.A.
W L T Per cent Pls. Pts.A.
9 0 0
‘Miami University '
226
“5 0- 0*
21
48
1,000 153
which was out to better the
, Bowling Green
7 1 1
39 <
224
43
4 1 1
.750
120
; Mountaineer showing or bust.
6 2 1
Kent State
183
87
4 1 1
124
.750
5 4 0
166
Ohio University
134
15? ■
8 8 0
.500- 114
/ Thus, while Marshall and West
Toledo
82 218
3 5 1
2 4 0
.333
46
i Virginia remain apart athleticjMARSHALL
3 6 0
159 19?
15 0
.167
93
Western
Michigan
80
• 8 0
184
• ally the rivalry lingers on and
.000
1 7 1
28 i84J
! it’s’doubtful if any club in the
I countryf could have matched
I
-ball’s pace Saturday night.

Hellyer And Burton Tie For
Conference Rushing Honors
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Alan Baxter, right, as a schoolteacher, has a friendly
chat with student Nicholas King in “Tea and Sympa
thy,” the Robert Anderson play coming to the KeithROBERT HIGGINS, as the confused student, is about Albee Theatre December 12 and 13. Curtain time will
to receive an unexpected visit from the schoolmaster’s be 8:30 P. M. The first night will be for Marshall
wife, played by Maria Riva, in this scene from “Tea College Artists Series members; the second night for
and Sympathy.” The noted drama by Robert Ander the general public. Seats are on sale at the Becker
son comes to the Keith Albee Dec. 12 and 13 under . Music Store. The company which co-stars Maria Riva
sponsorship of the Marshall College Artists Series. and. Mr. Baxter,’now is on a national tour and has
The box office will open tomorrow at Becker’s Music
won enthusiastic acclaim from critics.
Store. The first night will be for season ticket-holders
of the Artists Series; the second will be open to the **t
public.
'
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Byrd Leads Marshall Frosh
To 83-73 Win Over Ohio U. i
College Forum
Has Color Film
A ^dor^film titled “■Around'the
Hawaiian Islands” will be shown
r as a Marshall College Community
ri Forum presentation at 8:15 P. M
today in the college auditorium.
The movie will be shown by
*jYew Char of Honolulu. He is a na
) tive of Hawaii and served 16
) years in the Hawaiian legislature
His film shows the pageants, leg
I ends and customs of life in the is
lands.

(

It took a fast' finish but the a little off and were at a disadMarshall Freshmen had it last vantage because of toe height the
Ohio Frosh displayed.
night to gain an 83-72 triumph over For the Bobcats Edwards led
the Ohio University Frosh in a with 16 and Kovalchik had 14.
preliminary to the varsity game The Bobcats battled the Marshall!
at Memorial Field House.
r
■ the
•
Frosh• on even terms through
As usual it was Leo Byrd who
half an(j
ended in a 41-41
led the scoring. He netted 33 ti6t Ohio got jn frOnt a couple of
points last night, slightly under times in the second half but with
his 38-point average. The former about six minutes the Little Green
Huntington High star got off to a jgot in front and pulled away.
slow start and made 15 points in
Pos. MARSHALL
the first hah and 18 in the second. OHIO
16 F Byrd
33
He made ten fielders and 13 of 14 Edwards
shots from the foul line. He hit Kovalchik 14 F Ferguson 2
9 C Hall
15
13 straight free shots and missed Scott
12 G Allen
18
the last. These 13, plus eight Norman
2 G Fabish
8
straight in the previous game and Anderson
nine straight at the end of the SUBS — Ohio: Allton 4, Wolf 4,|
Ashland Junior College game,, Koehler 12. Marshall: Hart 4,
jave him 30 straight shots without |CrisP !•
a miss.
OHIO
41 33 — 73'
Byrd and his frosh mates were MARSHALL
41 43 — 83
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Dale McCallum (left) and Rocephus Sligh are two Deliver University' eagers who '
may give Marshall College trouble when the two teams hneet tonight in Fayette
ville for the Fayette County Invitational championship.

Sororities,
Fraternities
Plan
Dances
A.
- ,
< • ■

Delta Sigma Epsilon, Marshall i
College social sorority, will give a
formal dance tomorrow from!
9 P. M. to 1 A. M. at Fraternal
Hall. C Minor’s orchestra will
play. The sorority will also have
open house Sunday at 3 P. M. at
1616 Fifth avenue.
Sigma Phi Epsilon, social fra
ternity, also will have a formal
dance Friday from 9 P. M. to
1 A. M. at the Hotel Frederick.
The fraternity will crown its “Sig
Ep Snow Princess” at this dance.
“The Sweetheart Ball” of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity will be
Saturday at the Cabaret Room,
from 9 P. M. to 1 A. M. Howard!
Jennings and his orchestra will,
play. “S. A. E. Sweetheart” will;
be presented at intermission of
the dance.
!
The Anniversary Ball of T a u
Kappa Epsilon fraternity is sched
uled December 2 at the Cabaret
Room from 9 P, M. until 1 A. M.

Marshall Frosh
To Play Three
Tilts This Week ..
- Zz- " <- /■

A/

Three games, two of'them' on
the road, await the Marshall Col
lege freshman eagers this week.
Tonight, the Frosh play at Ash
land, Ky., against Ashland Junior
College. Friday, they travel to
Cedar Mill, W. Va., for a game
with West Virginia Tech’s fresh
men. Saturday, as a preliminary
to the Washington & Lee-Marshall
varsity game, the Frosh take on
Owens-Illinois, '55 champion of
the local YMCA Industrial Bas
ketball League,
The Little Green has played
only one game, trouncing Ka
nawha School of Commerce, 12035, Saturday night before the Mar
shall-Spring Hill contest.
Earlier in the week, the Frosh:
scrimmaged the varsity and
wound up on the short end of a
93-68 score.
The lineup for tonight’s game
will probably cc-me out of the fol
lowing: Leo Byrd, Bob Hart, Dick
Hall, Sonny Allen, Jerry Hayner,1
Bob Ferguson, or Mike Fabish.
Byrd was high Saturday night,,
although he played little more
than a quarter, with 24. Frosh
coach Dr. Mike Josephs substitu
ted freely after his team built up
ft.42-13 first period lead.

F.. .

Green

i

Meets
Denver
By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor

I

I

i
i

I
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FAYETTEVILLE, W. Va. — A
pair of high-geared, sharp-shoot
ing quintets go after the second
annual Fayette County Holiday
Basketball Tournament champi
onship here tonight in Memorial
Auditorium.
Meeting for the championship
will be revitalized Marshall College
and a tall, deadly-shooting Denver
University club. Both emerged vic
tors in last night’s first-round
games.
Marshall, sparked by the bril
liant sleight-of-hand artist, Cebe
Price, completely outclassed a be-,
wildered Boston College aggrega
tion, 130-69, while Denver thumped
Virginia Military Institute, 84-75.
The Marshall output aainst the
Eagles shattered all previous
team scoring records in the his
tory of the school.
The Big Green has broken 100
points many times in its basket
ball history but it never reached
130 points before. The old mark
of 123 was set against Davis and
Elkins in .the 1952 Antlers
Tourney.
;
. ** /
Fourth Victory
The victory was Klarshall’s
fourth in six starts, was the first
in three road games and ended
a twq-game losing streak.
Though Price was not the high
scorer, that honor going to Paul
Underwood who c 011 e c t e.d 27
points, it was Cebe who sparked
the blistering Big Green fast!
break. The lean South Charleston s
junior came into his own as a fast
break middle - man, exhibiting
tactful ball-handling which stood
the crowd of 1,600 on its ear.
;
Against the New Englanders,
Cebe whipped lightning-behindthe-back passes to Hal Greer,
charging down the left, for the
first time this year with con
sistency. And, this so-unbalanced
Boston College that Price was also
able to fire them to his right to
Underwood, who had to be loosely
guarded.
This tremendous job was re
flected in the Marshall scoring
with Greer taking second honors
to Underwood’s output with 24 of
his own. Price connected for 20.
and captain Charlie Slack got 22.
In all, Marshall amassed 53 field
goals and got 24 out of 38 foul
shots. The field goal output was
a seasonal high.
Boston College never had al
chance from the moment Under-;
wood tossed in a layup in the first!
three seconds of play.
|

I

!

Jules Rivlih, Marshall’ coach,I
praised the Big Geren’s defensive
work, and commented that it
looked much b&tter than it has all
season.
“Of course,” he added, “I don’t
know whether or not this was be
cause Boston College was playing
so badly or what. Yes, Price has
finally gained that confidence a
middle-man needs in going for
the behind-the-back pass and the
tricky stuff. One more game like
that and I think he will have
arrived.”
*Best Since Caverly’
Price not only went for behindthe-back tosses, but he threw the
ball around his neck and rolled
it up his arm once and generally
handled it like a magician.
“He’s the best middle-man I’ve
seen since Ernie Caverly of Rhode
Island’s first great 100 - point
powerhouses,” Eagle coach Don
Martin commented. “Price is the
•best ball handler I’ve seen in col
lege in three years and I’ve seen
a lot of them. And Marshall has
an awfully good club. They fastbreaked. beautifully. I would say
It’s the best fast break I’ve seen
in college ball. Rhode Island used
a fire-horse style with court
length passing but Marshall gets
it done with a more controlled
type of fast break.”
Of his own team, Martin was
disappointed in the Eagles’ lack
of “hustle. We didn’t make them
fight.”
Statistically Marshall connected
on 53 of 117 shots for a .452 per
centage, not the best it has shown.
But the five starting regulars
Price, Greer, Slack, Underwood
and Dave Kirk hit on 38 out of 75
for a .506 percentage.
Individually, Greer hit on nine
of 11 for an .818 percentage, a
truly amazing job. Price had nine
out of 17 for .529, while Under
wood, mixing them up with arch
ing set shots and spectacular
hook shots, had 12 out of 23 for
.521. Slack’s average was .375 on
six for 16 while Kirk’s was .250
on two out of eight.
Slack had his best night off the
boards, snaring 30 rebounds.
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Box Scores
MARSHALL
Price, £
Greer, X
Slack, c
Underwood, g
. Kirk, g
Ashley
Freeman
Mayfield
Dingess
Hunnicutt
Parkins

G
9
9
0*
2"
7
5
1
0
1
0

sT

F
2- 4
7-13
9-11
3-4
2- 3
1- 4
0- 0
0- 0
0- 0
0- 0
0- 1

G
1
3
0
0
2
8
3
1
2
7
0
1

2-4-40
F
3- 5
0- 1
0- 0
1- 2
1- 2
4- 4
5- 6
4- 5
0- 3
5- 10
0- 0
0- 1

Totals
23
MARSHALL
BOSTON COLLEGE

23-39
57
20

Totals
BOSTON1 COL.
Magee, f
Harrington, t
Cahill, 0
Skefflngton, g
Dunn, g
McAdams
Lyons
Bartolussl
■ L. Power
J. Power
Brosnahon
Bigalow

Dr. Stewart Bf. "Smith, president
of Marshall College, has made
available to state legislators and
others interested in the future of
the institution a new brochure'
which sets forth the major place
Marshall will have in the develop
ment of the Ohio Valley and the
needs of the college as it meets)
the challenge.
The brochure points out the
need for these new facilities:
j
A health and physical educa-,
tion building, to cost $950,000;
|
A fine arts building to cost!
$900,000;
A gymnasium and auditorium)
for the laboratory school, to cost
$100,000;
Library Improvements to cost
$55,000.
Also pointed to are needs for:’.
Increases *in salaries of non-,
teaching personnel; increases in*
salaries of teachers; increases in'
the number cl teachers.
J
The teacher scale at Marshall)
is $1,200 annually below that ofj
the average school of Marshall’s!
size nationally, Ijr; Smith points
out. The student body numbers
3,341.
The Legislature convening in
January will consider a 1957-58
budget for the college.
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Come To Life
(Special to the Advertiser)
| KALAMAZOO, Mich .—Unbeaten Reports from Huntington d 1 sMarshall College and slumping , close that against Spring Hill the
Big Green came to life in the
Western Michigan meet here to final- eight minutes, breaking a
night in an important Mid-Amerl- 55-55 tie, to score 28 points
can Conference basketball game. in that stretch. Against Washing
ton & Lee Marshall kept up a
iGame time is 8 o’clock.
scorching pace for the full 40 min
For the Big Green from Hun utes and ran the Generals into the
tington, W. Va., a victory tonight ground. Against Ohio Thursday,
could mean either a first place the Big Green used a 26-point scor
tie with Toledo or undisputed pos ing blitz in the final'six minutes
session of second place, all depend-, of the first half to flatten the Bob
cats and then coasted in the final |
ing on how the Rockets and de 20 minutes.
fending champion Miami fare in Tonight's game will be the fifth
their battle at Toledo.
between the schools with Marshall
The Redskins, having trouble in holding a 3-1 -edge. Last year, when
non-conference competition where Marshall finished second, the
they’ve dropped two, neverthele
teams split — the Big Green win
are leading in conference games ning at home, 79-50, and Western
with two wins and no losses. Mar Michigan prevailing here, 89-75.
shall, with the best overall record
The Big Green will start with
among MAC schools, and Toledo Price, Underwood, Slack and soph
'are tied for second with one win omores Hal Greer and Dave Kirk.
each.
Western will begin with 6-1 Bob
Diment, 6-1 Al Barkeley, 6-4 Fred
Beat Northwestern
In Western Michigan Marshall iCorbus, and 6-4 Jack Smith, with
will be meeting a team which be the fifth starter undecided.
gan the season auspiciously
knocking off Detroit Tech, 87-62
and then Northwestern of the Big

BIG GREEN G
:■

i

X .
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Tesinir7then, the Broncos have

f i

reeled under three straight defeats
—bowing to Bowling Green, 93-89,
: Central Michigan, 73-68; and To
ledo. 59-62. Two of the losses-to
Bowling Green
and and
Toledo
- were
(conference
games
were
seri
ous blows to Coach Joe Hoy s title
■B TheTones. who tied Ohio lor

third
Place
year, aren
’t as
loaded"
with last
returning
talent
as
other Mid-American clubs but Hoy,
nevertheless, has three regulars
back and a total of six lettermen.
Could Happen
“We’re better than our 2*3 rec
ord shows,” he said this moimng
“I certainly hope we can snap out
of it tonight.”
BuU^Marshall, rated along with
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ians have whipped Spiing H U I,
83-69; Washington & Lee 0
Southern Conference, 115-83, and
°BulSed by three returning
ypculars — Cebe Price, Paul Un
denvoodMarshall
and Captain
Charlie
llfck,
has dispayed
an
'ability to win as it sees fit.

UP, UP AND IN! • -------. ^aI ®re®r’ Marsh&irs sweet sophomore, goes high in the air for two points after steal
ing the ball and dribbling the length of the court dur- '
ing last night’s Spring Hill game at Memorial Field !

House. Marshall won, 83-69.
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